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ABSTRACT
THE ROLE OF INTERFUNCTIONAL MARKET ORIENTATION IN NEW
PRODUCT PROGRAM SUCCESS: AN EXPLORATORY EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
George Grady Gresham
Old Dominion University, 2006
Director: Dr. John B. Ford, IV

A central tenet of the market orientation construct is the need for virtually all
departments, not just the marketing department, to participate in gathering, disseminating
and responding to market intelligence. Previous academic research provides empirical
support for a positive relationship between market orientation and superior business
performance. Superior business performance, for many firms, depends upon a continuous
stream of new products emerging from their product development programs, yet few
studies have demonstrated the link between market orientation and new product
development program success. This dissertation conceptualizes market orientation below
the strategic business level as interfunctional market orientation (IFMO) for cross
functional new product development teams.
The sample methodology for this dissertation utilized a dyadic approach for data
collection from each company. Questionnaires were mailed to cross-functional new
product team members, one from the firm’s technology management group and one from
the business development personnel. The survey instrument was comprised o f existing
measures and items used in previous market orientation and business performance
research.
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Results from ordinary least square regressions provide strong evidence o f a
positive link between IFMO and overall new product program success.
This dissertation adds to and broadens the cumulative empirical research
investigating the link between market orientation and business performance. There is
scant literature on market orientation and new product success. A major contribution o f
this dissertation is that it extends the marketing literature by empirically investigating the
role o f IFMO on new product program success. It also suggests to top management that
creating a market orientation below the strategic business level, and specifically with
interfunctional new product teams, will enhance the success o f firm ’s new product
development program.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The most enduring theme in modem marketing is the marketing concept, which states that
a firm’s activities, when driven by customer needs, should lead to superior business performance
(Levitt 1960). However, after thirty years of conceptual development, research showed that the
marketing concept with its focus solely on the customer was not a sufficient philosophical
foundation for practical application. A market orientation focuses on the customer, but also on
competitors, specific activities within the firm, and additional exogenous factors that influence
customer needs and wants (Hunt and Morgan 1995). Market orientation, with its broader market
focus seeks to implement the marketing concept and has emerged as the reigning paradigm in
modem marketing.
Following an extensive literature search and interviews with U.S. firms, Kohli and
Jaworski (1990) proposed that a market orientation created a collaborative focus within and among
functional areas of the firm that ultimately led to superior company performance. Their study
provided the early conceptual framework, antecedents and expected consequences of a market
orientation that led to the development of early market orientation scales (e.g., Narver and Slater
1990; Kohli et al. 1993; Desphande, Farley and Webster 1993). Desphande and Farley (1998)
further conceptualized market orientation, emphasizing its effect on the firm’s behavioral processes
at the functional level by defining market orientation as a set of “cross-functional processes and
activities directed at creating and satisfying customers by continuously assessing the needs of
customers.”
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Most importantly, Kohli and Jaworski \s seminal study on market orientation provided a set
of early research propositions that continues to stimulate marketing scholars to empirically
investigate the relationship between market orientation and business performance and in different
contextual settings.
However, a review of the literature indicates five major gaps and inconsistencies in the
academic research investigating the link between a market orientation and business performance.
First of all, relative few empirical investigations have consistently demonstrated a positive
relationship between market orientation and superior business performance. Secondly, marketing
scholars replicating earlier U.S. studies in European and Asian contexts have generated mixed
support for the market orientation-business performance relationship (e.g., Pitt, Caruana and
Berthon 1996; Greenley 1995; Hart and Diamontopolous 1993). These two findings from an
extensive literature search - few empirical studies and mixed support in different contextual settings
- support the need for additional studies, in different contextual environments, to further the
development of a theory of market orientation (Brown and Gaulden 1984).
A third inconsistency exposed in the market orientation literature is investigator choice of
metrics for measuring business performance. Marketing scholars have used a considerable array of
measures for determining the affect of market orientation on business performance, the most
common being financial measures, such as return on assets, profits, growth rate and overall
performance. Firms also use numerous business performance measures that are different than what
academics use, thus causing considerable confusion when examining the results of studies. A fourth
gap in the literature is the scant research devoted to the relationship of a market orientation to the
firm’s new product program success. New product success has been used as a measure of a firm’s
market orientation. However, research investigating the link between a market orientation and tire
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firm’s overall new product program success has been noticeably absent in the literature, although
recently there have been growing interest in this research (e.g., Baker and Sinkula 2002; Kahn
2001). This is an important target research area for marketing academics since in many firms the
success of the new product effort is arguably the most important factor that determines a firm’s
current and future perfonnance. Furthermore, tire Marketing Science Institute, whose research
priorities reflect the issues leading corporations see as important for improving business practices,
has established new product development as a first tier intensive research target for academic
research (MSI 2004).
Academic disciplines closely allied with marketing recognize the importance of examining
the link between market orientation and the firm’s new product efforts. For example, management
scholars also recognize the importance of this research area and concede that conceptualizing
market orientation at the product development level is highly relevant, because market orientation
continues to be recognized as a critical factor for a firms’ new product success (e.g., Biermans and
Harmsen 1995). In addition, the strategic management and product development literature
continues to frequently emphasized the importance of the market orientation-new product
relationship (e.g., Wren et al. 2000; Li and Calantone 1998; Cooper and Kleinschmidt 1993).
A fifth gap in the literature is the near absence of empirical research investigating a market
orientation at the functional level. Most research has investigated the link between market
orientation and business performance at the SBU level. However, previous research suggests that
the embodiment of market orientation lies within and among the firm’s functional areas where it
creates a collaborating focus (Kohli and Jaworski 1990) and affects the firm’s behavioral processes
and activities (Desphande and Farley 1998).
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The purpose of this dissertation is to fill these gaps by gathering data on the market
orientation of firms at the functional level in order to evaluate the linkage between a market
orientation and new product program success. Several research objectives provide the thrust for this
dissertation. The first objective is to add to the development of a theory of market orientation by
replicating empirical investigation of the market orientation-business performance relationship. The
second objective is to empirically investigate the relationship of interfunctional level market
orientation of new product development teams on the success of the firm’s overall new product
program. The third objective is to examine performance measures for evaluating the success of the
firm’s overall new product program efforts. In addition, this research will further investigate key
moderating and control variables of the market orientation - business performance relationship and
its impact on new product program success.
Chapter 1 provides an overview of the exploratory nature and contextual setting of this
dissertation and expected contribution to the marketing literatures and practitioner. A conceptual
model of interfunctional market orientation (IFMO) and new product program success is also
provided.

NEW PRODUCTS
New Product Success
The importance of new product success is evidenced by its reported impact on firm
performance and its strategic role as a benchmark metric for driving growth and sustaining long
term competitive advantage. For example, before JVC pioneered the VHS format for the home
VCR market, it was virtually unknown outside of Japan. Upstart Apple outpaced competitive
stalwarts General Electric, AT&T and Honeywell to challenge IBM's dominant position with an
outpouring of successful new products that made it a major player in the U.S. personal computer
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industry. Nokia, previously a Finnish boot manufacturer, rose from obscurity to household name on
its innovative cell phone technology. A small British pharmaceutical house called Glaxo catapulted
to No. 2 in the new product-driven pharmaceutical industry, not by mergers and acquisitions or
other conglomerating activities, but with the introduction o f a single, new anti-ulcer drug.
Just the promise of new product success can boost a firm’s investment value. For example,
on May 22, 2003, Genetech's stock rose 40% with announcement of favorable clinical trials for its
new anti-cancer dmg (The Wall Street Journal, May 22, 2003). Conversely, reports of failure or
delayed product approval can be devastating. When a Food and Drug Administration advisory
panel failed to endorse Maxim Pharmaceutical’s new liver cancer drug, the hopeful San Diego,
Calif., biotechnology firm suffered a stock decline of 44% in one day.
Yet, despite its dire importance to growth and long-term survival for many firms, new
product success remains frustratingly elusive. While estimates of new product success rates vary
within and among industries and firms, the extent of product failure is evident and has shown little
improvement over the decades. Crawford (1977) claimed that new product success rates had not
changed in 25 years. More recently, Ottom and Moore (1997) insisted that new product success
rates had not improved in 30 years.
New product failure is not limited to a few industries with poorly manufactured products. It
is also an issue in service industries, where new financial products and services such as credit cards,
insurance plans and brokerage services suffer failure rates estimated at 80% (Clancy and Shulman,
1991).
A pressing need now exists to improve new product success rates at the project level and
the firm’s overall new product program. Recent newsmagazines and industry trade journals
continue to document ubiquitous new product failures. Consider the following media reports:
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Drug makers rolled outjust 17 novel drugs last year [2002], the worst new-product
performance since 1983...
(The Wall Street Journal, June 11, 2003, p. A 12)
Between 1960 and 1990, 70% ofnew product launchesfailed and
80% ofnew product launchesfailed in 1990.
(Advertising Age, November 1994, p. 34)

From 1984 to 1993, 90,269 newfood products were introduced, and the majorityfailed.
(Prepared Foods, May 1993, p. 43)

An estimated 1,935products from 20food companies had afailure rate o f 70% to 80%.
(Frozen Food Digest, May 1997, p. 76)

80%-94% ofnew productsfail.
(Beverage Industry, October, 1996, p. 18)

Estimates o f long-term success ratefor new products rangefrom 56% to 65%.
(Business Week, August, 1993, p. 76)

A recent AgNielsen study reports that thefailure rate ofnew products is "excessively high."
(Marketing, August 17,2000, p. 25)

In a study by Data Monitor, Inc., 80% ofnewly introduced products fail to establish market
presence after two years.
(Marketing, July 12,1996, p. 16)

Measures of New Product Success
Measures of new product success are extremely varied among academic researchers,
companies and between the primary functional groups involved in new product development marketing and the firm’s technology management group. Measures that adequately track R&D’s
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new product performance often are not meaningful to marketing. For example, R&D Intensity, the
ratio of annual research expenditures to annual sales revenue, is one of the most common metrics
used by R&D to evaluate (benchmark) their new product programs (Bean et al. 2000). However,
this measure is mostly meaningless to marketing executives when, for example, market share is the
preferred metric. Therefore, there continues to be confusion within many organizations on how best
to measure new product program success so that both technology management and the marketing
managers understand each other. The academic community has also used numerous business
performance and new product success metrics, primarily at the individual project level, thus adding
to the confusion of which metrics should be used. Recent studies by the Product Development and
Management Association (PDMA) and the Industrial Research Institute have helped identify new
product success measures that are increasingly favored by academic researchers and practitioners.
The first study was an initiative of the PDMA, whose results were authored by Griffin and
Page (1993). Their study of success measures in the new product development literature noted 80
different success/failure measures used by practitioners and academics. O f these, only 16 were
common to both groups. Their conclusion was that there is no consensus among practitioners or
academic researchers as to the most appropriate measures of new product success (Griffin and
Page, 1996).
The second major study on new product success measures was conducted in 1995 and
continues as an annual survey of U.S. research and development organizations. The survey is
administered by the Industrial Research Institute (JRJ) in Washington, DC and is published by
Research Technology Management. In this study, approximately 50 metrics were identified that
U.S. industrial firms currently use to monitor the R&D function (Whiteley et al. 1997). The most
common metric used by these organizations is R&D Intensity. Another metric frequently used by
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many members of the IRI is the “new sales ratio” (Bean et al. 2000). The new sales ratio (NSR) is
defined as the ratio of current annual sales of new products to total annual sales. According to Roger
Whiteley, director for corporate liaison for the Center for Innovation Management Studies (CIMS),
“the new sales ratio provides a useful measure for measuring the contribution of new products to the
profitable growth o f the business. It is considered by many companies to be a strong indicator of the
health and vitality o f the business.” NSR is frequently noted in corporate communications to
stakeholders by a broad cross-section of companies such as 3M, Hershey Foods Corporation,
Colgate-Palmolive and Eastman Chemical Company. Many organizations today are using the NSR
to set specific goals for the contribution of new products to the growth of their business, monitoring
performance and benchmarking against the competition, according to Bean et al. (1998).
Measures similar to the NSR have surfaced in earlier studies by other researchers. Nearly
20 years ago, Cooper (1983) in his study of international and domestic Canadian firms identified 9
measures used to measure new product success. A ratio of new product sales to annual sales was
one of these measures. Also, of the 16 new product measures identified by Griffin and Page (1993),
new product sales as a percent of total sales was identified as a common measure by both
academics and practitioners. Furthermore, in recent in-depth interviews, R&D, marketing and
business development managers mention NSR (also know in the target population as the freshness
index) as a common measure, and state that NSR is an easily understood measure. Based upon
inputs from R&D, marketing managers and the literature, NSR emerges as an appropriate,
objective, and likely candidate for measuring new product program success. Further discussion of
new product program success measures and calculation of the NSR are covered in Chapter 2.
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New Product Development Process
There can be little argument that, for most firms, successful new product development
(NPD) is a critical source o f competitive advantage and long-term performance (Crawford 1991;
Smith and Reinertsen 1991). However, the chances of failure are so high that NPD is also one of the
riskiest endeavors of the modem corporation (Cooper 1993). So why do 8 out of 10 new products
fail? The problem(s) - and the answers) - are logically found in the NPD process.
Cross-functional new product teams have emerged as the most common organizational unit
within strategic business units for managing new product initiatives in high-technology firms
(Jassawalla and Sashittal, 1999). Their use in corporate environments is relatively new, and began to
take hold in the 1970s with the promise of improving new product success rates at the project level
(Rubenstein et al. 1976). While new product teams promise enhanced new product success by
improved integration of skills from R&D, marketing, and other functional groups, interfunctional
conflict continues to be a major issue for many firms (Griffin and Hauser 1992). Conflict is
generally regarded as an impediment to the flow of information among functional groups due poor
cooperation and communication (Souder 1988; Pinto and Pinto 1990). The R&D/marketing
interface has drawn the greatest attention since these functional groups spend considerably more
time on new product development tasks than other functions within a firm (Goldense and Schwartz
2003). In many firms, R&D, production and engineering collectively represent the technological
management group of the firm’s new product workgroups, whereas marketing and business
development managers represent a distinct second population. In-depth interviews with both
technology management and marketing managers with new product development responsibilities
suggest that the conflict is real, and persists, from both an ideological perspective and how each
group perceives their role in the NPD process.
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There is considerable scholarly literature that argues for two distinct populations in NPD.
This has caused some researchers to call for multi-informant formats to fully understand the new
product development process. For instance, Maltz and Kohli (2000) note that marketing and
technology managers are likely to differ in their educational backgrounds, possess different degrees,
learn and use different language and terminology to explain the same phenomena. In contrast to the
minor language barriers between marketing and finance, the gap is therefore more likely to be
greater between marketing and technology managers. Thus, technology managers and marketing
managers will most likely possess different orientations to new product development tasks and
goals by virtue o f their different education, training and skill sets prior to their shared team
membership.
Marketing and technology management also differ in terms of their product orientation
(Dougherty 1992). For example, marketing managers are generally more focused on satisfying
customer needs than the technical aspects of the products, whereas technology managers are more
focused on the technology or unique technical features o f product candidates than customer
satisfaction. Thus, technology oriented managers would most likely expend more time on
gathering, understanding and responding to competitive technical information from the business
environment than on the use or product benefits sought by the consumer.
In addition, firms in industries characterized by distant regulatory horizons, high product
development costs and the threat of early competitive product introductions, often seek the quickest
path to product registration. Often, this is the most important goal for the technology management
group. This means that requests by marketing for additional development work for enhancing
product attractiveness (additional features) to the consumer will be cast aside, since additional
studies normally slow the regulatory process and increase development costs. Griffin and Hauser
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(1996) note that in contrast to marketing managers, technology managers often receive only
intrinsic rewards through professional recognition and earn opportunities to attend conferences.
However, according to interviews with animal health research program directors, monetary rewards
often precipitate following an earlier than expected registration. Finally, marketing and technology
management workplaces are often physically separated, since research and development facilities
may require specific zoning away from mainstream business parks where marketing and top
management offices would be found. Physical separation would severely minimize the opportunity
for more frequent interface, understanding and learned tolerance between the two disparate groups
and possible could exacerbate existing tensions between the two. This is particularly common in
pharmaceutical, biological, chemical and medical products industries where R&D and production
are often located together, but away from marketing and top management.

MARKET ORIENTATION
Market Orientation and Business Performance
Kohli and Jaworski's (1990) theory of market orientation is based upon their conclusion
that the greater the level of market orientation of organizations, tire greater the organization's
performance. Intuitively, effective implementation of a market orientation should result in improved
performance. Empirical research has established the link between market orientation and business
performance (e.g., Narver and Slater 1990, 1994; Fritz 1996; Greenley 1995; Pitt and Berthon
1996; Hult and Thomas 2001; Subramanian and Gopalakrishna 2001; Harris 2001; Jaworski and
Kohli 1993; Ruekert 1992; Hart and Diamantopoulos 1993). Studies in various industries indicate a
positive relationship between market orientation and specific measures of business performance,
such as, market share growth (e.g., Baker and Sinkula 1999), return on investment (e.g., Gray et al.
1998) and new product success (e.g., Narver and Slater 1994).
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Thus, there are numerous broad claims of overwhelming evidence for a positive marketing
orientation-business performance relationship (e.g., Narver and Slater 1998, p.245; Matsuno,
Mentzer and Ozsomer 2002). However, as previously mentioned, there also exists considerable
empirical evidence that, at best, strongly suggests that the market orientation - business
performance relationship is equivocal (e.g., Kahn 2001; Harris 2001; Diamontopolous and Hart
1993; Deshpande et al. 1993; Han et al. 1998). Greenley (1995, p. 2) shares this view and states,
"the limited, empirical evidence from U.S. studies are clearly equivocal." Furthermore, he adds that
studies in the United Kingdom demonstrate that "market orientation may not have a direct effect on
performance in all national cultures, as its influence seems to be dependent on the environment"
(Greenley 1995, p. 8). These inconsistent findings of the market orientation - business performance
relationship must be viewed in light of the fact that there is no standard market orientation scale and
that both subjective and objective performance measures have been used across numerous
industries. Furthermore, marketing is highly contextual and there may be instances where a market
orientation conceivably does not impart improved organizational performance (e.g., Greenley 1995;
Harris 2001; Grewal and Tansuhaj 2001).

Market Orientation and New Product Success
The first empirical study to examine the link between market orientation and new product
success was by Slater and Narver (1994). Since then, there has been sporadic interest in the topic
(e.g., Baker and Sinkula 1999; Kahn 2001; Subramanian and Gopalakrishna 2001; Langerak 2001;
Matsuno et al. 2002; Greenley 1995; Pelham and Wilson 1996; Appiah-Adu and Ranchhod 1998;
Wren 2000). Most of these studies have shown a positive relationship between market orientation
and new product success at the individual project level only and did not measure overall new
product program success. Still fewer studies have investigated moderating effects to the market
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orientation-new product success relationship. However, several researchers (e.g., Kahn 2001)
suggest specifically investigating market turbulence and technological turbulence in different
contextual environments.
There is considerable variation in methodology, sample frames and measurements used in
studies of new product success. Most market orientation studies have opted for a single-informant
format, generally surveying non-technical managers such as senior marketing executives, managing
directors, CEOs, presidents and owners. Although there is considerable support in the literature for
using a single-informant format, academic researchers have begun to question this approach and
have openly suggested that a bias exists in earlier marketing orientation studies, especially in
investigating the link with business performance (Kahn 2001; Langerak et al. 2004). Presumably,
the bias occurs when only marketing or senior business executives are being asked to provide input
to academic research seeking to determine the firm’s overall level of market orientation. This line of
reasoning suggests there might be critical areas within the linn that are not market-oriented and not
detected due to the choice of survey informant. For example, in a highly diverse cross-functional
environment, such as NPD, a considerable degree of "disconnect" between marketing and
technology personnel is most likely to exist (Aaby and Dicenza 1993). The extent of this
“disconnect” within NPD cross-functional groups may be unknown to top management and,
therefore, not reflected in single-informant format surveys with senior marketing executives and
CEOs, who are often well removed from the day-to-day NPD process. A lack of effective
communication between marketing and the technology groups can be detrimental to the new
product development process, leading to a poor fit between product characteristics and the needs of
the customer (Schilling and Hill 1998). In other words, the firm may be regarded as being highly
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market-oriented, but the new product development area is not, and superior business performance
remains elusive.

Constructs
The proposed model (Figure 1) examines relevant organizational antecedents to the
market-orientation construct, key moderators and control variables from previous market
orientation-business performance studies and suspected of moderating the interfunctional market
orientation-new product program success relationship.
Existing scales are used for operationalizing the market orientation construct (Matsuno et
al. 2000), antecedents (Jaworski and Kohli 1993), moderator/control variables (Slater and Narver
1994) and the measures of new product program success (Whiteley et al. 1998; Narver and Slater
1994). The dependent variable, new product program success, will be measured by calculating the
firm’s new product sales ratio and the number of new products launched in the last 12 months, 36
months and 60 months. Although self-reported, the new sales ratio is considered an objective
measure, since actual firm data is used in its calculation. In addition, a subjective self-evaluation
measure, used in previous market orientation-business performance studies, asks respondents to rate
their level of new product program success relative to their competitors, in their principal served
market segment. Subjective measures are used because they have been shown to correlate with
objective measures of performance (Dess and Robinson 1984) and have been extensively used in
prior market orientation research (Narver and Slater 1990; Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Pelham and
Wilson 1996). Personal interviews with representatives of this dissertation's sample population and
supporting studies in the literature (e.g., Dess and Robinson 1984) confirm a strong reluctance to
disclose actual performance data. Therefore, considerable attention has been give to the choice o f
measures for this dissertation. Where available, measures of new product program success and
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Figure 1
Conceptual Framework of Interfunctional Market Orientation
and New Product Program Success
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business performance will be further supplemented with accessible industry data from various
public and syndicated sources.
A key mediating variable, interftmctional market orientation (IFMO) is conceptualized to
capture the essence of cross-functional market orientation. IFMO is a synthesized measure of
market-oriented product development derived by summing the measured levels of market
orientation for the technology management group and marketing personnel and then subtracting the
absolute value of the difference between the groups’ market orientation values. Further discussion
of IFMO is provided in chapter 2.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The sample for this dissertation will be drawn from a total population of approximately
1,500 companies that serve the U.S. animal health industry. A commercial database will identify
firms currently engaged in new product research and/or licensing of animal health products to the
veterinary profession in the United States. Included in this database are all members of the U.S.
Animal Health Institute, American Veterinary Biologies Association and their affiliate members.
The database provides up-to-date, published and non-published information on individual company
financials, operations, key personnel, current product offerings, and distribution practices, as well as
a brief history and overview of the firm. The database includes firms from the following SIC codes:
2834, 2836, 3841, 5191, 5199, 3841, 5047, 3843, 3845 and 2211. Most of the firms in this industry
have annual revenues of less than $100 million, though there are several large strategic business
units included in tire database, such as Merial, Pfizer Animal Health, Schering-Plough Corporation,
Bayer Animal Health Products and Eli Lilly.
Many o f the critically important market research studies o f the pharmaceutical,
biological and medical products industries are conducted by participating firms or private
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research houses and often syndicated. As a result, relative few academic studies are
undertaken in these arenas. The target population for this study provides an excellent
foray into the complex and turbulent life science industries. In particular, the U.S. animal
health industry provides an excellent opportunity to investigate the interfunctional market
orientation-new product program success relationship since its product offerings, legal
and regulatory environments are a near microcosm o f the larger, and more visible, human
health market. In many respects, the smaller, but equally technology driven, new products
programs for animal products reflect the same opportunities and challenges facing human
health care (Sharp 2001). This is a valuable opportunity for the marketing discipline. The
U.S. health market, especially the pharmaceutical industry, its most dominant sector, and
allied medical device and diagnostic sectors, has reached a turning point. The industry is
in a restructuring mode in response to volatile regulatory and patent laws, skyrocketing
new product development costs and dramatically changing demographics. In addition, the
marriage o f emerging technologies, such as computer and nano-technology with
biotechnology is changing the source o f new, innovative drugs. W hile an estimated 80%
to 90% o f past innovative drugs have been developed by large bio-pharmaceutical
companies, their share is expected to diminish to less than 50% by 2010, as new, smaller
innovative drug discovery companies emerge in the landscape (Provenca and Moutinho
1997). This is true in the U.S. animal health market as well. As a result, there is
tremendous technological change and market turbulence as firms redirect their research
efforts from an agrarian, food-producing client to the pet-owning consumer who is
demanding new products for the care o f their aging pet, such as, for arthritis, depression
and separation anxiety (The Boston Globe, May 11, 2003).
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A two-wave mailing approach and targeted telephone call plan will be used to ensure an
adequate response. Initially, a pre-notification telephone campaign will be conducted to confirm the
firm’s engagement in new product development activities, obtain commitment from top
management to participate in the survey and identify appropriate respondents from the firm’s new
product development team. The first mailing will include a cover letter, two surveys and postagepaid return envelopes sent to the previously identified executive for all firms conducting new
product research, specifically for the veterinary profession. The letter will specifically request that
the firm designate two company employees closely associated with the firm’s new product
development efforts; one employee from the technology management group and a second being
either a business development person or marketing executive, to participate in the survey. A second
mailing, with cover letter, surveys and postage-paid return envelopes will be sent to non
respondents approximately four weeks following the initial mailing.

EXPECTED BENEFITS OFTfflS RESEARCH
This dissertation builds upon the limited empirical evidence supporting the market
orientation-business performance literature. In particular, this dissertation extends the market
orientation literature by empirically investigating the link between interfunctional market orientation
and the success of the firm’s overall new product program.
The benefits of this dissertation accrue to practitioners and the academic community. The
proposed model of the relationship between market orientation and new product program success is
expected to provide practitioners with a tool for examining and measuring the degree of market
orientation of their product development team relative to near competitors. This is significant for
firms whose lifeblood is a steady stream of successful new products.
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Academically, this research provides further empirical evidence toward development of a
theory of market orientation by specifically targeting the market orientation-new product program
success link. This research should stimulate additional research into two new streams of academic
research. First, investigating market orientation at the functional level has been paid little attention
by academic researchers, but arguably should be addressed considering the importance of
functional level behavior and its activities on business performance. Secondly, this research extends
marketing’s domain into the NPD process, an area traditionally dominated by research technology
and the product development literatures. NPD is a cross-functional area of the firm whose success,
or failure, plays a major role in determining business performance. Finally, additional drivers to
market orientation and interfunctional market orientation are investigated to determine their
moderating impact on new product program success.

The Organization of the Dissertation
This dissertation will consist of four chapters following the introduction. Chapter II is a
comprehensive literature review of the market orientation construct, including antecedents and
expected consequences, the new product development process, moderator/control variables and
new product success measures. Research hypotheses are also detailed in Chapter II. Chapter III
provides an overview of the research methodology to be used in the study, including the
characteristics and rationale for choice of survey instrument, sources of data, and the methods
employed in data collection. Chapter IV will discuss the results of the study. Chapter V will provide
conclusions that can be drawn from the results of the study, including managerial implications and
implications for further research. The bibliography follows Chapter V.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
INTRODUCTION
Scholarly

research,

investigating

the

broad

subject

o f new

product

development, is extensive and is prim arily found in the product development,
research technology, managem ent, and marketing literatures. Chapter II reviews the
important literature streams that form the basis for this dissertation. There are three
major sections. The first section provides an overview o f the overall new product
development process and current issues relevant to this dissertation. The second
section discusses new product program performance, specifically current research on
the determinants and measures o f new product program success.
The third section focuses on the evolution o f the market orientation construct
by examining the key influential, conceptual and empirical research by major
contributors over the past 45 years. The proposed link between the interfunctional
market orientation construct and new product program success is developed,
followed by research hypotheses at the end o f the literature review.

NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
Over the past 15 years, academic research, specific to the overall process o f
new product development, has continued to emanate from numerous disciplines and,
therefore, from a vast array o f academic and practitioner-oriented journals. A
selection o f the various research journals is provided below, reflecting the breadth o f
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research drawn from key authors that contributed conceptual and empirical studies to
the overall process o f new product development.
• Academy o f M anagement Executive (Schilling and Hill 1998)
• Academy o f M anagement Review (Gerner 2004; Schilling and Hill 1998;
Brown and Eisenhardt 1995)
• Harvard Business Review (Nevens et al. 1990; Takeushi and Nonaka 1986)
• IEEE Transactions in Engineering M anagem ent (Lilien and Yoon 1989)
• Industrial M arketing M anagement (Cooper 1975, 1983, 1988, 1996; Johne
and Snelson 1989; Rochford and Rudelius 1997; Link 1987)
• Journal o f M anagement Studies (Souder and M oenaert 1992)
• Journal o f M arketing (Fisher et al. 1997; Olson et al. 1995)
• Journal o f M arketing M anagement (Cooper 1988; John and Snelson 1988)
• Journal o f M arketing Research (Song and Parry 1997)
• Journal o f Product Innovation (Burger 1989; Calantone and di Benedetton
1988; Cooper and Kleinschmidt 1994; Karagozoglu and Brown 1993;
Mahajan and W ind 1992; W ind and M ahajan 1987; Atuahene-Gima 1995;
Griffin and H auser 1996, 1992; Crawford 1984; M ontoya-W eiss et al. 1994;
Mishra 1996; Johne and Snelson 1988)
• M anagement Science (Zirger and M aidique 1990)
• Strategic M anagement Journal (Godever and Soderquist 2004)
• R &D M anagement (W eisenfeld-Schenk 1994; Cooper and Kleinschmidt
1996, 1990, 1987; Calatone and di Benedetto 1990)
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In the literature, the process by which new products are developed is not
always referred to as “new product developm ent.” Often, there is a particular
terminology used to describe new product developm ent by the functional group
contributing to the process. For example, commercial personnel in marketing,
management and business development employed as product managers, business
development directors and new product managers tend to prefer the term “new
product development.” Those in R&D often refer to “innovation.” Those in the
engineering and design discipline may choose either “innovation” or “design.”
However, there is no strict allegiance to the use o f these terms by the particular
domains (Craig and Hart 1992). For the purpose o f this dissertation, the term “new
product development” or “NPD” refers to process o f developing individual products
and the firm ’s overall new product program.
Decades o f studies have established the critical importance o f the firm ’s
overall new product development process for assuring new product success (e.g.,
Rothwell et al. 1974; Cooper 1980; M aidique and Zirger 1984; Cooper and
Kleinschmidt 2000). The research has produced a variety o f normative and
empirically based prescriptive models o f the new product development process (e.g.,
Kotler 1980; Crawford 1983; Cooper 1991). The new product development process is
a combination o f steps or phases, involving numerous functions within the firm that
is usually presented in linear fashion. Crawford and Di B enedetto’s (2003) generic,
basic five-step new product development process is discussed below, followed by a
cursory review of K otler’s (1980) and Cooper’s (1990) NPD process.
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Phase I: Opportunity Identification. The initial phase o f the new product
development process is an iterative process o f generating and capturing new product
ideas and inputs from ongoing m arketing and sales operations, corporate planning
activities, technological advances and breakthroughs (discovery) from basic research,
ongoing licensing activities and opportunity assessments o f existing and emerging
new markets. All o f these inputs are potentially used in the developm ent o f a firm ’s
new product strategy, or product innovation charter (P.I.C.), that guides the early
selection o f candidate new products (Crawford and Di Benedetto 2003; Cooper and
Kleinschmidt 1996).
Phase II: Concept Generation. In phase II o f new product development,
potential new product candidates are conceptually explored. This is a creative task
characterized by numerous iterations o f product concepts contributed by both
commercial (e.g., business developm ent and marketing managers) and technology
management groups (e.g., from R&D, manufacturing and engineering teams) from
within and outside the firm. Product concepts emerge from creative activities that are
often

transformed

into

precise

verbal

expressions

(called

Product

Concept

Statements) and/or physical prototypes that communicate a suggested

form,

technology and/or user benefits (Crawford and Di Benedetto 2003).
Cooper (1996) emphasizes the importance of a concerted engagement by both
commercial and technology management groups in the early stages o f product
development. He argues that the three cornerstones o f successful new product
development are process, strategy and resources, and that the overall new product
development process imparts the greatest impact on a business’s new product
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performance when early planning activities attend to concept building, benefit
generation and the development o f product features and specifications.
Phase III: Concept/Project Evaluation. This is a critical product evaluation
step prior to the full deployment o f organizational resources. In phase III, new
product concepts are selected for developm ent candidacy, based upon their relative
technical, m arketing, financial strengths and resource requirements o f the firm.
Cooper (1996, p. 476) emphasizes this phase o f development and claims that a
market orientation is the “m issing ingredient” in m ost industrial new product
development projects, and that m arket-related activities tend to be the weakest link in
the early stages o f development, yet are strongly linked to the success o f new
products. Cooper further lists eight “integral and m andatory” actions that should be,
but often are not, contributed by m arketing in the new product development process.
He contends that four o f these eight actions should be perform ed prior to completion
o f Phase III:
1) Preliminary M arket Assessment - This is a target-market assessment
generally performed by the members o f the new products team very early
in the life o f the project. It is designed to assess market attractiveness and
perm it an early test o f market acceptance o f the proposed new product. At
this juncture in the new product developm ent process, early inputs
regarding product specifications from the technology management group
are combined with market research studies to examine product fit with
user needs and wants. Early market research is conducted as an input to
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the design o f the new product, including face-to-face customer interviews
and surveys to determine preferences, needs, wants and buying criteria.
2) Competitive A nalysis - This activity entails an assessment o f com petitors’
current and future products, technologies, production and m arketing
strategies and probable com petitive responses to the firm ’s new products.
3) Further Concept Testing - Although initial concept testing begins earlier
in the new product developm ent process, numerous prototypes invariably
precipitate before a final prototype emerges and is accepted. Prospective
user acceptance levels are continuously measured as new prototypes
emerge during the third phase o f development and work proceeds toward a
final product form.
Phase IV: Product Development. During Phase IV, the selected product is
fully developed. Technical m anagem ent o f the new product is undertaken to validate
prototypes against protocol specifications. Pilot manufacturing processes are ramped
up to meet m arketing’s sales projections. During this phase, the m arketing group’s
tasks are to 1) define pre- and post-launch strategies, 2) finalize packaging
specifications with m anufacturing and, 3) communicate the m arketing plan to
marshal the necessary internal and external resources necessary for a successful new
product launch.
Phase V: Launch. The launch phase represents the m ovem ent o f the product
from development to product commercialization. The final phase secures the
movement o f product into distribution channels and training o f sales people and
support personnel in operations.
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In contrast to Crawford and Di Benedetto (2003), both Kotler (1980) and
Cooper (1991) emphasize earlier m arketing and business analysis activities in the
new product developm ent process.

In addition, K otler (1980) includes Market

Testing and Screening in his 8-step process (Figure 2). M arket testing refers to pre
launch activities designed to evaluate m arketing mix strategies before a full-scale
launch. M arket testing is utilized more often in consumer goods markets, than in
markets characterized by regulatory constraints. Screening, also suggested by Cooper
(1991), is a very early commitment o f resources to a project. This initial screening
after idea generation subjects the project to critical “must m eet” criteria, such as,
strategic fit with the organizations goals and policies, resources, feasibility o f
technological success and relative market attractiveness o f the early candidate with
the firm ’s portfolio o f other new product candidates (Cooper 1993). Most often,
firms engaged in new product development m anage a portfolio o f projects, each at a
particular phase o f development (Wind and M ahajan 1988).
Stage-gate is a conceptual and operational model (Figure 3) for moving a new
product from idea to launch (Albala 1975). Each stage gathers information necessary
to progress the product to the next stage or decision point. An important
characteristic o f the stage-gate process is that each stage is multifunctional. That is,
there is no R&D stage, manufacturing or m arketing stage. Although usually depicted
as a 4-6-stage process, additional stages may be included, such as idea generation
and strategy formulation. The stage-gate process (Cooper 1993) has been practiced in
numerous U.S. and European firms, such as ICI, Procter & Gamble, Exxon
Chemicals, Dupont, BF Goodrich, Shell and Lego.
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Figure 2
Major Stages in the New Product Development Process
(K otler 1980)
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Product Development

Market Testing
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Recently, Wind and Mahajan (1997) identified numerous issues critical for
improving outcomes to the new product developm ent process. In particular, they
expressed concern with the specific issue o f cross-functional integration. The nature
o f the interface and integration o f m arketing and R&D has been a research topic for
over 20 years and continues as a rich area o f academic research, including research
investigating the link between market orientation and new product success (Kahn
2001; Maltz and Kohli 2000; Wind and Robertson 1983).
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Figure 3
Stage-Gate New Product Process
(Cooper 1990)
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The literature overwhelmingly supports the norm ative position that R&D and
marketing should be free o f conflict. Souder (1988) emphasized the significance o f
interfunctional harmony in new product developm ent and proposed seven ways that
managers should attempt to achieve R&D/M arketing integration: 1) build awareness
among project members that interface problems naturally occur, 2) sensitize
personnel to the characteristics o f disharmony, 3) praise both functions when positive
behavior occurs, 4) continuously reinforce each function’s desire to collaborate, 5)
make use o f interfunctional teams as often as possible, 6) solve personality clashes
immediately, and 7) avoid complacency - too much harm ony is not desirable.
Each o f the seven suggestions by Souder for achieving R&D/M arketing
integration reflect the need for effective and meaningful communication between and
among functional groups engaged in new product developm ent. Craig and Hart
(1992) emphasized the important role that inform ation exchange plays in achieving
interfunctional coordination and the way in which the inform ation is communicated.
Also,

Pinto

and

Pinto

(1990)

further

emphasized

the

connection

between

communication and functional coordination by suggesting that cross-functional
communication was very critical to the successful im plem entation o f new product
projects.

NEW PRODUCT PERFORMANCE
Critical to maintaining a competitive market position is the ability to repeatedly
commercialize successful new products (Ansoff 1957). However, it is very difficult for
firms to determine whether a new product is successful (Montoya-Weiss and Calantone,
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1994) and there is little consensus in the literature on how new product success should
be measured (McGrath and Romeri 1994; Craig and Hart 1992). Academic and
practitioner literature often use the terms new product success and new product program
success. Generally, new product success refers to the extent to which a specific product
or development project met its commercial objectives (Ayers et al 1997), whereas, new
product program success refers to commercial outcome o f all new products over some
specified time post-launch.
The new product performance section o f the literature review discusses the
concept of a “new product” and provides a review o f the important streams o f literature
examining the determinants and measures o f new product success. Measures o f new
product program success as a dimension o f the market orientation-business performance
relationship are discussed in the market orientation section.

The New Product Concept
A new product means different things to different individuals and functional
groups within firms engaged in new product development (Gatignon and Xuereb 1997;
Day 1990). As a result, several typologies were developed to describe kinds o f new
product development projects, depending upon whether the firm is technological,
competitor or customer-oriented (Gatignon and Xuereb 1997). These typologies
generally identify four kinds o f new product development projects pursued by the firm
based upon: 1) the degree o f newness o f the product to the market, 2) the degree of
newness of the product to the firm 3) the newness of the technology to the firm and 4)
the newness o f the market served by the firm (e.g., Johne and Snelson 1988; Hegarty and
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Hoffman 1990; Maidique and Zirger 1984).

Additionally, firms may simultaneously

pursue simple line extensions, such as new packaging or product forms, product
improvements and repositionings that retarget for new use or application (Crawford and
Di Benedetto 2003). Therefore, it is critically important that research investigating the
success of new product programs clearly identify how new products are defined. For the
purposes of this dissertation, and recommended by Whiteley et al. (1998), new products
are defined as products recognized as new-to-the-firm, or new-to-the-market in which it
is introduced, including line extensions.

Determinants of New Product Program Success
Identifying key factors to successful new products has been a research target of
academics for decades (e.g., Lynn et al 1999; Ayers et al 1997; Lazo 1965; Marquis
1969: Kulvic 1977; Calantone and Cooper 1977; Cooper 1980, 1975). The National
Industrial Conference Board published an article entitled, “Why New Products Fail” in
1964 and then, in 1968, the consulting firm Booz, Allen and Hamilton followed with
their research findings on new products management. These reports emphasized the need
for research in new product success/failure but few studies followed. An exception was
Rothwell (1972), from Project SAPPHO (Scientific Activity Predictor From Patterns
With Heuristic Origins), a European study, which provided the first “compare and
contrast” treatise on new product successes and failures. However, like much o f these
early research findings, the study was anecdotal in nature, rather than prescriptive and,
therefore, could not be readily operationalized by management (Calantone and Cooper
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1980). By the late 1970s, few empirical studies had been conducted to “probe the
question of what makes a successful new product” (Cooper 1979, p.l).
Cooper (1979) provided an early conceptual model for new product success and
identified a set o f variables believed to impact new product outcomes considered to be of
particular interest to firms engaged in new product development. Cooper’s study, Project
NewProd™, identified 77 interrelated project characteristics that were further reduced,
following factor analysis, to 18 underlying factors, or dimensions, shown in Table 1.
Further analysis (discriminant analysis) identified 11 factors that differentiate between
new product success and failure. Project NewProd identified Product Uniqueness and
Superiority (F4), as the single most important dimension leading to new product success,
followed by Market Knowledge (F2) and Proficiency and Technical and Production
Synergy and Proficiency (FI). The next three factors (in order o f inclusion and barriers
to new product success) were Market dynamism (F I4), Market Need, Growth and Size
(F8), and Relative Price of Product (FI 5). The following three factors were Market and
Managerial Synergy (F6), Strength o f Marketing Communications and Launch Effort
(F9), and Market Need, Growth and Size (F8), all o f which collectively describe the
marketplace or marketing functions. The last two dimensions, Newness to the Firm (F3)
and Source of Idea/Investment Magnitude (F I8) are weakly related to new product
outcomes.
It is important to note that Cooper suggests that, “a strong Marketing and
Managerial Synergy is critical to a market orientation in product innovation” (p. 101).
Furthermore, he observes that all but one o f the nine factors closely linked to new
product success pertains to the marketing function or the marketplace. Cooper provided
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further insight into the new product process as demonstrated by his statement that, “The
wisdom of the marketing concept, even for industrial, often high technology new
products, prevails” (Cooper 1979, p. 103).

Table 1
Factors Underlying New Product Project Success
(Cooper 1979)

Factor Name

% Variance Explained

1. Technical & Production Synergy and Proficiency

28.8%

2. Marketing Knowledge and Proficiency

11.7%

3. Newness to Firm

10.1%

4. Product Uniqueness/Superiority

9.0%

5. Market Competitiveness and Customer Acceptance

6.7%

6. Marketing and Managerial Synergy

5.1%

7. Product and Technical Complexity and Magnitude

4.4%

8. Market Need, Growth and Size

3.5%

9. Strength o f Marketing Communications and Launch Effort

3.1%

10. Product Determinateness

2.8%

11. Product Start-Up Proficiency

2.5%

12. Product Uniqueness (First to Market)

2.2%

13. Existence of a Dominant Competitor/Customers Satisfied

2.1%

14. Market Dynamism

1.8%

15. Relative Price o f Product

1.7%

16. Proficiency of Pre-Commercialization Activities

1.65

17. Product Customness

1.6%

18. Source o f Ideas/Investment Magnitude

1.4%
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Measures of New Product Success
Measuring new product success at the project and program level has been a
growing research topic over the last decade (e.g., Griffin 1993; Griffin and Page 1993,
1996; McGrath and Romeri 1994). W ithin the context o f this dissertation, there are three
major issues confronting new product performance measures. First, there is considerable
debate about the frequency and presumed value among firms on using new product
performance measures (Craig and Hart 1992). In fact, recently Cooper et al. (2004)
suggest that only 30% o f businesses measure new product performance on a regular and
timely basis. However, he notes that those firms with the most successful new product
programs are three times more likely to use new product measures. A second issue is
determining which combination o f subjective and objective new product performance
measures best elucidate new product success, at either the individual project level or
overall new product development program. Subjective measures have been shown to be
correlated to objective measures (Dess and Robinson 1984), but proprietary data may
preferable for internal benchmarking. A third issue asks what measures are most
appropriate for use by academicians and practitioners at the individual project level or
when measuring the success of the firm’s overall new product program (Griffin and Page
1993). A recent Product Development and Management Association meeting highlights
the present confusion among academic researchers and practitioners in measuring new
product performance.
At the 1990 Product Development and Management Association (PDMA)
International conference, several papers focused on the measurement o f new product
development success. During the conference, the use o f various measures o f success by
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presenters caused considerable confusion and made it difficult to draw generalizations
across the numerous studies presented at the conference. As a result, a PDMA task force
assembled and a major study was conducted. The primary goal o f the task force was to
“bring some rationality” (Griffin and Page 1993, p. 292) into future new product success
investigations by recommending a set o f measures for academic researchers. The shared
vision was that these measures would (a) permit practitioners and academics the ability
to compare findings across research projects and (b) give practitioners a clearer view of
the best new product performance measures for managing their research programs
(Griffin and Page 1993).
Prior to the PDMA study, relative few studies had empirically investigated the
use o f multiple measures in determining new product success (Griffin and Page 1993).
Furthermore, few studies had specifically measured overall new product program
performance. The exception was a study performed by Cooper (1983), which also
utilized multiple measurements for measuring new product program performance.
Cooper (1983), in a study o f 170 international and domestic Canadian firms
identified nine performance measures used to measure new product program success.
These measures captured different aspects o f the firm ’s new product program
performance. Factor analysis revealed three strong and easily interpreted dimensions that
explained 79.6% of the performance measures. These findings are shown in the Table 2
below.
In their final report o f the PDMA Success Measurement Project, Griffin and Page
(1996) recommended measures for product development success, and further recognized
that no single measure would suffice for measuring the success o f every new product
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development project. In their study, new product development success measures were
collected from the literature and firms who generated 46 and 34 different new product
success/failure measures from 77 academic research studies and 50 practitioner
responses, respectively. Only 16, or 21%, o f these measures were common to all
sources. Following factor analysis o f the success measures, five independent categories
emerged that measured different aspects o f new product success. Table 3 lists these
measurement variables by category. The variables in bold type represent the 16 new
product success measures common to both academic researchers and practitioners.

Table 2
Dimensions of New Product Performance
(Cooper 1983)

Factor Name
(% Variance
Explained)

Variables Loading on Factor

Variable
Loadings

Overall Program
Performance
(48.9%)

Overall, new program a success
Program met performance objectives
New Product profits exceed costs
Program a success relative to competitors
Importance o f program to company
sales and profits

0.837
0.769
0.658
0.644
0.629

New Product
Success Rate
(17.9%)

% o f new products that were “killed”
% o f new products that were a
Commercial success

0.913

Program Impact
(Importance to
company)
(12.9%)

% o f current sales by new products
Importance o f program to company
sales and profits

0.872
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Table 3
Success Measurement Variable List
(Griffin and Page 1993)

CUSTOMER ACCEPTANCE MEASURES
Customer acceptance
Customer satisfaction
Customer retention rate
% o f sales exported
Purchase intent rate prior to market introduction
Customer count, number o f customers
Taken off market
Length o f product life
Price/value as measured by custom er
Relative sales level
Purchase repeat rate
Importance o f the product to retailer
Return rate from the field or customers
Met revenue goals
Revenue growth
Sales force acceptance
Met minimum revenue level by year 5
Variance of sales from plan
Market position; Industry success rate
Met market share goals
Year 1 market share
Purchase trial rate
Product sales rate in test market
Met sales volume goal (units)

MEASURES OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
Break-even time after release
Break-even time (from start of project)
Attains margin/profitability goals
IRR or ROI
Relative profits
Return Rate

PRODUCT-LEVEL MEASURES
How easy is it to automate the production process
Competitive reaction
Provides us with a sustainable competitive advantage
Meet our cost goals
Cost of developing the product
Development efficiency
Measure o f failure - First disappointment during the development
Ease o f manufacture
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Table 3 (Continued)
Success Measurement Variable List
(Griffin and Page 1993)

Launched in budget
Level of innovation achieved
Launched on time
Technical performance of product, performance to specs
Relative product performance
Probability o f success
Development project progress vs milestones
M et quality guidelines
Speed to market
M anagem ent’s subjective assessment o f success
Ability to accrue political support within the firm
Team satisfaction
Product received an award denoting technical excellence
Technical success o f the product
Impact on sales o f other products; % o f cannibalization
Product yield rate through the manufacturing process

FIRM-BASED MEASURES
Can be line-extended-leads to future opportunities
Strategic fit with business
Hit a window o f opportunity
Number o f new products
% o f products with high profits
% o f profits under patent protection
% o f profits provided by products less than 5 years old
% o f sales provided by products less than 5 years old
% o f sales under patent protection
PR value; amount o f free advertising created by the product
Success/Failure rate o f new products

PROGRAM MEASURES
Program hit our 5-year new product objectives
Program exceeds our objectives
Impact o f new product program on corporate performance
Return on investment for the new product development process
Overall success o f the product development program
New product program profitability
N ew product program sales
Subjective importance o f our new product program
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The PDMA study also revealed that while there were 16 core new product
success measures shared by academicians and practitioners, neither group used a set o f
measures that included all measurement categories. The most striking result o f the
PDMA study is that practitioners did not indicate the use o f any program-related success
measures and neither practitioner nor academics based their assessment o f product
development performance on a single measure.
Firms who measure new product success use, on average, 3.7 measures,
compared to approximately three measures used by academics. Generally, firms use two,
subjective, customer acceptance measures and one financial measure. About three
quarters of the firms also use a product-related measure and one-fourth used a firm-level
measure (Griffin and Page 1996).
O f the three measures used my academics, on average, each research study
reports one product-related measure. Two-thirds reported using a customer and firmlevel measure and one-half indicated the use o f one financial measure. Approximately
20% o f academic researchers added a program effectiveness measure. The study also
noted that the different measures used by researchers and practitioners more likely
reflected differences in access to data. Furthermore, companies may be far more likely to
respond to questions o f a subjective nature than to proprietary information about share,
volume or customer acceptance data (Griffin and Page 1996).
The PDMA project recommends specific success measures for individual
projects and overall new product programs. At the project level, recommended success
measures correspond to the type o f development program (s) managed by the firm. The
framework used for their recommendation included Booz, Allen and Hamilton (1980)
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development typology which recognizes specific categories o f project strategy, including
new-to-the-world products, new to the company, additions to existing product lines,
existing product improvements, repositioning o f existing products and cost reductions.
Therefore, the type o f development project determines the appropriate mix of measures
for determining new product success (Griffin and Page, 1996).
At the program level, the PDMA study recommends the use o f specific success
measures, depending upon the firm ’s business strategy typology developed by Miles and
Snow (1978). The M ile and Snow typology divides firms into four categories prospectors, analyzers, defenders and reactors. The key dimension underlying this
typology is the speed with which a firm responds to changing environmental conditions
by changing its products and target markets for those products (McDaniels and Kolari,
1987). Prospector firms respond rapidly to changes in market and generally value being
first to market. Analyzers are frequently fast followers, just behind the prospector and
often seek to improve on the prospector’s new product for gaining competitive
advantage. Defenders are generally regarded as niche players and may defend their own
turf by providing superior service or product cost reductions to maintain their position.
Reactors are usually last to introduce or add a new product (to the firm).
Recommendations for success measurements by business firm typology are shown in
Table 4.
The PDMA study did not address two important issues. First, the measurement
recommendations provided in the PDMA study were for practitioners, not academics.
Therefore, there is no clarification o f what key factors lead to improved product
development. Second, neither the PDMA study nor Cooper (1979) provides the
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practitioner or the academician with appropriate predictors o f new product program
success.

Table 4
PDMA Success Measurement Recommendations
by Miles and Snow Business Typology
(Griffin and Page 1996)

Business Tvpoloev

Success/Failure Measurement

Prospector

% o f Profits less than “n” years old
Future Product Opportunities from
Today’s New Products
% o f Sales from New Products Less
than “n” years old

Analyzer

Product fit with Business Strategy
Development Program ROI
% o f Profits from New Products
less than “n” years
Success/Failure Rate

Defender

Development Program ROI
Product Fit with Business Strategy

Reactor

Development Program ROI
Success/Failure Rate
Product Fit with Business Strategy
Overall Program Appraisal

Measures of New Product Program Success
A review o f the new product research literatures indicates that most studies have
focused on the most recently developed or launched new product. Individual project
level studies are predominant in studies focusing on time-to-market, new product stage
development processes and development cycle time, and development costs. However,
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some academic researchers have conceded that often a single new product may not be
representative o f the firms’ new product effort and that future research should consider
multiple new products embedded in the firms’ new product development program (e.g.,
Langerak et al 2004). Recently, marketing and management research o f new product
performance have extended their analyses to include the firms’ overall new product
effort instead o f a single project (e.g., Kahn 2001; Baker and Sinkula 1999). Much o f the
marketing, management and research technology literature suggests that many o f the
metrics for new product program success used by academic researchers are new
measures, specifically for measuring multiple product performance. Discussion o f
performance measures used to measure new product program success relating
specifically to market orientation are discussed later in this section. Here, we discuss the
commonly used metrics used by R&D that specifically measure the firms’ overall new
product performance.
Time-to-market, R&D Intensity and the new sales ratio (NSR) are three primary
measures most consistently identified in the research technology literature for tracking,
monitoring and benchmarking a firm’s overall new product program efforts (e.g., Bean
et al. 2000; Whiteley et al. 1998). Time-to-market is generally associated with individual
projects to benchmark the firm’s ability to quickly develop, register and introduce new
products into the market. This metric has also been used in market orientation-new
product success studies. However, this measure o f new product (program) success has
dubious value in highly regulated environments plagued with unpredictable government
agency (e.g., FDA, EPA, USDA) delays commonly associated with the pharmaceutical
and medical device industries.
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R&D Intensity is a self-reported ratio o f research expenditures to sales revenue
and is generally a closely held metric. Therefore, NSR and R&D Intensity are much
broader in scope and encompass the entire new products program. Unlike R&D
Intensity, NSR is often reported in company annual reports by such firms as Hershey
Foods, 3M, and Eastman Chemical Company as target objectives for the firm. The NSR
directly reflects the firms’ ability to produce future revenues from new products. Like
R&D Intensity, sales revenue is one dimension o f the NSR measurement. It is, therefore,
a useful measure for measuring the entire contribution o f new products to the profitable
growth of the firm (Whiteley, et al. 1998). The R&D function can be tracked and
benchmarked against industry standards using these two measures.
The NSR metric is an attractive measure for academic research because it is
easily calculated, objective, auditable, available and is a consistent measure across firms.
There are five steps necessary for it calculation:
1. List all R&D projects that have been commercially introduced over the last 5
years.
2. Record the current year’s sales for each new product.
3. Sum the sales recorded to determine the New Sales dollars for the year.
4. Divide the New Sales dollars by the current year’s total sales to obtain the
NSR as a ratio.
5. Multiply the ratio by 100 to express NSR as a percent.
The NSR metric, while providing a snapshot o f the firm’s ratio o f new product
sales over total product sales, does not reflect the number o f product candidates it took
the development team to get to the current NSR and its basket o f successfully launched
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products. Qualitative research suggests that such a number is a component o f the firm’s
R&D intensity and is not likely to be reported in non-syndicated industry surveys.
However, there is considerable general industry knowledge o f how successful firms are
in churning out new products, relative to each other. Thus, subjective measures o f
success relatively to near competitors are deemed highly relevant and valuable.
Collectively, the firm-based NSR and industry-wide measure o f the firm’s new product
success rate, relative to competitors in same principal served market segments, provide a
formidable measure o f new product program success.
Cooper’s research (1983) and the PDMA (Griffin and Page 1996) findings
indicated use and support for measuring the percent o f sales by new products. The use o f
NSR and additional measures for the market orientation - new product program success
relationship are discussed in the following section on Market Orientation.

MARKET ORIENTATION
This section o f the literature review traces the major streams o f research that
led to the conceptual framework and scale development o f the market orientation
construct. It further examines the relationship between market orientation and
business performance, especially as it pertains to new product program success, and
introduces the research hypotheses and model o f this dissertation.
The market orientation literature is characterized by several streams o f
evolving research important to both

academic researchers

and practitioners

(Subramanian and Gopalakrishna 2001). M arket orientation is a central tenet o f
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marketing (Morgan and Strong 1997) whose beginnings go back over 40 years ago to
its philosophical foundation, the m arketing concept.

Philosophical Foundation of the Market Orientation Construct
Felton (1959, p. 55) viewed the m arketing concept as “ a corporate state o f
mind that insists on the integration and coordination o f all the marketing functions
that, in turn, are melded with all other corporate functions, for the basic purpose o f
producing maximum long-range corporate profits.” For years, academicians touted
the merits o f the marketing concept, and practitioners hailed it as a means o f
improving business perform ance (Kohli and Jaworski 1990). However, academia was
paying little attention to its implementation (Kohli and Jaworski 1990) while corporate
senior managers continued to voice frustration about getting the marketing concept
implemented (Webster, 1981). Much o f academic research on the marketing concept at
this time continued to focus on its conceptualization, and there was very little consensus
within the academic community on how to implement the marketing concept (Kimery
and Rinehardt 1998).
In the early 1970s, marketing scholars began to formally address the need for
operationalizing the market concept. Early on, academicians Barksdale and Darden
(1971) pointed out that the applicability of the marketing concept was in question, since
it needed an operational definition to be o f any real use to the discipline. Then,
McNamara (1972, p. 51) provided insight into operationalizing the marketing
concept by offering his definition o f the marketing concept as “a philosophy o f
business management, based upon a company-wide acceptance o f the need for
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customer orientation, profit orientation, and recognition o f the important role o f
marketing in communicating the needs o f the market to all m ajor corporate
departments.” Finally, nearly 20 years later, Kohli and Jaworski (1990) provided the
operational element to the m arketing concept by contrasting its business philosophy
with its implementation, as reflected in the activities and behaviors o f the
organization. Their contribution is further discussed in the following section.

Terminology
There has been considerable confusion in the literature on the proper terms for
what eventually became known as market orientation. Felton (1959), in the Harvard
Business Review initially spoke o f “integrated m arketing.” Payne (1988), in Business
Horizons used the term m arketing oriented and Piercy (1989), in the European
Journal o f M arketing preferred the term market-led. However, Shapiro (1988) in an
attempt to fully explicate the meaning o f m arket oriented, suggested that all these
terms were so close that few important distinctions existed. Finally, Kohli and
Jaworski (1990, p. 3), in their seminal paper on market orientation chose “market
orientation” over “marketing orientation.” They did so for three reasons. First, the
term suggests that the behaviors and activities associated with a market orientation
are not the exclusive domain o f the m arketing function, but rather all departments
within the organization. Second, market orientation is less political-sounding, than
marketing orientation, and does not suggest a higher im portance o f the marketing
function in the organization. Finally, the term focuses attention on the external
factors o f the market that include not only the custom er but also additional forces in
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the environment that affect the firm. Current m arketing literature appears to prefer
the term market orientation over m arketing orientation.

Conceptual Framework and Early Scale Development
Market orientation has been approached from two different basic perspectives
provided by Kohli and Jaworski (1990) and N arver and Slater (1990). Kohli and
Jaworski (1990) first characterized the domain o f the market orientation construct,
provided

an

operational

definition,

and

the

conceptual

framework

for the

development o f a theory o f market orientation. Their method o f research included a
review o f the extant marketing and m anagem ent literatures spanning over 30 years
(e.g., M cKitterick 1957; Felton 1959; Lear 1963; Hise 1965; Viebranz 1967; Levitt
1960; Barksdale and Darden 1971; M cNamara 1972; Tauber 1974; Lusch, Udell and
Laczniak 1976; Houston 1986; W ebster 1988; K otler 1988 and Shapiro 1988) and indepth interviews with 62 field m anagers from diverse functions and various
managerial levels in four U.S. cities. Both m arketing and non-marketing managers
from large and small firms, consumer and service industries were included in their
“theoretical” sample plan. Approxim ately 75 percent o f the managers held
marketing, sales and or senior managem ent positions. Practitioners’ viewpoints on
the meaning, implementation, consequences and appropriateness o f a market
orientation were compared, contrasted and merged with the perspectives o f

10

business academicians from U.S. universities.
Three elements, or components, o f market orientation emerged from their
synthesis o f field interviews with practitioners, business academics and literature
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review - intelligence generation, dissemination, and responsiveness. The first
component, M arket intelligence, pertains to the gathering o f information related to
custom er needs, wants and preferences, both short- and long-term , and includes the
monitoring and analysis o f external factors impacting the firm, such as competitor
products, government regulations, technological, legal, political developments and
other exogenous elements disclosed by environmental scanning activities. Kohli and
Jaworski (1990) noted from their field interviews, that responding effectively to the
market required the participation o f most departments for intelligence dissemination
to occur throughout the

organization.

In particular,

R&D

and m arketing’s

participation were noted in the design, development and production o f new products
“ because it provides a shared basis for concerted actions by different departments (p.
5). The third element o f a market orientation is the firm ’s responsiveness to market
intelligence that includes the proper actions toward design, production, distribution
and promoting products and services to the customer (p. 6 ).
Kohli and Jaworski (1990) provide three additional points regarding their
synthesis o f the market orientation construct. First, they surm ised that a market
orientation should be viewed as a continuous rather than an either-or construct
because organizations will differ in the degree, or level, o f activity and resources
employed to gather market intelligence, disseminate market inform ation internally,
and ultimately respond to that information. From this perspective, they suggest that a
m easure o f a firm ’s market orientation needs only to assess the degree to which a
company is market oriented. They further suggest that the unit o f market orientation
analysis appears to be the strategic business unit, rather than the whole o f the
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corporation, since different strategic business units o f a corporation are likely to
represent different degrees o f market orientation (p. 6 ).
It is surprising to note that Kohli and Jaworski (1990) did not speculate that
various functional and organizational task groups within a strategic business unit,
such as formally defined cross-functional new product teams, m ight reflect different
levels o f market orientation than that reported for the entire firm. Thus, their research
propositions and most academic research investigating the link between market
orientation and business performance are measured at the strategic business unit
level.
Figure 4 represents the market orientation conceptual framework developed
by Kohli and Jaworski (1990). The framework is composed o f four sets o f factors: 1)
three groups o f antecedent conditions or organizational characteristics that encourage
or discourage a market orientation, 2) market orientation construct, 3) three
consequences o f a market orientation, and 4) moderating variables that either
enhance or diminish the marketing orientation - business perform ance relationship.
Kohli and Jaworski (1990, p.

6

) recognized three groups o f organizational

antecedents based upon hierarchically ordered categories that were revealed in indepth interviews and review o f the marketing and management literatures - senior
management factors, interdepartmental dynamics and organizational systems.
Senior management factors are antecedents to a market orientation that play a
critical role in fostering a market orientation. Kohli and Jaworski (1990) consider top
m anagem ent’s commitment as an essential prerequisite to developing a market
orientation.
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Figure 4
Antecedents and Consequences of a Market Orientation
(Kohli and Jaworski 1990)
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Interdepartm ental dynamics represent the interactions and relationships
among an organization’s departments. Early on, Felton (1959, p. 62) expressed his
belief that less than optimal relations at the department level could be detrimental to
the consequences o f the m arketing concept. Kohli and Jaworski (1990) also
acknowledged the importance o f inter-departm ental dynamics and identified three
additional constructs associated w ith interdepartm ental dynamics - interdepartmental
conflict, interdepartmental

connectedness

and

a concern

for ideas o f other

departments. Kohli and Jaworski (1990) found support from the literature (e.g.,
Deshpande and Zaltman 1982; Argyris 1965) that low levels o f concern for ideas of
other departments (including individuals within the department) and the lack of
interdepartmental connectedness can hamper the dissemination o f market intelligence
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among departments and impede overall market responsiveness by the firm (Kohli and
Jaworski 1990).
Organizational systems refer to a set o f organizational characteristics that
may hinder or facilitate market orientation - departm entalization, formalization,
centralization, reward systems and acceptance o f political behavior.
The third set o f factors in Kohli and Jaw orski’s (1990) conceptual framework
o f the market orientation construct, consequences, posited that the greater the market
orientation o f an organization, the higher its business perform ance, the greater the
espirit de corps, job satisfaction, organizational commitment o f employees, and the
greater the custom er satisfaction and repeat business from customers. Field
interviews and some literature (e.g., Narver and Slater 1990) supported their
proposition for higher business performance. Kohli and Jaworski (1990) found some
evidence in the extant literature (e.g., Jones and James, 1979; Kotler, 1988) and from
the field interviews to support market orientation’s positive effect on employee
espirit de corps, job satisfaction and organizational commitment as well as customer
satisfaction and repeat business.
The fourth set o f factors in Kohli and Jaw orski’s (1990) conceptual
framework o f market orientation are “several environm ental contingencies, or
conditions, under which the impact o f a market orientation on business performance
is likely to be m inim al” (page 14). These conditions, or m oderating variables, posited
as having an impact on the market orientation - business performance relationship
are market turbulence, technological turbulence, the level o f competition and the
status (weak or strong) o f the economy.
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Jaworski and Kohli (1993) expanded their earlier investigation o f the market
orientation construct by exam ining the factors believed to effect the market
orientation - business perform ance relationship. Figure 5 identifies the constructs
used in their study.
In their study, two cross-sectional mail surveys were developed. The first
sample included

220

strategic business units and employed a multi-inform ant design

to capture responses to measure market orientation, it antecedents, and its
consequences. Regression analyses were perform ed to test hypotheses. The second
sample included 230 responses from m anagers. Both samples represented U.S.

Figure 5
Antecedents to and Consequences of a Market Orientation
(Jaworski and Kohli 1993)
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companies drawn from the American M arketing A ssociation and Dunn and
Bradstreet lists. Jaworski and Kohli (1993) developed a 32-item market orientation
scale that is shown in Table 5.

Table 5
Kohili and Jaworski 32-Item Market Orientation Scale
(Jaworski and Kohli 1993)

Intelligence Generation
1. In this business unit, we meet with customers at least once in a year to find out
what products or services they will need in the future.
2. Individuals from our manufacturing department interact directly with customers
to learn how to serve them better.
3. In this business unit, we do a lot o f in-house market research.
4. We are slow to detect changes in our customers’ product preferences.
5. We poll end users at least once a year to assess the quality o f our products and
services.
6 . We often talk with or survey those who can influence our end users’ purchases
(e.g., retailers, distributors).
7. We collect industry information through informal means (e.g., lunch with
industry friends, talks with trade partners).
8 . In our business unit, intelligence on our competitors is generated independently
by several departments.
9. We are slow to detect fundamental shifts in our industry (e.g., competition,
technology, regulation).
10. We periodically review the likely effect o f changes in our business environment
(e.g., regulation) on customers.

Intelligence Dissemination
1. A lot o f informal “hall talk” in this business unit concerns our competitors’
tactics or strategies.
2. We have interdepartmental meetings at least once a quarter to discuss market
trends and developments.
3. Marketing personnel in our business unit spend time discussing customers’ future
needs with other functional departments.
4. Our business unit periodically circulates documents (e.g., reports, newsletters)
that provide information on our customers.
5. When something important happens to a major customer or market, the whole
business unit knows about it in a short period.
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Table 5 (Continued)
Kohili and Jaworski 32-Item Market Orientation Scale
(Jaworski and Kohli 1993)

6. Data on customer satisfaction are disseminated at all levels in this business unit
on a regular basis.
7. There is minimal communication between marketing and manufacturing
departments concerning market developments.
8 . When one department finds out something important about competitors, it is
slow to alert other departments.

Response Design
1. It takes us forever to decide how to respond to our competitors’ price changes.
2. Principles o f market segmentation drive new product development efforts in this
business unit.
3. For one reason or another, we tend to ignore changes in our customers’ product
or service needs.
4. We periodically review our product development efforts to ensure that they are in
line with what customers want.
5. Our business plans are driven more by technological advances than by market
research.
6. Several departments get together periodically to plan a response to changes
taking place in our business environment.
7. The product lines we sell depend more on internal politics than real market
needs.

Response Implementation
1. If a major competitor were to launch an intensive campaign targeted at our
customers, we would implement a response immediately.
2. The activities o f the different departments in this business unit are well
coordinated.
3. Customer complaints fall on deaf ears in this business unit.
4. Even if we came up with a great marketing plan, we probably would not be able
to implement it in a timely fashion.
5. We are quick to respond to significant changes in our competitors’ pricing
structures.
6 . When we find out that customers are unhappy with the quality o f our service, we
take corrective action immediately.
7. When we find that customers would like us to modify a product or service, the
departments involved make concerted efforts to do so.
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The results o f their study indicated that:
1. Overall, several factors drive the market orientation o f a business.
2. The amount o f emphasis that top managers place on market orientation,
seems to affect the generation o f market intelligence (Sample 1: (3 = .27, p
<.001; Sample 2: (3 = .20, p< .05), dissemination o f market intelligence
within the organization (Sample 1 :0 = .25, p<.001; Sample 2: B = .28.
/?<0 0 1 ), and the responsiveness o f the organization to market intelligence
(Sample 1 :0 = .20, /?<.01; Sample 2 :0 = .24, /?<.001).
3. Risk aversion by top managers seems to have a negative effect on the
responsiveness by the organization (Sample 1 :0 = -.24, p < .0 0 \; Sample 2:
0

=

-.12, /K .05).

However,

market

intelligence

generation

and

dissemination did not appear to be effected by top management risk
aversion.
4. Interdepartmental conflict was found to inhibit intelligence dissemination
(Sample 1: 0 = -.27, _p<.001; Sample 2: 0 = -.20, p<.05) and the
responsiveness o f the organization (Sample 1 :0 = -.23,/?<.01; Sample 2: 0
= -.32,/?<.001). Interdepartmental connectedness supported overall market
orientation in Sample 1 (0 = .27, /?<.01), but was not significant in Sample
1

.

5. M arket orientation appears to be strongly related to reward systems.
6

. The effect o f centralization on decision making in the organization
provided mixed results and form alization did not appear to be related to
market orientation.
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7. M arket orientation

appears to be significantly related to business

perform ance when using judgm ental measures (Sample 1: (3 = .23, p<.01;
Sample 2: (3 = .36, /><.001) but not significant with objective measures o f
m arket share and return on equity.
8

. There was strong support for the effects o f market orientation on
em ployee’s organizational commitment and espirit de corps.

9. The results did not support the moderating effects for any o f the three
variables investigated - m arket turbulence, competitive intensity and
technological turbulence.
Narver and Slater (1990) developed the first valid m easure o f m arket
orientation and its effect on business performance. Initially, they conducted a review
o f the market orientation and strategic competitive advantage literature to explicate
the domain o f the construct, which they hypothesized to be to be a one-dimension
construct. Their interpretation o f the prim ary elem ents in the theory o f market
orientation is shown in Figure

6

. Two expert panels and six strategic business unit

managers reviewed an initial list o f measurement items and judged the scale for face
validity. The final 15-item scale used in their study is shown in Table 6 .
Narver and Slater’s (1990) conceptualization o f market orientation identified
three behavior components:
1. A custom er orientation that provides organizations with an understanding
o f the current and future needs o f the buyer in order to create superior
custom er value,
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Figure 6
Independent Effects Model of Relationship Between Market Orientation,
Business-Specific Factors, Market-Level Factors, and Performance
(Narver and Slater 1990)

Business-Specific Factors
-Relative Cost
-Relative Size

M arket Orientation
-Customer Orientation
-Competitor Orientation
-Interfunctional
Coordination

Business Performance

Market-Level Factors
-Growth
-Concentration
-Entry Barriers
-Buyer Power
-Seller Power
-Technological Change

2. A

competitor

orientation

that

provides

organizations

with

an

understanding o f current and future com petitor strengths, weaknesses and
capabilities and,
3. Interfunctional coordination among the organizations departments.
In their study, Narver and Slater (1990) sampled 140 strategic business units
o f a western US forest products firm. Q uestionnaires were forwarded to each m em ber
o f the strategic business unit’s management team. The Narver and Slater (1990) 15item measurement scale is shown in Table

6

.
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Table 6
Narver and Slater 15-Item Market Orientation Scale
(Narver and Slater 1990)

1. Our salespeople regularly share information within or business concerning
competitors’ strategies.
2. Our business objectives are driven primarily by customer satisfaction.
3. We rapidly respond to competitive actions that threaten us.
4. We constantly monitor our level o f commitment and orientation to serving
customers needs.
5. Our top managers from every function regularly visit our current and prospective
customers.
6 . We freely communicate information about our successful and unsuccessful
customer experience across all business functions.
7. Our strategy for competitive advantage is based on our understanding o f
customers’ needs.
8. All o f our business functions (marketing/sales, manufacturing, R&D,
finance/accounting, etc.) are integrated in serving the needs o f our target markets.
9. Our business strategies are driven by our beliefs about how we can create greater
value for customers.
10. We measure customer satisfaction systematically and frequently.
11. We give close attention to after-sales service.
12. Top management regularly discusses competitors’ strengths and strategies.
13. All o f our managers understand how everyone in our business can contribute to
creating customer value.
14. We target customers where we have an opportunity for competitive advantage.
We share resources with other business units.
15. We share resources with other business units.

It is important to note that the pioneering studies o f Kohli and Jaworski
(1990) and Narver and Slater (1990) share both similarities and differences in their
conceptualizations o f market orientation. First, according to M ovando and Farrell
(2000), both conceptualizations focus on the central role o f the customer and the
importance o f an external orientation. Similarly, both perspectives acknowledge that
interests o f other stakeholders and other forces in the external m arket shape the needs
and expectations o f customers. However, Narver and Slater (1990) clearly interject a
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cultural perspective in their definition o f market orientation. For example, they state
that, “Market orientation is the organizational culture that m ost effectively and
efficiently creates the necessary behaviors for the creation o f superior value for
buyers and, thus, continuous superior perform ance.” (p. 21). Secondly, Narver and
Slater do not consider market intelligence generation a distinct orientation, but an
obvious activity performed by organizations that seek to achieve a sustained
competitive advantage. M ovondo and Farrell (2000) further suggest that Narver and
Slater’s (1990) market orientation definition as an “organizational culture that
effectively and efficiently creates behav io rs...” elevates market orientation to the
level o f strategy, or strategic orientation, whereby Kohli and Jaworski position
market orientation at a tactical or operational level.
Kohli and Jaworski (1993) extended their earlier studies by developing a new 20item measure o f market orientation, MARKOR, and assessing its psychometric
properties. The MARKOR scale is shown in Table 7. In this study, 25 scale items
were initially generated to capture the domain o f m arket orientation, followed by a
three-step purification o f the instrument. A rigorous full-scale test o f the purified
scale was conducted and validated with the same samples used in the earlier Jaworski
and Kohli (1993) study discussed earlier. The authors claim that the resulting
MARKOR measure determines the level at which strategic business unit departments
gather market intelligence, disseminate

this inform ation both vertically

and

horizontally throughout the organization and im plem ent the proper marketing
programs, (p. 473).
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Table 7
Kohli and Jaworski 20-Item Market Orientation Scale
(Kohli and Jaworski 1993)

Intelligence Generation
1. In this business unit, we meet with customers at least once in a year to find out
what products or services they will need in the future.
2. In this business unit, we do a lot o f in-house market research.
3. We are slow to detect changes in our customers’ product preferences.
4. We poll end users at least once a year to assess the quality o f our products and
services.
5. We are slow to detect fundamental shifts in our industry (e.g., competition,
technology, regulation).
6. We periodically review the likely effect o f changes in our business environment
(e.g., regulation) on customers.
Intelligence Dissemination
1. We have interdepartmental meetings at least once a quarter to discuss market
trends and developments.
2. Marketing personnel in our business unit spend time discussing customers’ future
needs with other functional departments.
3. When something important happens to a major customer or market, the whole
business unit knows about it in a short period.
4. Data on customer satisfaction are disseminated at all levels in this business unit
on a regular basis.
5. When one department finds out something important about competitors, it is
slow to alert other departments.
Organizational Responsiveness
1. It takes us forever to decide how to respond to our competitors’ price changes.
2. For one reason or another, we tend to ignore changes in our customers’ product
or service needs.
3. We periodically review our product development efforts to ensure that they are in
line with what customers want.
4. Several departments get together periodically to plan a response to changes
taking place in our business environment.
5. If a major competitor were to launch an intensive campaign targeted at our
customers, we would implement a response immediately.
6. Activities of the different departments in this business unit are well coordinated.
7. Customer complaints fall on deaf ears in this business unit.
8 . Even if we came up with a great marketing plan, we probably would not be able
to implement it in a timely fashion.
9. When we find that customers would like us to modify a product or service, the
departments involved make concerted efforts to do so.
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Slater and N arver (1994) empirically investigated the role o f competitive
environment influences on the form and effectiveness o f an organization’s market
orientation.

Their study measured the influence o f m oderating variables (market

turbulence, technological turbulence, competitive intensity and the strength o f the
economy), as hypothesized by Kohli and Jaworski (1990) on the market orientationbusiness performance relationship. The study sampled 81 strategic business units in a
forests

product

company

and

36

strategic business

units

in

a diversified

manufacturing corporation. The results o f Slater and N arver (1994) study found a
positive relationship between a business’s market orientation and its return on assets
by showing that market orientation is positively related to sales growth and new
product success. However, there was little support for the hypothesized influence o f
the moderating variable on the market orientation-business perform ance relationship.
Slater and Narver (1994) concluded that “being market oriented is the basis for
creating superior value for buyers,

the meaning o f com petitive advantage.

Accordingly, being market oriented can never be negative.” (p. 54).

Market Orientation Scale Enhancement
Following their development o f MARKOR, Kohli and Jaworski (1993) urged
that “additional work remains in both methodology and substantive arenas” (p. 475)
toward validation o f market orientation scales. Since then, several empirical studies
have attempted to validate existing scales (e.g., Gray et al. 1998), develop more
parsimonious scales (Desphande and Farley 1996), test existing scales in an
international setting (Desphande et al. 1993; Lado et al. 1998) and specifically refine
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and validate Kohli and Jaw orski’s (1993) M ARKOR m arket orientation scale (e.g.,
Matusuno et al. 2000).
Developing a valid (market orientation) scale involves numerous iterations,
refinement, and improvement o f existing scales Churchill (1979). Responding to
Kohli et al. (1993) to extend and improve m arketing orientation scales, Matsuno et
al. (2000) reexamined MARKOR, resulting in a new 22-item market orientation
scale. With one m ajor exception (Desphande and Farley 1998), few published market
orientation studies have attempted to seek improvement o f the MARKOR SCALE
which is one o f the most widely used market orientation scales used for empirical
investigations. In their study, Matsuno et al.. (2000) develop an alternative 22-item
scale and

compared it to MARKOR

in

a validation

study that improved

operationalization and psychometric properties (M atsuno et al. 2000). Further
discussion and rationale for using the new MO scale by M atsuno et al. (2000) are
developed in chapter 3.

Market Orientation and New Product Program Performance
This section reviews the market orientation-business perfonnance literature and
sparse, but growing body o f empirical studies examining the link between market
orientation and new product/program success. The effect o f moderating and control
variables to the marketing orientation-business performance relationship is also
examined. Dissertation hypotheses and the model are also developed.
Felton (1959, p.55) first envisioned a positive relationship between the
marketing concept and corporate profit. The link between a market orientation and
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superior business performance was suggested by Kohli and Jaworski (1990) when they
stated, “A market orientation appears to provide a unifying focus for the efforts and
projects of individuals and departm ents w ithin the organization, therefore leading to
superior perform ance” (p. 13). Narver and Slater (1990) demonstrated a link between
market orientation and firm profitability. Since then, there have been over two dozen
different measures used to demonstrated the link between market orientation construct
with firm performance. A summary o f key market orientation-business performance
research since 1990 is shown in Table 8 .
Slater and Narver (1994) were the first to show overall new product success as a
performance metric. This approach to measuring the firm’s new product success rate has
been used extensively by academics in market orientation - business performance
research (e.g., Desphande and Farley 1998; Slater and Narver 1994; Narver, Jacobsen and
Slater 1993).
Empirical research examining the market orientation-business performance link
has proven equivocal (Subramanian and Golakrishna 2001). Closer examination reveals
that two-thirds o f the key studies in Table

8

show a significant positive relationship

between market orientation and a business performance dimension. However, about 50%
o f all measures in these studies show no significant positive relationship between the
market orientation construct and any business performance dimension.
For example, the link between market orientation and return on assets (ROA)
was examined by Han et al. 1998 and Kumar et al. 1998 using Narver and Slater’s
(1990) scale. The relationship between market orientation and ROA was not significant
in either study. Following ROI, the most commonly occurring business performance
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Table 8
Summary of Key Market Orientation-Business Performance Research - 1990-2004

MO Scale
Based on

Performance
Measure

Performance
Relationship

Single

Literature
review

ROA

(Sig.) Positive

Hospitals

Single

Not stated

Occupancy Rates

(Sig.) Positive

Ruekert
(1992)

Managers in
one computer
company

Multiple

Adaptation of
Naver/Slater
and Jaworski/
Kohli (1993)

Sales growth, Profits

(Sig.) Positive

Jaworski
& Kohli
(1993)

454 firms
various
industries
( 2 samples)

Marketing
executives

Jaworski &
Kohli (1993)

ROE, Market share,
Overall Performance,
esprit de corps,
Organizational Commitment

Positive
(Sig.) Positive for both samples
Positive
Positive

Deshpande
et al. (1993)

50 “quadrads’’
from various
public firms

Marketing
executives

Personal interviews, literature
reviews

Executives

Kohli &
Jaworski
(1993)

Author(s)/
Year

Sample

Narver &
Slater
(1990)

Forest products
113 SBUs1 firm

Naidu &
Narayana
(1991)

Diamontopolous 87 firms
& Hart (1993) from various
industries

Informant

Profitability, Size,
Market share, Relative
Growth Rate

(Sig.) Positive (customer reports)

Sales Growth and Profits
Weak association
Relative to Industry Average
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Table 8 (Continued)
Summary of Key Market Orientation-Business Performance Research - 1990-2004
ROA, Sales Growth
New Product Success

(Sig.) Positive
(Sig.) Positive

N arver &
Slater
(1990)

Customer Orientation
Organizational Commitment
Job Satisfaction
Role Conflict
Role Ambiguity

Positive
Positive
Positive
Negative
Negative

Chief of
admin.

Kohli et al.
(1993)

ROI, Service Quality
Mortality

Positive
Positive

240 various
industries

CEOs

Narver &
Slater (1990,
1994a)

ROI, Sales Growth,
New Product Success

No effect
No effect

Pelham &
Wilson
(1996)

small firms
various
industries

CEOs/
Presidents

Narver &
Slater (1990)

Profitability
New Product Success

(Sig.) Positive
(Sig.) Positive

Avlonitit &
Gounaris
(1997)

Various
consumer
and service
firms
Large service
firms various
industries

Owners,
CEOs

Jaworski &
Kohli (1993)

Profits, Market Share
ROI, Annual Turnover

(Sig.) Positive
(Sig.) Positive

Mktg.
directors

Kohli et al.
(1993)

ROE, Sales Growth
Business Performance

Weak association
(Sig.) Positive

Slater &
Narver
(1994)

107 SBUs—
2 firms

Senior
Narver &
management Slater
(1990)

Siguaw
et al.
(1994)

Document
imaging
supplies and
equipment

Single
format
(sales
people)

Raju et al.
(1995)

175 hospitals

Greenley
(1995)

Pitt et al.
(1996)
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Table 8 (Continued)
Summary of Key Market Orientation-Business Performance Research - 1990-2004
Gray et al.
(1998)

Various
industries

Executives

Deng & Dart
(1994)
Kohli &
Jaworski (1993)
Narver & Slater
(1990)

ROI

(Sig.) Positive

Customer Loyalty

Weak association

Brand Recognition

Weak association

Han et al
(1998)

Regional
banking

Senior
managers

Narver & Slater
(1990)

Net Income Growth
ROA

No effect
No effect

Kumar et al.
(1998)

Hospitals

Chief
admin.

Narver & Slater
(1990)

Bhuian
(1998)

Various
mfg. firms

Owners/
CEOs

Jaworski &
Kohli (1993)

New Facility Success
Sales Growth
ROA
Org. Performance

Positive
Positive
Positive
(Sig.) Positive

Appiag-Adu
Ranchhod
(1998)

Biotech
firms

Managing
directors

Narver & Slater
(1990)

Market Share, Profit
New Product Success
Overall Performance

(Sig.) Positive
No significant effect
(Sig.) Positive

Baker &
Sinkula
(1999)

Various
industries

Chief
executives

Kohli &
Jaworksi
(1993)

Market Share
Overall Performance
New Product Success

(Sig.) Positive
(Sig.) Positive
(Sig.) Positive

Pelham
(2 0 0 0 )

Various
small firms

Presidents

Narver & Slater
(1990)
Jaworski &
Slater (1993)

Market Share

(Sig.) Positive

Profitability, Firm Growth

(Sig.) Positive
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Table 8 (Continued)
Summary of Key Market Orientation-Business Performance Research - 1990-2004
Caruna et al.
(1999)

Various
service firms

Managers

Jaworski &
Kohli (1993)

Business Perfonuance

Weak effect

Wren et al.
( 2000 )

High-tech
firms

Top mktg.
and R&D
execs

Deshpande &
Farley (1996)

New Product Success

Positive

Kahn
(2 0 0 1 )

Apparel/
textile industry
in Georgia

Mktg., R&D, Narver & Slater
Mfg.
(1990)

Product Development
Mixed among depts.
Product Mgmt. Performance Mixed among depts.

Subramanian & Firms o f
Gopalakrishna
varying
(2001)
sizes and
industries

Sr. mktg.
executives

Narver & Slater
(1990)

ROC, Expense Control
Customer Retention
New Product Success
Revenue Growth

(Sig.)
(Sig.)
(Sig.)
(Sig.)

Harris
(2001)

Various
mfg. firms

Managers,
CEOs

Narver & Slater
(1990)

Sales, ROI

Weak effect

Langerak
(2001)

Various
mfg. firms

Managers

Adaption of
Narver & Slater
and Jaworski &
Kohli (1993)

Sales Growth, Profit, ROI
NPD-Success

(Sig.) Positive
(Sig.) Positive

Matsuno
et al.
(2002)

Various
industries

Mktg.
executives

Jaworski &
Kohli (1993)
Matsuno &
Mentzer (2000)

Market Share

(Sig.) Positive

Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive

Percentage of New Product (Sig.) Positive
Sales to Total Sales
ROI
(Sig.) Positive
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measures were five subjective measures - new product success/sales, profitability,
market share, sales/revenue growth (same number o f occurrences for all four o f these
performance dimensions) and overall performance. The most mixed results for studies
with the highest occurring positive business performance measure were sale/revenue
growth and secondly, new product success.
Kahn (2001) points out that despite the continued importance o f new products for
driving firm performance (Schilling and Hill 1998; Zirger and Maidique 1990), there are
few studies examining the link between market orientation and new product program
performance. Emphasizing this dilemma, the Marketing Science Institute identified new
products as a first tier research priority for 2002-2004. O f the few studies examining
market orientation and new product program success, only Narver and Slater’s (1990)
study o f forest products, Pelham and W ilson’s (1996) study among small firms, and
Baker and Sinkula’s (1999) study o f various industries have indicated a significant
positive relationship for market orientation and new product program success. However,
Langerak (2001), in a study o f Dutch o f suppliers, manufacturers and customers found a
significant positive effect on overall new product development performance. And most
recently, Matsuno et al. (2002), using the New MO Scale (Matsuno 2000) reported a
significant positive link between market orientation and the impact of new product sales
to total organization sales.
The few studies empirically examining the relationship between market
orientation and the firm’s new product performance underline a significant gap in the
literature. It is believed that market orientation should have a positive impact on new
product program success. Furthermore, there is support in the literature from most recent
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empirical new product success studies (e.g., Calandtone et al. 2003; Matsuno et al. 2002
and Kahn 2001) that measurement o f a firm’s overall new product program, rather than a
single new product introduction would capture a more meaningful expression of the
firm’s overall new product efforts.
Cross-functional new product teams have become the norm in m any firms
today (Smith and Reinertsen 1991) and should, therefore, be a target for research
investigating their impact on the firm ’s business performance. We have further
identified an abundance o f scholarly research arguing that m ajor participants o f these
teams are prim arily technology and m arketing personnel that appear to possess
sufficiently differing cognitive perspectives (Maltz and Kohli 2000; Dougherty 1992;
Griffin and Hauser 1996) to treat them as separate populations. Market orientation
below the strategic business level, to interfunctional organizational units, instead o f
the whole o f the firm, can be conceptualized as an interfunctional market orientation
(IFMO). This designation perm its the researcher to focus on the linkage between
market orientation and new product program success. Interfunctional market orientation
can be quantified as follows:

MO, + M 0 2 - | M O ,-M 0 2 |

Whereby MO, represents the level o f market orientation o f the technology group within
the new product development team and M 0 2 represents the level o f market orientation of
the marketing group within the new product development team.
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Conceptually, IFMO is a dynamic and continuous construct that measures a firm’s
market-oriented product development team. Logically, we would suspect that such a measure
would permit comparisons among firms of their NPD teams’ level of market orientation and new
product program success rate. Therefore, the proposed model could be a diagnostic tool for firms
seeking to improve the outcome of their new product development efforts.
Therefore, it is hypothesized that:

H]

There is a positive relationship between an organization’s degree o f
interfunctional market orientation and new product program success.

Most empirical market orientation-business perfonnance studies have
used single-informant formats. Although there is considerable support in the literature
for using this approach, academic researchers have begun to question the single
informant approach and have openly suggested that a possible bias exists in earlier
market orientation studies, especially in investigating the link with business performance
(Kahn 2001). A central tenet o f the market orientation construct is the need for virtually
all departments, not just the marketing department, to participate in gathering,
disseminating and responding to market intelligence (Kohli and Jaworski 1990). Much
o f the academic research focusing on new product success emphasizes the need for
effective communication among departments, and in particularly between R&D and
marketing (e.g., Song 1997; Norton et al. 1994; Souder 1988; Cooper and Kleinschmidt
1987). A most likely consequence is, therefore, an interfunctional measure o f market
orientation that is attainable by independently measuring the level of market orientation
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o f each group. Consequently, a measure o f the interfunctional market orientation level of
the new product teams’ ability or desire to gather, disseminate and respond to market
intelligence might predict the firm ’s level o f new product program success. Therefore, it
is hypothesized that:

H 2-1

The greater the level o f market intelligence gathering between
marketing and technological groups, the greater the firm ’s new product
program success.

H 2-2

The greater the level o f inform ation sharing between marketing and
technological groups, the greater the firm ’s new product program
success.

H 2-3

The greater the level o f responsiveness between m arketing and
technological groups, the greater the firm ’s new product program
success.

Moderators of the Market Orientation-Business Performance Relationship
A moderator is a variable that may systematically modify either the form and or
the strength o f the proposed relationship between a predictor and a criterion variable
(Sharma et al. 1981). There is a considerable amount o f academic literature supporting
the moderating affect o f the external environment on organizational performance (e.g.,
Dollinger and Golden 1992). More specifically, Day and Wensley (1988) asserted that
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moderating affect o f market and technological turbulence increased uncertainty and
promoted the development o f a market orientation; thus, creating a market-driven
organization. Kohli and Jaworski (1990) described market turbulence as the rate o f
change in customer composition and their needs and technological turbulence as the rate
of technology change and its inherent impact on new product offerings. Kohli and
Jaworski also envisioned competitive intensity to be an additional environmental factor
believed to moderator organizational performance. It was hypothesized that heightened
competitor intensity/hostility within the firm’s immediate business arena would foster
market orientation by firms in order to improve their overall competitiveness.
Jaworski and Kohli (1993) empirically investigated the relationship o f market
turbulence, technological turbulence and competitive intensity on business performacne.
Their findings did not support a moderating effect on the market orientation-business
performance relationship. Similarly, Slater and Narver’s (1994) investigation o f a
western forest products manufacturer also recorded no positive effect for the same
moderators, but a negative effect for competitive hostility. Greenley (1995) in a crosssectional study o f large U.K. firms and Kumar et al. (1998) in U.S. hospitals, both
utilizing the Narver and Slater measurement scale, found a positive effect for market
turbulence. Greenley (1995) also found a positive effect for technological turbulence
between market orientation and new product success. Overall, the effect o f moderators
on the market orientation-business performance is mixed with regard to market
turbulence, technological turbulence and competitive hostility.
There are no empirical studies that investigate the m oderating effects o f
market

turbulence

and

technology

turbulence

on

the

relationship
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between

interfunctional market orientation and new product program success. However, Kahn
( 2 0 0 1 ) suggests that in industries where continuous change in technology is
occurring, the effect o f technological turbulence should be further investigated with
regard to the market orientation - new product success relationship. However, as in
past studies that investigated the m oderating role o f technological and market
turbulence, the effect is presumed to be operationally m anifest at the SBU-level.
Matsuno (2000) reported positive findings betw een market orientation and new
product success and Greenley (1995) found a positive effect o f technological
turbulence on the market orientation and new product success relationship. Thus,
there is some evidence in a few studies that m arket turbulence and technological
turbulence may positively impact the m arket orientation - new product program
performance relationship. Considering it is m ost likely that the firm’s technology
management group would be the locus for gathering, disseminating and responding
to technology turbulence it is reasonable to surmise that the moderating affect might
best be measured at the functional level. Therefore, it is hypothesized that:

H 3.1

The greater the technological turbulence, the greater the positive affect
o f interfunctional market orientation on new product program success.

H 3.2

The greater the technological turbulence, the stronger the relationship
between the intelligence gathering o f the technology management
group and new product program success.
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H 3-3

The greater the technological turbulence, the stronger the relationship
between intelligence dissemination o f the technology management
group and new product program success.

H 3 .4

The greater the technological turbulence, the stronger the relationship
between the responsiveness o f the technological m anagem ent group
and new product program success.

Kohli and Jaworski (1990) described market turbulence as the rate o f change
in the composition o f an organization’s customers and their preferences. Their
theory, underlying this proposition is that when there is a fixed set o f customers with
relative unchanging preferences, a market orientation is not likely to have much
effect on an organization’s perform ance because there is little market intelligence
demanding adjustment to the m arketing mix. Intuitively, their reasoning appears
sound. However, in markets characterized by changing custom er targets with
unknown or unclear preferences, this line o f reasoning would perhaps not hold. The
nature o f the markets this dissertation will explore, the life sciences, is not
considered an environment o f fixed sets o f customers

with relative

stable

preferences. Slater and Narver (1994) found partial support indicating that the greater
the extent o f market turbulence, the greater the positive impact o f market orientation
on firm performance. Considering it is most likely that the firm ’s m arketing group
would be the locus for gathering, disseminating and responding to market turbulence
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it is reasonable to surmise that the m oderating affect might best be measured at the
functional level Therefore, it is hypothesized that:

H 4-1

The greater the market turbulence, the greater the positive affect o f
interfunctional market orientation on new product program success.

H 4_2

The greater the market turbulence, the stronger the relationship
between the intelligence gathering by m arketing and new product
program success.

H 4 .3

The greater the market turbulence, the stronger the relationship
between intelligence dissemination by m arketing and new product
program success.

H 4 .4

The greater the market turbulence, the stronger the relationship
between the responsiveness by m arketing and new product program
success.

Control Variables
The industrial organization and competitive strategy literature identify several
variables that should be controlled in an empirical research setting (Porter 1980; Day
1984; N arver and Slater 1990). In the market orientation literature, Narver and Slater
(1990) and Slater and Narver (1994) empirically investigated eight control variables
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- buying power, supplier power, seller power, ease o f entry, market growth,
technological change, relative size and relative costs. Their findings indicated that
the only control variable showing a positive correlation between market orientation
and new product success was relative size. Greenley (1995) also reported that the
control variable, relative size, was positive for new product success. It is logical to
assume that the relative size could play a role in the success o f a firm ’s overall new
product program. Therefore, it is hypothesized that:

H5

The

larger

the

SBU

unit,

the

more

positive

the

im pact

of

interfunctional m arket orientation on new product program success.

Kumar et al. (1998) extended the range o f control variables used in market
orientation-business performance by investigating the effect o f separate and distant
facility locations for different functional groups. Although their findings showed no
effect, the likelihood o f a negative im pact on marketing and R&D collaboration, and
new product success, is well docum ented in the literature (Maltz and Kohli 2000;
Jasswalla and Sashittal 1999).
Therefore, it is hypothesized that,

The greater the proxim ity between marketing and technology groups,
the more positive the impact o f interfunctional market orientation on
new product program success.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents the research m ethodology employed in this dissertation.
It is divided into three sections. First section provides an overview o f the US animal
health and veterinary products industry, including significant trends in new product
development and the regulatory environment. Second, a discussion o f the survey
instrument and its developm ent is provided. Third, the data collection and sample
frame are presented.

THE US ANIMAL HEALTH AND VETERINARY PRODUCTS INDUSTRY
Rationale for Investigation
The US animal health industry provides an excellent opportunity to investigate
the interfunctional market orientation-new product program success relationship. First,
the animal health industry, its products and market environment are a near mirror image
o f the larger, and more visible human health market. In many respects, the smaller, but
equally technology drive, new products programs for animal products reflect some o f the
same opportunities and challenges facing human health care (Sharp 2001). The second
reason for choosing the animal health industry is that its member firms are generally
more approachable and likely to respond to an in-depth questionnaire, because o f the
researcher’s previous association, experience and tacit knowledge o f the inner workings
o f cross-functional new product teams in this industry.
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Overview
Animal health refers to the products and services provided by industry
participants for the prevention and treatment o f disease in food-producing livestock
and companion animals, such as dogs, cats, birds and other exotic species. A ccording
to the Animal Health Institute in W ashington, DC, the U.S. animal health industry is
comprised o f three major product groups - pharm aceuticals, biologies (prim arily
vaccines), and feed additives. In 2002, reported sales o f products for use in livestock,
which includes commercial poultry, swine and cattle operations, and companion
animals, totaled approximately US$4.5 billion, at m anufacturer level.

The U nited

States represents about 25% o f the total worldwide market. Approximately 40% o f the
worldwide market for animal health products is pharm aceuticals and 70% o f
worldwide sales are for livestock and poultry. The leading pharmaceutical product in
the world is the endectocide ivermectin with w orldw ide sales estimated at US $1.2
billion in 2002. The average annual growth rate in revenues was approximately 5%
for years 1996-2002. Among Animal Health Institute (AHI) mem ber companies, sales
for products used in livestock and companion animals totaled approximately US$3.5
billion, representing almost 80% o f the U.S. animal health industry. These industry
estimates exclude medical equipment devices, surgicals, diagnostics and hospital
supply products firms that are consumed in new products research and licensing o f
products to the veterinary profession (Animal Health Institute press release, 2004).
Pharmaceuticals include sales o f insecticides, dosage-form medicines and
other pharmaceutical preparations (primarily m edicinal feed additives) used in disease
prevention and treatment programs for both pets and farm animals. Biologies includes
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sales o f products used to create im m unity to disease in both livestock and pets.
Biologies include vaccines, bacterins, immunomodulators and antitoxins licensed by
the United States Department o f A griculture’s Animal and Plant Health Inspection
Service (USDA-APHIS). Feed additives include sale o f all feed additives used in
livestock and poultry production, including products used to control and prevent
disease, enhance growth, and im prove feed efficiency. Nutritional feed additives,
principally vitamins and minerals, are not included in these estimates. (Animal Health
Institute 2001).
In 2002, Animal Health Institute m em ber companies spent $511 million ($412
million in

2001

) to research and develop potential new products and to ensure the

safety and effectiveness o f existing products. This represents more than 11 % o f total
sales revenues in research and developm ent and is comparable to expenditures, as a
percent of sales, to human pharm aceutical firms. A pproxim ately

8 6

% o f these

expenditures were spent in “innovative research,” or revenue spent in support o f new
animal health products. The rem aining 14% went towards defensive research,
prim arily for continuing regulatory requirem ents for existing products (AHI 2003
Research and Development Survey).
In-depth interviews were conducted between late 2001 to mid-2003 with
animal health business development managers, clinical scientists and market research
firms to obtain an overview o f their industry’s product research efforts, industry and
market trends. The findings from the interviews indicated that m any companies in the
animal health industry have redirected their research efforts from developing
therapeutic, preventive and production enhancement products for food-producing
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animals to companion animals (generally dog, cats, horses and exotic animals). The
explanation for this change in research direction was two-fold. First, the need for
therapeutics and preventive products for food animals has decreased. This was the
most critical product need in the 1950s and 1960s, but has since subsided with
advances in efficacy and safety o f current products. The second reason given for this
change in research emphasis was the growth o f the companion animal markets and the
promise o f a m ore favorable regulatory climate. Thus, the companion animal market
is deemed more profitable and generally less risky than food-animal product research.
However, business development managers note that marketing new products to the
owners o f companion animals, especially pet owners, is much different than the food
animal market. First, economic and perform ance data, developed for food animal
products is o f no value, except for perform ance horses. Secondly, companion
products are consumer products, not business-to-business products. Thus, it appears
that firms developing products for the new companion animal m arket must learn an
entirely new customer, engage new technologies and adjust their m arketing strategies
and approach to succeed.

New Product Development Trends and the Regulatory Environment
Three federal governmental agencies regulate the animal health industry: the
United States Department o f Agriculture (USDA) regulates biologies, vaccines and
diagnostic test kits; the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) reviews and approves
new pharmaceuticals and feed additives; and the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) regulates pesticides and topical products that kill fleas and other parasites.
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Similar to human pharmaceutical developm ent procedures, the time and cost
associated with discovery, development and registration of a New Animal D rug
Approval (NADA) has skyrocketed. For example, in 1992, estimates for the cost o f
new (pioneer) blockbuster animal drugs ranged from $15-30 million and up to six to
eight years from discovery to registration (Gresham 1992). Most recent estimates for
the cost of new animal drugs range from $50-100 m illion and up to twelve years to
obtain registration following initial developm ent activities, according to the A nim al
Health Institute.
In summary, the US animal health industry finds itself in a new and turbulent
environment. It has generally been dependent on basic research in the human life
science industry as a source o f new active ingredients for pharmaceuticals. Past
synergies, especially manufacturing process technologies, medical device and surgical
markets between human pharmaceutical and animal health care markets have helped
to sustain animal health divisions as viable businesses o f their parent companies.
However, continued consolidation in the human pharmaceutical industry and allied
industries has driven the parent firms, such as M erck, Johnson and Johnson and
Hoechst, to divest o f their animal health businesses. New strategic alliances and
mergers o f these animal health divisions have created new, larger, but fewer entities
in the animal health market. However, they have lost the easy access to their parent
company’s technologies, according to W illiam Campbell, President, Agriculture
M arketing Research Services.
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INSTRUM ENT DEVELOPMENT
The survey instrument is comprised o f existing measures and items used in
previous market orientation - business perform ance research. M arket orientation was
operationalized using the New MO scale m easure (M atsuno et al. 2000). Scale item s
for measuring

antecedents

to

a market

orientation

and

moderators

o f the

interfunctional market orientation - new product program success, market turbulence
and technological turbulence were borrowed form Jaworski and Kohli (1993). Control
variables, relative firm size and functional area proximity, were borrowed from Slater
and Narver (1994). M easures for new product program success were borrowed and
adapted from Slater and N arver (1994), Kahn (2001) and W hiteley et al (1998).
The choice of scale for operationalizing market orientation followed a literature
review of existing marketing orientation scales (Matsuno et al. 2000; Pelham and Wilson
1996; Kohli et al. 1993; Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Narver and Slater 1990) and in-depth
interview o f scale items with technology and business development managers and
academicians highly familiar with the development o f market orientation scales. The
Matsuno, Mentzer and Rentz (2000) New MO scale was used in this study primarily
because o f its reported superior psychometric properties over MARKOR (Matsuno et al.
2000). A review o f its development is discussed below. The New MO scale is shown in
Table 9.
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Table 9
New MO Scale
(Matsuno, Mentzer and Rentz 2000)

Intelligence Generation (IG)
1. We poll end users at least once a year to assess the quality o f our products and
services.
2. In our business unit, intelligence on our competitors is generated independently
by several departments.
3. We periodically review the likely effect o f changes in our business environment
(e.g., regulation) on customers.
4. In this business unit, we frequently collect and evaluate general macroeconomic
information (e.g., interest rate, exchange rate, gross domestic product, industry
growth rate, inflation rate).
5. In this business unit, we maintain contacts with officials o f the government and
regulatory bodies (e.g., Department o f Agriculture, Food and Drug
Administration, Federal Trade Commission, Congress) in order to collect and
evaluate pertinent information.
6 . In this business unit, we collect and evaluate information concerning general
social trends (e.g., environmental consciousness, emerging lifestyles) that might
affect our business.
7. In this business unit, we spend time with our suppliers to learn more about various
aspects o f their business (e.g., manufacturing process industry practices,
clientele).
8 . In our business unit, only a few people are collecting competitor information.
Intelligence Dissemination (ID)
1. Marketing personnel in our business unit spend time discussing customers’ future
needs with other functional departments.
2. Our business unit periodically circulates documents (e.g., reports, newsletters)
that provide information on our customers.
3. We have cross-functional meetings very often to discuss market trends and
developments (e.g., customers, competition, suppliers).
4. We regularly have interdepartmental meetings to update our knowledge o f
regulatory requirements.
5. Technical people in this business unit spend a lot o f time sharing information
about technology for new products with other departments.
6 . Market information spreads quickly through all levels in this business unit.
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Table 9 (Continued)
New MO Scale
(Matsuno, Mentzer and Rentz 2000)

Responsiveness (RESP)
1. For one reason or another, we tend to ignore changes in our customers’ product or
service needs.
2. The product lines we sell depend more on internal politics than real market needs.
3. We are slow to start business with new suppliers even though we think they are
better than existing ones.
4. If a major competitor were to launch an intensive campaign targeted at our
customers, we would implement a response immediately.
5. The activities o f the different departments in this business unit are well
coordinated.
6 . Even if we came up with a great marketing plan, we probably would not be able
to implement it in a timely fashion.
7. If a special interest group (e.g., consumer group, environmental group) were to
publicly accuse us o f harmful business practices, we would respond to the
criticism immediately.
8 . We tend to take longer than our competitors to respond to a change in regulatory
policy.

In response to calls by Kohli et al. (1993) to extend and improve their MARKOR
marketing orientation scale, and Churchill (1979) for additional iterations and refinement
of existing scales toward development o f valid scales, Matsuno et al. (2000) conducted a
validation study to compare and contrast their new 22-item scale with the MARKOR
scale developed by Kohli and Jaworski (1993). According to Matsuno et al. (2000), there
have been few published market orientation validation studies (an exception is
Deshpande and Farley, 1998). Matsuno et al. (2000) asserts that the most widely used
market orientation scale, MARKOR, a) lacks a sufficient breadth o f items to effectively
capture the market orientation domain, b) the stability o f the factorial structure needs
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improvement, c) there are operationalization problems and, d) there exists additional
psychometric properties that bring into question its validity. Similar concerns regarding
MARKOR scale’s reliability, validity and psychometric weakness have been voiced in
the literature (e.g., Oczkowski and Farrell, 1998; Homburg and Pflesser, 2000;
Pulendran, Speed and Widing, 2003).
Matsuno et al. (2000) developed their 22-point scale following the procedures
recommended by Churchill (1979) and Gerbing and Anderson (1988). A combination o f
exploratory, qualitative in-depth interviews with corporate executives from various levels
and departments, an extensive literature review and two survey pretests were performed.
The primary purpose o f the interviews was to identify a range o f market factors that
managers consistently monitor. The results o f their interviews strongly indicated that
managers conceive a market more broadly than a combination o f customers and
competitors. Specifically, macro-economic factors (e.g., exchange rates) and additional
elements were mentioned, such as, suppliers’ availability, technology, social, cultural and
regulatory trends. An additional 37 items were generated based upon these interviews and
the literature review, including 15 items for intelligence generation (the three categories
o f the domain’s construct developed by Kohli and Jaworski was not modified), 10 items
for intelligence dissemination and 12 items for responsiveness. The essence o f these new
items were to “capture a broader range o f market elements that were either not covered at
all or not captured specifically enough by Kohli and Jaworsk’s original 32 items.” The
new items were combined with MARKOR items for a total o f 69 items and presented to
12 executives and 4 academics for content evaluation and editorial suggestions. A two
pre-test process was conducted.
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The first pre-test was conducted to reduce the number o f items to a more
manageable number (this is in addition to reliability and construct validation). A 31%
response rate to 3300 marketing executives was achieved following a two-wave mail
survey. An item-by-item substantive evaluation was conducted following a multiple
confirmatory factor analysis purification process. The scale was reduced from 69 to 46
items after the first pre-test.
The second pre-test followed the same procedures as the first pre-test, except that
the random sample was increased from 300 to 1000 marketing executives at U.S.
manufacturing companies and excluded the previous 300 respondents. The response rate
was 39%. The scale was subsequently refined to 22 items.
To validate their new MO scale and compare it to MARKOR, 1334 randomly
acquired marketing executives received a questionnaire with either the new MO scale or
MARKOR. A 5-point Likert-type scale was used. Business performance was measured
on 7 dimensions, including a specific new product sales measure.
The results o f their scale validation study suggest a significant improvement over
the existing MARKOR scale, especially with regard to content and construct validity.
Few empirical market orientation scales have utilized a multiple informant format and
fewer studies have investigated the bio-pharmaceutical industries. Thus, a follow-up
correspondence was made with Dr. Ken Matsuno regarding the intended multipleinformant format plan for the new MO scale, and its use in the life science industry for
this dissertation. Dr. Matsuno indicated that the new MO scale should be sufficiently
robust for multiple informants with different functional responsibilities because in the
scale development process, they took a step to do qualitative interviews not only with
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marketing executives but also with operations, finance and chief executives. In a
subsequent study by Matsuno (unpublished), use o f the new MO scale with R&D
managers o f large manufacturing companies suggests that the scale “behaves” well and is
valid. Therefore, the new MO scale was expected to perfonn adequately in the life
science.

Qualitative Research
Prior to pre-testing the survey instrument, a series of one-on-one, in-depth
qualitative interviews were conducted with key executives familiar with current trends in
research and development and business developments in the U.S veterinary products
industry. Most o f the interviews had been employed by more than one firm in the
veterinary industry and held positions in both the technology and business development.
Appointments were arranged at their place o f business or at one o f several national
veterinary conferences. An advance 20-item questionnaire was forward to participants in
order to permit sufficient time and reflection prior to the interview. Table 10 provides a
list o f the questions used in the interviews. Table 11 identifies the interviewees by
primary product line, current position and years of industry experience. The purpose of
these in-depth face-to-face interviews was: to

1)

obtain a broad understanding o f the

direction and trends in R&D targets, 2) identify key personnel in the various trade
associations, 3) understand firm structure for new product development, 4) identify the
metrics used for measuring new product success at the individual project and overall
program level, and 5) to obtain insight on how to identify and gain access to key
technology and business development personnel.
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Table 10
Qualitative In-Depth Interview Questions

1. How is new product success measured in (your firm)?
2. Is this information made available throughout the organization?
3. How many years are sales estimates/profits projected for new products?
4. How long do you (asked o f business development managers) remain connected to a
new product after it is initially launched?
5. What is the process that determines whether a product idea becomes a candidate for
research and clinical trials?
. Is there a specific group, department or team that manages your new products
activities? If so, what do you call this group and how dynamic are the changes in
personnel and project loads?
6

7. What are the titles o f those involved in new product development?
8. What are their usual educational backgrounds? Have you noted any variation or
trends?
9. To what extent are cross-functional teams used in new product or project management?
10. Is there any cross-training? That is, movement o f personnel from the technical side o f
the business to the commercial side o f the business or vice versa?
11. Do you have an explicitly outlined new product development process that your
organization follows? How well is that process followed do you think?
12. Are customers ever involved with the new product development process? If so, when,
where and how are they involved?
13. What amount o f technology is licensed in? Is this a formal activity in the
organization? Who handles this activity? Do both R&D and the commercial guys share
equally in identifying new technologies (or products for adoption) for the organization?
14. How is information pertaining to new product ideas, changing demographics and
other market information gathered and shared within the organization? Are there any
formalities, like quarterly meetings, held to disburse this information?
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Table 10 (Continued)
Qualitative In-Depth Interview Questions

15. Tell me more about how different functional groups interact within the organization.
16. Are you familiar with what is called the marketing concept? Market orientation?
17. Are you familiar with the R&D measure called R&D Intensity?
18. Are you familiar with the term New Sales Ratio?
19. Do you find these calculations useful measures o f how well your new products efforts
are performing?
20. What do you believe are the most critical success factors in new product success?

Table 11
Summary of Qualitative In-Depth Interviews

Major Products

Current Position

Pharmaceuticals

V.P., R&D

31

Delivery Systems

President

25

Pharmaceuticals/Bios

Divisional President

30

Bio-pharmaceuticals

Sr. Research Scientist

32

Biologies

V.P., R&D

27

Vaccines

President

38

Years of Service
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Pre-Testing
Pre-Testing of the survey instrument (Appendix I) was accomplished in two
stages. First, six in-depth interviews were conducted with three technology managers and
three top business development managers familiar with their firm ’s new product program.
First contact was made by telephone and/or email to confirm time and place for the
interview. The in-depth one-on-one interviews were held in-person and by telephone,
depending upon the interviewee’s request. In addition, all interviewees received an
advanced copy o f the survey. The objective o f these interviews was to determine a)
perceived relevance o f the study and his/her understanding o f the constructs, b) their
understanding o f the survey questions, c) the appropriateness o f scale item wording, and
d) the most common measures o f new product program success used and e) any
additional issues noted by the interviewee.
Following satisfactory completion o f the interviews and minor modification to
the scale items, a second group o f

12

pre-testers representing the technology and business

development group, and six academics were forwarded the survey instrument (mail or
email) and cover letter. The pre-testers were identified at random from the database
(described below) and then notified by telephone to obtain confirmation and agreement to
participate. Following the second round o f pre-testing, no additional changes to items,
additions or deletions were made. Minor modifications were made to the cover letter that
emphasized that the intent of the research was for dissertation.

DATA COLLECTION AND SAMPLE
A mail survey, consistent with previous market orientation research, including
a recommended minimum o f four reminders (M angione 1995), was chosen as the data
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collection vehicle for this dissertation. The sample was drawn from a proprietary
veterinary company database o f approxim ate fifteen hundred (1500) companies,
containing manufacturing and service firms engaged in new product research and/or
licensing o f animal health/veterinary products to the veterinary profession in the US
market. The database provided inform ation on company financials, operations, key
personnel, current product offerings, distribution practices and a b rief history and
overview o f the firm. The database included the following SIC codes for this
investigation: 2834, 2836, 3841, 5191, 5199, 3841, 5047, 3843, 3845 and 2211.
Examination o f the database revealed that potentially 683 o f the original 1500 firms
might be engaged in the research/licensing and marketing o f animal health products to
the veterinary profession. In order to assist in the confirmation o f firm R&D/licensing
activity, a second, proprietary database was used obtained from the leading market
research house in the U.S., Braake and Associates, Inc. The second database permitted
cross-referencing o f firm activities and current telephone and addresses o f key R&D and
top executives. The final database provided a current list o f 125 U.S. firms actively
engaged in veterinary products research.
The 125 U.S. firms represented a wide range o f research agendas. The primary
industry groups represented (55%) were pharmaceutical and biological firms, many o f
which were engaged in both pharmaceutical and vaccine research. A mix o f diagnostic,
medical device and equipment, surgical, hospital supply and feed additive companies
represented the remainder o f the 125 firms engaged in veterinary product research.
The sampling frame for this research was comprised o f all 125 U.S. firms actively
engaged in the research and development o f products for the U.S. veterinary products
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market. All firms were included in the sample. A multi-informant format method o f data
collection was used in order to capture the responses o f both the technological and
business development

components

of the

firms’ cross-functional

new

product

development teams.
The top executives and/or key R&D and business development personnel were
contacted by phone as a means o f obtaining their commitment to participate in the
research. Since the research required two respondents from each firm, the primary contact
was also enlisted to identify a second respondent and an additional mailing address, if
necessary, if the technology and business development groups were at different locations.
In addition to directly contacting the firms, two major associations, the US Animal
Health Institute and the Association o f Veterinary Biological Companies, were apprised
of the research’s intent and possible value to the industry. This action was recommended
by participants in the qualitative interviews as a means o f affording credibility and
assurance o f confidentiality. A total o f 103 o f the 125 firms agreed to participate in the
survey.
The primary contact for each business was mailed a personalized cover letter, two
copies o f the 99-item questionnaire with attached instruction sheet, and two pre-paid,
self-addressed business envelopes. A coding system was used to identify the firm to their
questionnaire. The instruction sheet included a statement assuring confidentiality and
offered to provide the respondent with a summary report o f the general findings o f the
study. Included was a statement acknowledging the importance o f this type o f research to
the animal health industry and underlying the value o f their inputs via the attached
questionnaire. The instructions asked that the questionnaire be completed by a senior
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member of their technology management group and business development staff closely
associated with the firm’s new product development efforts.
The 10-page, 99-item questionnaire (Appendix I) consisted o f 11 sections (A-J).
Section A asked four questions related to the output o f their new product efforts over
time, the degree o f proximity o f the technology and business development groups and
frequency o f use of cross-functional teams. Section B used the 22-question Matsuno
(2002) New MO scale scored on a 7-point scale using “strongly disagree” to “strongly
agree.” Sections C-F consisted o f 51, 7-point scale questions borrowed from Jaworski
and Kohli (1993) to measure firm antecedents to market orientation. Section G and FI
consisted of 5, 7-points scales questions each (Narver and Slater 1990) for measuring
market turbulence and technological turbulence. Section I consisted of two questions.
The first question, borrowed from Slater and Narver (1994) asked respondents to rate
their new product program success rate relative to all other competitors in their industry.
The second questions asked respondents to calculate their firm ’s New Sales Ratio (NSR)
which is a measure o f the new product program performance (Whitley et al. 1998;
Cooper, 1983). Section J-K consisted o f 7 demographic items and three control variablerelated items.
Immediately following the first mailing, a second telephone call was made to the
survey recipients informing them that the survey had been mailed and asking that they
return the completed form within two weeks. Approximately four weeks after the first
mailing a second mailing with revised cover letter was forwarded to non-responders. Two
weeks after the second mailing, survey recipients received a third telephone call asking
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that they respond to the mailings as soon as possible. Table 12 below provides a summary
o f the response rate by mailings and by selected informant.

Table 12
Survey Response Rate

Mailing
First

Second

Combined

# o f Firms Mailed Surveys

103

48

103

# o f Surveys Mailed

206

96

302

0

0

0

# o f Surveys Returned as Undeliverable
Completed Surveys
Technology Group

42

19

61

Marketing/Business Development

34

24

58

Total

77

43

122

32

19

51

37.3

44.8

59.2

# o f Matched Surveys
Effective Response Rate, %

Response Rate
Table 12 presents the sample response rate for the first mailing, second mailing
and the combined sample. The first mailing consisted o f two hundred six (206) surveys
forwarded to the one hundred three (103) firms that agreed to participate in the research.
Approximately six weeks after the first mailing, forty-two (42) surveys were received
from

technology

managers

and

thirty-four

(34)

surveys

were

received
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marketing/business development managers for a total o f seventy-seven (77) surveys. O f
these, thirty-two (32) technology manager surveys were matched with thirty-two (32)
marketing/business development managers. A total o f fifty-five (55) firms responded to
the first mailing. O f the two hundred six (206) surveys mailed, seventy-seven (77) were
returned prior to the second mailing for an effective response rate o f 37.3%.
The second mailing consisted o f ninety-six (96) identical surveys sent to fortyeight (48) firms who had not respond to the first mailing. An additional forty-three (43)
surveys, nineteen

(19)

from technology managers

and twenty-four (24)

from

marketing/business development managers were received after the second mailing.
Several factors, particular to new product team respondents appear to have caused
a lag effect in survey response. First, several marketing/business development managers
provided unsolicited comments that timing o f the survey was plagued by ongoing
company planning and budget activities. In itself, this probably would not account for the
apparent weak response from the initial mailing. However, two additional factors
probably played a more significant role. A second factor was the need for the legal
departments to review and approve the survey since proprietary information was being
requested. It was observed that the ratio of surveys received from technology versus
marketing/business development managers in the first mailing was 1.21. This ratio
compared to a similar ratio o f 1.28 o f surveys received from marketing/business
development managers versus technology managers in the second mailing. This may
account for the delay in responses from the marketing/business development group
within the new product teams. A third factor which most probably slowed response was
that for most businesses surveyed the technology management group was located in a
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different area than the marketing and business development group. These three factors
suggest that familiar non-response bias techniques (e.g., Armstrong and Overton 1977)
would not be revealing in this context o f the sample frame.

Sample Respondent Characteristics
Table 13 below summarizes the characteristics o f the respondents. More than 75%
o f the respondents (n = 77) were employed in their current position less than 10 years and
only 41 % (N = 32) had been with the same firm for 10 years or more. These numbers
reflect comments by respondents during the qualitative in-depth interviews o f recent
industry turmoil and “imploding” that has reduced the total number of firms actively
engaged in veterinary product development.
Approximately 53 % o f the firms reported annual revenues up to 50M$ (n = 27)
and 43% (n = 24) reported annual revenues over 50M$. The largest number o f firms (n =
19) reported annual revenues greater than 100M$.
Most respondents reported engaging in multiple business segments. All
respondents reporting annual sales greater than 100M$ were engaged in multiple
businesses although firms engaged in less than 10M were as likely to be engaged in one
or

several

primary

businesses.

The

highest

reported

primary

business

was

pharmaceuticals (n = 54) followed by biologics/vaccines (n = 44), other (insecticides,
feed additives, specialty chemicals), medical devices/equipment (n = 23), diagnostics (n
= 18) and surgical materials (n = 6 ).
The survey’s format assured that respondents’ primary functional area was
equally represented by both the technology management group and marketing/business
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development. Twelve CEO/presidents chose to represent the 51 marketing/business
development group. This high level o f involvement by the chief executive appears to
reflect the importance o f new products and business development to firms in this
industry. All CEOs and presidents completing surveys were from firms with revenues of
50M$ or less.

Table 13
Sample Respondent Characteristics

Characteristic

Category

Business Unit’s Primary Business 1

54
Pharmaceuticals
Biologies
44
18
Diagnostics
Medical Device/Equip.
23
Surgicals
6
Other
40
(Primarily Insecticides, Feed Additives)

29.1
23.8
9.7
12.4
3.2

< 10M$
11M$ to 50M$
50M$ to 100M$
> 100M$

19.6
33.3
9.8
37.3

Business Unit Revenues

Functional Area

Years in Current Position

n

10

17
5
19

%

2 1 .6

R&D/Technical
41
Manufacturing/Engineering 7
Marketing/B. Development39
President/CEO
12

40.2
6.9
38.2

Up to 5 Years
6 to 9 Years
1 0 to 15 years
> 15 years

40.2
35.3
17.6
6.9

41
36
18
7

Years with Company

Up to 5 Years
29
6 to 9 Years
31
10 to 15 Years
27
> 15 Years
15
1 Most respondents reported engaging in multiple business segments
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1 1 .8

28.4
30.4
26.5
14.7
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents the results o f the dissertation and is presented in three
sections. The first section presents an overview o f the posited link between
interfunctional market orientation and new product program success. The second section
provides an overview o f the reliability and validity o f the scales used in the survey
instrument. The third section presents the statistical findings o f the hypotheses testing.

Interfunctional Market Orientation and New Product Program Success
The few studies empirically examining the relationship between market
orientation and the firm’s new product performance represent a significant gap in the
literature. At best, these studies have produced mixed results. Academics have begun to
suggest alternate methods of investigating the link between market orientation and the
firm’s new product performance. For example, recent literature suggests that overall new
product program measurement would capture a more meaningful expression o f the firm’s
new product efforts (e.g., Calantone et al. 2003; Matsuno et al. 2002; Kahn 2001). Thus,
this dissertation empirically investigates the market orientation-new product performance
link by measuring the success o f the firm’s overall new product program rather than a
single new product introduction.
In Chapter 2, it was argued that there was substantial support in the literature to
investigate the market orientation-new product program performance relationship at the
interfunctional, or cross-functional, level. Thus, this dissertation examines the market
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orientation-new product program success link at the cross-functional new product team
level. In addition, this dissertation asserts that new product teams are represented by two
distinct populations; namely, marketing and technology management groups. Since the
bulk o f new product team activity is primarily coordinated and conducted by the
marketing and technology management groups, responses from both groups within the
firm are necessary to fully ascertain the level o f interfunctional market orientation of
these cross-functional teams. Therefore, a multi-informant format is tasked to capture and
quantify the interfunctional market orientation level o f the firm’s new product team.
Conceptually, interfunctional market orientation is a dynamic and continuous
construct that measures the firm’s market-oriented product development team.
Interfunctional market orientation is measured as follows:
MO, + M 0 2 - | MO, - M 0 2 1
MO, represents the level of market orientation o f the marketing group within the new
product development team and M 0 2 represents the level o f market orientation o f the
technology management group within the new product development team. The
mathematical expression, | MO, - M 0 2 | reduces the market orientation level o f a firm’s
new product team by an amount equal to the difference in their respective level o f market
orientation. The adjustment, therefore, represents a logical response to current cross
functional research, the findings o f which suggest that marketing and technology
managment must be sufficiently integrated and in harmony to bring effective new
products to the market efficiently (e.g., Jassawalla and Sashital 1999; Maltz and Kohli
2000; Lovelace, Shapiro and Weingart 2001).
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Furthermore, previous research posits that market and technological turbulence
moderates the market orientation-business performance relationship, which includes new
product success as a measure o f business performance. Previous research findings
measuring the impact of turbulence are mixed. However, Kahn (2001) suggests that the
impact o f market turbulence and technological turbulence be further addressed in market
orientation-new product studies. This dissertation posits that market turbulence and
technological turbulence are drivers o f new product teams’ interfunctional market
orientation; specifically, that the greater the market and technological turbulence, the
stronger the relationship between interfunctional marketing orientation (and its three
components) and new product program success.
In summary, this dissertation empirically investigated the link between
interfunctional market orientation and new product program success at the functional,
new product team level of firms conducting new product research and marketing to the
veterinary profession. O f an estimated population o f 125 firms, 103 firms agreed to
participate in the survey. Completed, paired surveys were received from 48% (51 o f 125)
o f these firms. The conclusions and implications o f this dissertation are presented in
Chapter 5.
Table 14 below describes the dependent and independent variables used in
subsequent tables 18-50. Also, table 15 provides a summary o f the hypotheses tested.
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Table 14
Dependent and Independent Variables

Dependent Variables
NSR = new sales ratio
N P 12 = new products launched in last 12 months
NP 36 = new products launched in last 36 months
NP 60 = new products launched in last 60 months
RELCOMP = new product success relative to competition

Independent Variables
IFMO
TECHTURB
IFMOTECHTURB
IG
IG TECHTURB
ID
ID TECHTURB
RI
RITECHTURB
MKTTURB
IFMOMKTTURB
IG MKTTURB
RIMKTTURB
ANSCATA
ANSCATA-IFMO
ANSCATB
ANSCATBIFMO
ANSCATC
ANSCATCIFMO
PRXCATA
PRX CATA IFMO
PRXCATB
PRXCATBIFMO
PRXCATC
PRXCATCIFMO
PRXCATD
PRXCATDIFMO

= interfunctional market orientation
= technological disturbance
= interaction variable
= information gathering
= interaction variable
= information dissemination
= interaction variable
= response implementation
= interaction variable
= market turbulence
= interaction variable
= interaction variables
= interaction variable
= annual sales category A
= interaction variable
= annual sales category B
= interaction variable
= annual sales category C
= interaction variable
= proximity category A
= interaction variable
= proximity category B
= interaction variable
= proximity category C
= interaction variable
= proximity category D
= interaction variable
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Table 15
Hypotheses

Hi

There is a positive relationship between an organization’s degree
interfunctional market orientation and new product program success.

H 2-1

The greater the level of IFMO-computed market intelligence gathering between
marketing and technology management groups, the greater the firm’s new product
program success.

H 2-2

The greater the level of IFMO-computed information sharing between marketing
and technology management groups, the greater the firm’s new product program
success.

H 2 -3

of

The greater the level of IFMO-computed responsiveness between marketing and
technology management groups, the greater the firm’s new product program
success.

H 3.1

The greater the technological disturbance, the greater the positive affect of
interfunctional market orientation on new product program success.

H 3_2

The greater the technological turbulence, the stronger the relationship between
intelligence gathering o f the technology management group and new product
program success.

H 3 .3

The greater the technological turbulence, the stronger the relationship between
intelligence dissemination o f the technology management group and new product
program success.

H 3_4

The greater the technological disturbance, the stronger the relationship between
responsiveness o f the technology management group and new product program
success.

H 4.1

The greater the market turbulence, the greater the positive affect o f interfunctional
market orientation on new product program success.

H 4_2

The greater the market turbulence, the stronger the relationship between
intelligence gathering by the marketing group and new product program success.

H 4 .3

H 4 .4

The greater the market turbulence, the stronger the relationship between
intelligence dissemination by marketing and new product program success.
The greater the market turbulence, the stronger the relationship between the
responsiveness by marketing and new product program success.
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Table 15 (Continued)
Hypotheses

H5

The larger the SBU unit, the more positive the impact o f interfunctional market
orientation on new product program success.

Hg

The greater the proximity between marketing and the technology management
group, the more positive the impact o f interfunctional market orientation on new
product program success.

SCALE RELIABILITY
An assessment was performed o f the degree o f consistency between the multiple
measurements used for each o f the scales variables. Consistent with previous market
orientation studies, internal consistency for the multi-item scales was measured by
Cronbach’s alpha. Cronbach’s alpha is the most widely used measure (Hair et al. 1998, p.
118) and is commonly used in market orientation studies. Identical scales, including sub
scales, were used for both the marketing and technology management groups. Table 16
presents summary data for the multi-item scales for both the technology and marketing
groups. The market turbulence scores for marketing and technology management groups
were .731 and .655, respectively. The technology group score is below the .70 level
recommended by Nunally (1978); however, they exceed the .60 level which is considered
adequate for exploratory research (Streiner 2003; Nunally 1967) and reflect a similar
lower score o f . 6 8 for market turbulence, reported by Jaworski and Kohli (1993, p. 16).
Unidimensionality refers to whether the scale’s factor structure is internally consistent
with theory and must be demonstrated for a scale to be valid (Gerbing and Anderson
1988). Although the use of reliability measures, such as Cronbach’s alpha, does not
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ensure unidimensionality, examination o f the construct’s indicators in table 16 suggests
that acceptable unidimensionality exists.

Factorial Structure of the Matsuno Market Orientation Scale
The market orientation scale used in this dissertation was validated by Matsuno
et al. (2000) in an empirical comparative study o f Kohli and Jaworski’s MARKOR scale.
The Matsuno market orientation scale specifically incorporates additional market factors
to overcome MARKOR’s representation o f a limited number o f stakeholders. The focal
domain of the MARKOR scales strongly represents competitors and customers, but does
not appreciably address other environmental factors suggested in the literature, such as
legal and regulatory. Matsuno er al. (2000) reported improved unidimensionality and
predictive validity over MARKOR.
Kohli and Jaworski’s (1990) theoretical position was that MO constituted three
components, or factors, that tap distinct aspects o f the MO domain - intelligence
generation,

information

dissemination

and

response

implementation.

Therefore,

empirically, the measurement items purported to load on a particular factor must load
accordingly. Results from a 3-factor VARIMAX rotated factor matrix extraction
(Factorial structure is presented in Table 17) shows strong loadings for response
implementation (Component 1), intelligence generation (Component 2), and intelligence
dissemination (Component 3) o f the market orientation scale. Item loadings v l9 and v20
specifically relate to the necessity for high coordination between marketing and
technological groups and the importance o f time-to-market for cross-functional new
product team teams. Item loadings v2 and v4 specifically relate to the importance of
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generating information from stakeholders, in addition to customers and competitors.
Specifically, these to items reflect the importance o f regulatory and governmental (legal)
factors in obtaining product approvals. As stated earlier, the regulatory and legal domain
was operationally missing in earlier market orientation scales. Item loadings vlO and v l4
relate the importance o f the dissemination customer information throughout the business
unit (beyond the marketing and technological management groups). The VARIMAX
rotated factor matrix provides for greater explanation o f the theoretically factor pattern.

Table 16
Multi-Item Scales and Reliability

Scale
Marketing Orientation
Intelligence Gathering
Intelligence Dissemination
Response Implementation
Top Management Emphasis
Top Management Risk Aversion
Interdepartmental Conflict
Interdepartmental Connectiveness
Formalization
Centralization
Reward System Orientation
Organizational Commitment
Espirit de Corps
Market Turbulence
Technological Turbulence

Cronbach’s Alpha
Marketing Group Technology Group
.876
.813
.718
.677
.881
.882
.860
.875
.833
.916
.801
.844
.917
.731
.805

.891
.790
.769
.716
.839
.873
.913
.802
.846
.861
.823
.874
.905
.655
.759
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Table 17
Factorial Matrix for IFMO Scale
Extraction Method: PCA
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kiaser Normalization
Component 1

Component 2

Component 3

vl9
v2 0
vl5
v l6
vl7
v9
vl4
v2 2
v l2
v21
v l8
vl
v7
vl3
v ll
v2
v8
vlO
v3
v5
v6
v4

v2
v4
v ll
v5
v l2
v7
vl3
v3
v6
v2 0
vl
v9
v22
vl5
v l8
vl5
vl4
vlO
vl7
vl9
v l6
v21

v6
v3
vlO
v l4
vl
v9
v l8
v5
v 21
v ll
v l6
v8
vl3
v l6
vl5
v7
v2 2
v2
v2 0
v l2
v4
vl7

.727
.727
.601
.593
.586
.505
.528
.453
.427
.381
.342
.327
.297
.282
.247
.162
.160
.139
-.027
-.075
-.097
-.140

.759
.656
.642
.566
.555
.503
.417
.414
.266
.259
.246
.243
.198
.174
.157
.174
.131
.099
.062
.0 1 0

-.018
-.019

.731
.588
.581
.569
.526
.500
.450
.442
.417
.317
.311
.215
.199
.177
.168
.1 2 2

.109
.1 0 0

.089
.061
.029
-.225

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
Ordinary least squares were employed to test 17 hypotheses and two models
investigated in this dissertation (dissertation hypotheses are summarized in Table 15). A
series of linear regressions equations were developed to examine each hypothesis’s fit
with the data using SPSS 12.0. Tables 18 through 29 provide regression coefficients, ttests and significance levels generated from the regression equations for each hypothesis.
Table 30 presents a summary o f the findings.
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One subjective measure and four objective measures were used to quantify the
firm’s new product program success. All measures were averaged for the two groups.
Averaging responses is supported in the management literature (Huber and Power 1985)
and follows previous market orientation - business performance studies (e.g., Jaworski
and Kohli 1993, p. 60). Subjective measures have been used in previous market
orientation-new product success studies (e.g., Slater and Narver 1994) and have been
found to strongly correlate with their objective counterparts (Pearce, Robbins and
Robinson 1987; Dess and Robinson 1984). The subjective measure (RELCOMP) asked
respondents to rate their firm’s overall new product program success relative to all other
competitors in their industry. Four objective measures o f new product program success
were employed. Since few market orientation-new product studies have measured the
total new product program, a review o f the R&D and project management literature, indepth interviews with marketing and new product researchers provided further support
for the objective measures used in this dissertation. New sales ratio (NSR), a commonly
used R&D performance measure, asked respondents to calculate the percentage o f last
year’s sales represented by products launched in the last five years. Three additional
measures of new product program success (N P 12 , NP 36 and NP 6 0 ) asked respondents how
many new products the business unit had launched in the past 12 months, 36 months and
60 months.
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Hypothesis Hi posited that there is a positive relationship between an
organization’s degree o f interfunctional market orientation and new product program
success. The results (Table 18) showed that there was positive and significant
relationship between an organization’s interfunctional market orientation and new
product program success for dependent variable RELCOMP (d = .366, p<.001), N P ]2 (d
= .182, p<. 1 0 ), NP 36 (d = .185, p<.05) and NP 60 (d = .185, p< . 1 0 ). Therefore, hypothesis
Hi is supported when measured by dependent variables RELCOMP, NP] 2 , NP 36 and
NP60.

Table 18
Results for Hi

Model
Summary____________________ NSR

Dependent Variables
NPi?
NP3ft
NPftn

Regression Coefficient

-.043

.182

t-test

-.429

1.950(4)

2.051(3)

R2

.0 0 2

.033

.040

N

102

102

102

(1)p<.001
(2) p< 0 . 0 1
(3) p<0.05
(4) p< 0 . 1 0

366

.185
OO

.2 0 1

RELCOMP

3.298(1)

.024

.134

102

102

NSR = new sales ratio
N P , 2 = new products launched in last 1 2 months
NP 36 = new products launched in last 36 months
NP 60 = new products launched in last 60 months
RELCOMP = new product success relative to competition
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Hypothesis H 2-1 posited that the greater the level o f IFMO-computed market
intelligence gathering between the marketing and technology management groups, the
greater the firm’s new product program success. The results (Table 19) do not support a
significant relationship between an organization’s new product program success and
smaller the difference in the level o f market intelligence gathering between the marketing
and technological groups for any o f the five measures below the
Therefore, hypothesis

H 2-i i s

.1 0

level o f significance.

not supported.

Table 19
Results for H 2-1

Model
Summary___________________ NSR

Dependent Variables
NPi?
NP^
NPq

RELCOMP

Regression Coefficient

.087

-.141

-.123

-.1 1 0

-.176

t-test

.871

-1.426

-1.235

-1.104

-1.792

R2

008

.0 2 0

.015

.0 1 2

.031

N

102

102

102

102

102

(1) p<.001
(2) p< 0 . 0 1
{3) p<0.05
(4) p< 0 . 1 0

NSR = new sales ratio
N P 12 = new products launched in last 1 2 months
NP 36 = new products launched in last 36 months
N P 6o = new products launched in last 60 months
RELCOMP = new product success relative to competition
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Hypothesis H 2-2 posited that the greater the level o f IFMO-computed information
sharing between marketing and technology management groups, the greater the firm’s
new product program success. The results (Table 20) showed that there is a positive and
significant relationship between an organization’s new product program success and with
smaller differences in the level o f information between the marketing and technological
groups for dependent variable NSR (d = .291, p<.01). Therefore, hypothesis H 2-2 is
supported when measured by dependent variable NSR.

Table 20
Results for H 2-2

M odel

D e p e n d e n t V a r ia b le s

Summary__________________ NSR
Regression Coefficient
t-test

NP 12

NP^

RELCOMP

.291

-.027

-.054

-.113

.069

3.044(2)

-.270

-.538

-1.113

.690

.013

.005

102

102

R2

.085

.0 0 1

.003

N

102

102

102

(1)p<.001
(2) p<0.01
(3) p<0.05
(4) p<0.10

NP^n

NSR = new sales ratio
N P 12 = new products launched in last 1 2 months
NP36 = new products launched in last 36 months
N P 60 = new products launched in last 60 months
RELCOMP = new product success relative to competition
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Hypothesis

H 2-3 posited

that the

greater the

level

of IFMO-computed

responsiveness between marketing and technology management groups, the greater the
firm’s new product program success. The results (Table 21) showed that there is a
positive and significant relationship between an organization’s new product program
success and with smaller differences in the level o f responsiveness between the marketing
and technological groups for dependent variable NSR (d = .197, p<.05). Therefore,
hypothesis H 2_3 is supported when measured by dependent variable NSR.

Table 21
Results for H 2-3

Model
Summary___________________ NSR
Regression Coefficient
t-test

.197
2.006(3)

Dependent Variables
NPi?
NP36
NPfin
-.239

-.176

-.227

-.066

-2.456

-1.786

-2.328

-.661

.051

.044

102

102

R2

.039

.057

.031

N

102

102

102

(1)p<.001
(2) p< 0 . 0 1
p<0.05
(4) p<0.10

RELCOM P

NSR = new sales ratio
N P 12 = new products launched in last 1 2 months
N P 36 = new products launched in last 36 months
N P 60 = new products launched in last 60 months
RELCOMP = new product success relative to competition
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Hypothesis H 3-1 posited that the greater the technological turbulence, the greater
the positive affect o f interfunctional market orientation on new product program success.
The results (Table 22) showed a positive and significant relationship between
interfunctional market orientation and higher levels of technological turbulence on an
organization’s new product program success for dependent variable NP 36 (d = 1.404,
p<.10). Therefore, hypothesis H 4.1 is not supported.

Table 22
Results for H3.1

Model
Summary

NSR

Regression Coefficient
IFMO

.024

.403

-.705

-.482

-.367

.259

-.555

-.896

-.624

-.630

-.1 0 0

.907

1.404

1.033

1.137

.043

-.753

-1.342

-.906

-.746

.407

-.8 8 6

-1.458

-1.002

-1.094

1.114

1.758

1.278

1.159

.003

.065

.072

.067

.207

51

51

51

51

51

TECHTURB
IFMOTECHTURB
t-test
IFMO
TECHTURB
IFMOTECHTURB
R2
N

-.1 2 1

Dependent Variables
NPn
NP3*
NPfin

(1) p<.001
NSR = new sales ratio
(2)
p< 0 . 0 1
N P 12 = new products launched in last 1 2 months
(3) p<0.05
NP 36 = new products launched in last 36 months
(4) p<. 1 0
NP 60 = new products launched in last 60 months
RELCOMP = new product success relative to competition
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Hypothesis H 3-2 posited that the greater the technological turbulence, the stronger
the relationship between IFMO-computed intelligence gathering o f the technology
management group and new product program success. The results (Table 23) showed no
significant relationship between intelligence gathering by the technological group and
new product program

success with greater technological turbulence. Therefore,

hypothesis H 3_2 is not supported.

T a b le 2 3
R e s u lts fo r H 3 .2

D e p e n d e n t V a r ia b le s

M odel
NSR

NPn

N P 36

.064

-.581

-.801

-.775

-.860

1.003

-.850

-1.137

-1.076

-.825

-1.127

1.347

1.821

1.722

1.641

.755

-.698

-1.004

-.955

-1.072

TECHTURB

1.073

-.927

-1.294

-1.203

-.933

IGTECHTURB

-.840

1.023

1.443

1.340

1.294

.065

.098

.173

.143

.164

51

51

51

51

51

Sum m ary

Regression Coefficient
IG
TECHTURB
IGTECHTURB
t-test
IG

R2
N

(I:ip<.001
(2) p< 0 . 0 1
(3) p<0.05
(4) p< 0 . 1 0

NPfin

NSR = new sales ratio
N P 12 = new products launched in last 1 2 months
NP 36 = new products launched in last 36 months
NP 60 = new products launched in last 60 months
RELCOMP = new product success relative to competition
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Hypothesis H 3.3 posited that the greater the technological turbulence, the stronger
the relationship between the IFMO-computed intelligence dissemination o f the
technology management group and new product program success. The results (Table 24)
showed no significant relationship between intelligence gathering by the technological
group and new product program success with greater technological turbulence Therefore,
hypothesis H 3.3 is not supported.

Table 24
Results for H3.3

M odel

D e p e n d e n t V a r ia b le s
NSR

Sum m ary

Regression Coefficient
ID

N P 12

NP36

NPfio

RELCOM P

.432

-.328

-.490

-.501

-.381

TECHTURB

.708

-.487

-.632

-.675

-.391

IDTECHTURB

.725

.864

1.151

1.171

1.032

.570

-.440

-.672

-.6 8 6

-.533

.938

-.655

-.869

-.904

-.570

-.654

.792

1.079

1.096

1.024

.059

.088

.128

.126

.2 2 2

51

51

51

51

51

t-test
ID
TECHTURB
IDTECHTURB
R2
N

(l) p<.001
(2^ p< 0 . 0 1
(3) p<0.05
(4) p< 0 . 1 0

NSR = new sales ratio
N P 12 = new products launched in last 1 2 months
NP 36 = new products launched in last 36 months
NP 60 = new products launched in last 60 months
RELCOMP = new product success relative to competition
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Hypothesis

H 3 .4

posited that the greater the technological turbulence, the stronger

the relationship between the IFMO-computed responsiveness o f the technology
management group and new product program success. The results (Table 25) showed no
significant relationship between intelligence gathering by the technological group and
new product program

success with greater technological turbulence. Therefore,

hypothesis H 3_4 is not supported.

Table 25
Results for H3.4

Model
Summary
Regression Coefficient
RI

NSR

Dependent Variables
NPn
NP3*
NPdfi

RELCOMP

.545

-.693

-.760

-.526

-.056

.846

-.737

-.661

-.443

-.041

-.912

1.231

1.206

.867

.376

.678

-.856

-.939

-.646

-.075

TECHTURB

1 .0 1 0

-.873

-.784

-.522

-.053

RITECHTURB

-.755

1 .0 0 1

.991

.708

.337

TECHTURB
RITECHTURB
t-test
RI

R2
N

.061

.047

.048

.035

.2 0 0

51

51

51

51

51

(1) p<.001
NSR = new sales ratio
(2)
p< 0 . 0 1
N P 12 = new products launched in last 1 2 months
(3) p<0.05
NP 36 = new products launched in last 36 months
(4) p< 0 . 1 0
NP 60 = new products launched in last 60 months
RELCOMP = new product success relative to competition
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Hypothesis H/m posited that the greater the market turbulence, the greater the
positive affect o f interfunctional market orientation on new product program success. The
results (Table 26) showed a significant relationship of interfunctional market orientation
on new product program success and greater market turbulence for NSR. Therefore,
hypothesis H 4.1 is supported when measured by the new sales ratio.

Table 26
Results for H4.1

Model
Summary

NSR

Regression Coefficient
IFMO
MKTTURB
IFMOMKTTURB
t-test
IFMO
MKTTURB
IFMOMKTTURB
R2
N

(1^p<.001
(2) p< 0 . 0 1
(3-*p<0.05
(4) p< 0 . 1 0

Dependent Variables
NP 17
NP™
NPfin

RELCOMP

.815

-.234

-.253

-.144

.292

1.376

-.358

-.471

-.344

.300

-1.548

.672

.755

.144

.027

1.795(4)

-.495

-.537

-.302

.687

2.567

-.642

-.846

-.613

.599

-2.053(3)

.857

.963

.692

.039

.123

.052

.052

.040

.232

51

51

51

51

51

NSR = new sales ratio
N P 12 = new products launched in last 1 2 months
NP 36 = new products launched in last 36 months
N P 60 = new products launched in last 60 months
RELCOMP = new product success relative to competition
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Hypothesis H 4-2 posited that the greater the market turbulence, the stronger the
relationship between the intelligence gathering by the marketing group and new product
program success. The results (Table 27) showed no significant relationship between
intelligence gathering by the marketing group and new product program success with
greater market turbulence. Therefore, hypothesis H 4.2 is not supported.

T a b le 2 7
R e s u lt s f o r H 4 .2

M odel

D e p e n d e n t V a r ia b le s

Sum m ary

Regression Coefficient
IG
MKTTURB
IG-MKTTURB
t-test
IG
MKTTURB
IG-MKTTURB
R2
N

(1) p<.001
(2) p< 0 . 0 1
p<0.05
(4) p< 0 . 1 0

NSR

N P ,2

NP™

.144

-.497

-.547

-.363

-.443

.341

-.659

-.894

-.682

-.546

-.2 0 2

1.263

1.450

1.118

1 .2 0 0

.256

-.954

-1.046

-.680

-.877

.472

-.988

-1.335

-.997

-.845

1.433

1.639

1.238

1.406

.039

.178

.172

.136

.230

51

51

51

51

51

-.2 1 2

NPfin

NSR = new sales ratio
N P 12 = new products launched in last 1 2 months
NP 36 = new products launched in last 36 months
NP 60 —new products launched in last 60 months
RELCOMP = new product success relative to competition
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Hypothesis H 4_3 posited that the greater the market turbulence, the stronger the
relationship between the intelligence dissemination by the marketing group and new
product program success. The results (Table 28) showed no significant relationship
between intelligence dissemination by the marketing group and new product program
success with greater market turbulence. Therefore, hypothesis

Table 28
Results f o r H

H 4 .3

is not supported.

4 .3

D e p e n d e n t V a r ia b le s
RELCOM P

N P 12

NP.36

NPfin

Regression Coefficient
ID

-.023

.482

.421

.742

.116

.076

.797

.571

1.034

.071

-.142

-.706

.309

.038

.812

.692

1.222

.205

MKTTURB

.081

.882

.617

1.119

.083

IDMKTTURB

.114

-.593

-.436

-.982

.274

.040

.117

.075

.076

.206

51

51

51

51

51

MKTTURB
IDMKTTURB
t-test
ID

R2
N

1

N SR

I
l/l
CO

Sum m ary

L /i

M odel

(1) p<001
NSR = new sales ratio
(2 ) p< 0 . 0 1
N P ]2 = new products launched in last 1 2 months
products
(3)
p<0.05
NP 36 =
new launched in last 36 months
(4 ) p<0.10
NP 60 = new products launched in last 60 months
RELCOMP = new product success relative to competition
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Hypothesis H 4_4 posited that the greater the market turbulence, the stronger the
relationship between the IFMO computed responsiveness by the marketing group and
new product program success. The results (Table 29) showed no significant relationship
between responsiveness by the marketing group and new product program success with
greater market turbulence. Therefore, hypothesis H 4 _4 is not supported.

Table 29
Results for H 4.4

Model
Summary

NSR

Regression Coefficient
RI

Dependent Variables
NPn
NP™
NPfin

RELCOMP

.492

.639

.525

.609

.516

.654

1.251

.910

.987

.637

-1.317

-.987

-1.145

-.484

.953

1.281

1.018

1.177

1.087

MKTTURB

.919

1.822

1.280

1.383

.974

RI-MKTTURB

.719

-1.397

-1.010

-1.169

-.539

.065

.129

.067

.061

51

51

51

51

MKTTURB
RIM KTTURB
t-test
RI

R2
N

(1) p<.001
(2)
/"j\ p< 0 . 0 1
p<0.05
(4) p< 0 . 1 0

-.70

NSR = new sales ratio
N P 12 = new products launched in last 1 2 months
NP 36 = new products launched in last 36 months
NP 60 = new products launched in last 60 months
RELCOMP = new product success relative to competition
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Hypothesis H 5 posited that the larger the SBU, the more positive the impact o f
interfunctional market orientation on new product program success. The results (Table
30) showed a significant relationship between interfunctional market orientation and new
product program success for SBU size for RELCOMP, N P 12, N P 36 and NP 60 - Therefore,
hypothesis H 5 is supported.

Table 30
Results for H 5

Model
Summary

NSR

Dependent Variables
N P 17
NPifi
NPfio

Regression Coefficient
IMO
ANSCATA
ANSCATA-IFMO
ANSCATB
ANSCATB-IFMO
ANSCATC
ANSCATC-IFMO

-.064
.314
-.087
-.563
.534
-.025
.187

.435
.316
-.580
3.191
-2.953
.934
-.852

.458
.473
-.789
2.804
-2.678
1.300
-1.178

t-test
IMO
ANSCATA
ANSCATA-IFMO
ANSCATB
ANSCATB-IFMO
ANSCATC
ANSCATC-IFMO
R2

-.436
.632
-.179
-.727
.698
-.041
.298
.085

3.610(1)
.775
-1.459
5.022
-4.696(1)
1.828
-1.651
.383

3.768(l) 2.373(3)
.227
1.150
-1.965(4).- 1 . 0 2 0
3.236
4.371
-4.220(1) ■
-3.128(2)
2.521
1.400
-2.261(3) -.481
.371
.342

N

102

102

102

RELCOM P

.295
.096
-.419
2 .1 2 2

■
-2.030
.738
-.481

102

(1) p<.001
NSR = new sales ratio
(2)
p<0.01
N P 12 = new products launched in last 1 2 months
<3^p<0.05
NP 36 = new products launched in last 36 months
(4) p< 0 . 0 1
NP 60 = new products launched in last 60 months
RELCOMP = new product success relative to competition
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.460
1.047
-1.044
.009
.143
.1 1 1

.164
3.510
2.357
-2.409(3)
-.013
.209
.199
.292
.268
102
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Hypothesis H 6 posited that the greater the proximity between marketing and
technology management groups, the more positive the impact o f interfunctional market
orientation on new product program success. The results (Table 31) showed a significant
relationship between interfunctional market orientation and new product program for the
control variable greater proximity for NSR, NP 36 and RELCOMP. Therefore, hypothesis
H 6 is not supported.

Table 31
Results for H6
Model
Summary
Regression Coefficient
IMO
PRXCATA
PRX CATA-IFMO
PRXCATB
PRXCATB IFMO
PRXCATC
PRXCATCIFM O
PRXCATD
PRXCATDIFM O
t-test
IMO
PRXCATA
PRXCATATFMO
PRXCATB
PRX CATB IFMO
PRXCATC
PRXCATCIFM O
PRXCATD
PRXCATIFM O
R2
N
(1) p<.001
^ p< 0 . 0 1
(3) p<0.05
(4) p< 0 . 1 0

NSR = new
N P 12 = new
NP 36 = new
NP 60 = new
RELCOMP

NSR
.546
2.350
-2.382
.277
-.488
.8 6 6

-1.004
1.966
-1.837
2.696(2)
3.775
-3.584(2
.512
-.898
1.419
-1.637
3.243
-2.931(2)
.263
102

Dependent Variables
NP„
NP™
NPfin
.086
-.226
.094
-.903
.775
.560
-.619
-.344
.625
.408
-.352
.136
-1.616
1.379
.887
-.976
-.548
964
.211
102

RELCOMP

.319
.564
-.794
-.539
.394
.899
-1.017
-.046
.313

.323
.427
-.607
-.410
.217
.660
-.732
.252
-.140

2.062
-.298
.185
1.196
-1.299
1.244
-1.169

1.579
.910
-1.199
-1 .0 0 2
.728
1.479
- 1 .6 6 6 (4)
-.075
.502
.268

1.475
.634
-.844
-.702
.369

4 .110(1)
3.278
-3.165(2)
-.563
.348

102

1 .0 0 0

■-1.103
.383
-.206
.137
102

sales ratio
products launched in last 1 2 months
products launched in last 36 months
products launched in last 60 months
= new product success relative to competition
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.816
2 .0 0 0

2 .0 0 0

-2.161(3)
2.094
-1.902(4)
.292
102
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Table 32
Results of Hypotheses Testing

H ] T h e re

is a p o s itiv e r e la tio n s h ip

in te rfu n c tio n a l m a rk e t o r ie n ta tio n

b e tw e e n

a n

a n d

p ro d u c t p ro g ra m

n e w

o r g a n iz a tio n ’s d e g r e e o f
su c c e ss.

S ig n ific a n t
(R E L C O M P , N P 12,
N P 3 6

H 2- i T h e

g re a te r th e

g a th e rin g

b e tw e e n

g re a te r th e

firm ’s n e w

H 2 -2 T h e

g re a te r th e

b e tw e e n

m a rk e tin g

n e w

le v e l o f IF M O -c o m p u te d
m a rk e tin g

g re a te r

p ro d u c t p ro g ra m

a n d

m a n a g e m e n t g ro u p s, th e

th e

N o t S u p p o rte d

su c c e ss.
in fo rm a tio n

s h a rin g

te c h n o lo g ic a l g ro u p s , th e g r e a te r th e

firm ’s

su c ce ss.

S ig n ific a n t
(N S R )

le v e l o f r e s p o n s iv e n e s s b e tw e e n

te c h n o lo g ic a l g ro u p s, th e

N P 6 0 )

m a rk e t in te llig e n c e

te c h n o lo g y

le v e l o f IF M O -c o m p u te d

p ro d u c t p ro g ra m

H 2 _3 T h e

a n d

A N D

g re a te r th e

f ir m ’s n e w

m a rk e tin g

a n d

p ro d u c t p ro g ra m

S ig n ific a n t
(N S R )

su c c e ss.
H 3 _i T h e g r e a t e r t h e t e c h n o l o g i c a l t u r b u l e n c e , t h e g r e a t e r t h e p o s i t i v e
a ffe c t o f in te rfu n c tio n a l m a rk e t o rie n ta tio n

o n

n e w

p ro d u c t p ro g ra m

N o t S u p p o rte d

su c ce ss.
H 3_2 T h e

g re a te r th e te c h n o lo g ic a l tu rb u le n c e , th e s tr o n g e r th e

r e la tio n s h ip

b e tw e e n th e

m a n a g e m e n t g ro u p
H 3 _3 T h e

in te llig e n c e
n e w

g a th e rin g

p ro d u c t p ro g ra m

o f th e

b e tw e e n

a n d n e w

H 3 _4 T h e

in te llig e n c e d is s e m in a tio n

p ro d u c t p ro g ra m

b e tw e e n th e

m a n a g e m e n t g ro u p
H 4.1 T h e

a n d

N o t S u p p o rte d

su c c e ss.
s tr o n g e r th e

re s p o n s iv e n e s s o f th e te c h n o lo g ic a l
n e w

N o t S u p p o rte d

s tr o n g e r th e

o f th e m a n a g e m e n t

g re a te r th e te c h n o lo g ic a l tu rb u le n c e , th e

re la tio n s h ip

te c h n o lo g y

su c c e ss.

g re a te r th e te c h n o lo g ic a l tu rb u le n c e , th e

r e la tio n s h ip
g ro u p

a n d

p ro d u c t p ro g ra m

g re a te r th e m a rk e t tu rb u le n c e , th e

o f in te rfu n c tio n a l m a rk e t o rie n ta tio n

o n

N o t S u p p o rte d

su c c e ss.

g re a te r th e p o s itiv e a ffe c t

n e w

p ro d u c t p ro g ra m

su c c e ss.

S ig n ific a n t
(N S R )

H 4.2 T h e

g re a te r th e m a rk e t tu rb u le n c e , th e s tr o n g e r th e re la tio n s h ip

b e tw e e n

th e in te llig e n c e

p ro d u c t p ro g ra m

g a th e rin g b y

th e

m a rk e tin g

H 4 _3 T h e

g re a te r th e m a rk e t tu rb u le n c e , th e

b e tw e e n

in te llig e n c e

p ro d u c t p ro g ra m

g ro u p

a n d n e w

d is s e m in a tio n b y

s tro n g e r th e r e la tio n s h ip

th e m a rk e tin g

g ro u p

a n d n e w

su c c e ss.

N o t S u p p o rte d

H 4_4 T h e

g re a te r th e m a rk e t tu rb u le n c e , th e s tro n g e r th e re la tio n s h ip

b e tw e e n

th e re s p o n s iv e n e s s b y th e m a r k e tin g

p ro g ra m

su c ce ss.

H 5 T h e

N o t S u p p o rte d

su c c e ss.

la rg e r th e

m a rk e t o r ie n ta tio n

S B U , th e m o re p o s itiv e th e
o n

n e w

p ro d u c t p ro g ra m

g ro u p

a n d

n e w

p ro d u c t

im p a c t o f in te rfu n c tio n a l

su c c e ss.

N o t S u p p o rte d

S ig n ific a n t
(R E L C O M P , N P 1 2 ,
N P 3 6 , N P 6 0 )

H 6 T h e

g re a te r th e p ro x im ity b e tw e e n

g ro u p s , th e m o re p o s itiv e th e
o rie n ta tio n

o n n e w

m a rk e tin g

a n d

te c h n o lo g y

im p a c t o f in te rfu n c tio n a l m a rk e t

p ro d u c t p ro g ra m

N o t S u p p o rte d

su c c e ss.
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Test of Model I
Fifteen regression equations were developed regressing dependent variables
RELCOMP, NSR, N P 12 , NP36 AND NP 60 on interfunctional marketing while
incorporating the moderating variables market turbulence and technology turbulence.
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Previous research investigating the moderating affects o f market turbulence and
technology turbulence on the market orientation - business performance relationship are
mixed. In this exploratory investigation o f the interfunctional market orientation - new
product program success link, the moderating affects o f market turbulence and
technological turbulence are also mixed. Tables 33-35 present the findings for the test of
Model I.
The interfunctional market orientation and new product program success
relationship is significant when market turbulence and technology turbulence are
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incorporated for dependent variables RELCOMP, NP12, NP36 AND NP60. Dependent
variable NSR is not significant.
There is strong evidence o f multi-collinearity among the independent variables
when incorporating the interaction variable for interfunctional market orientation and
market turbulence (IFMO-MKTTURB) or technology turbulence (IFMO-TECHTURB)
with IFMO. Except for regression

equation NSR = IFMO + MKTTURB

+

IFMO-MKTTURB (see Table 33), there is evidence o f multi-collinearity where
interaction variables IFMO-MKTTURB and IFMO-TECHTURB are incorporated in the
Model.
Regression equation NSR = IFMO + MKTTURB + IFMO-MKTTURB (R2 =
.123, F = 4.569, p<0.05) in Table 33 is identical to the test for H 4.1 in Table 26. H 4.1
posited that the greater the market turbulence, the greater the positive affect o f
interfunctional market orientation on new product program success. Thus there is support
for H4-1 when measured by the new sales ratio, NSR.
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Table 33
Model I

Dependent Variable__________ Beta________ t___________ Sig
RELCOMP = IFMO + MKTTURB + TECHTURB
IFMO
.319
3.551
MKTTURB
.266
2.697
TECHTURB
.122
1.259
R 2 = .245
F = 10.573
F-SIG = .000

,001(2)
.008
.211

RELCOMP = IFMO + MKTTURB + IFM OM KTTURB
IFMO
.292
.687
MKTTURB
.300
.599
IFMOMKTTURB
.027
.039
R 2 = .232
F = 9.886
F-SIG = .000

.494
.550
.969

RELCOMP = IFMO + TECHTURB + IFMO-TECHTURB
IFMO
-.367
-.746
TECHTURB
-.630
-1.094
IFMO-TECHTURB
1.137
1.519
R 2 = .033
F = 1.120
F-SIG = .345

.458
.277
.132

NSR = IFMO + MKTTURB + TECHTURB
IFMO
-.090
-.909
MKTTUTB
.261
2.411
TECHTURB
.073
.686
R 2 = .089
F = 3.205
F-SIG = .027

.365
.018
.494

NSR = IFMO + MKTTURB + IFM OM KTTURB
IFMO
.815
1.795
MKTTURB
1.376
2.567
IFMO-MKTTURB
-1.548
-2.030
R 2 = . 123
F = 4.569
FSIG = .005

,076(4)
,012(2)
,043(3)

NSR = IFMO + TECHTURB + IFMO-TECHTURB
IFMO
.024
.043
TECHTURB
.259
.407
IFMO-TECHTURB
-.056
-.068
R 2 = .035
F = 1.202
F-SIG = .313

.966
.685
.904
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Table 34
Model I (continued)

Dependent Variable__________ Beta________ t___________Sig
N P 12 = IFMO + MKTTURB + TECHTURB
IFMO
MKTTURB
TECHTURB
R2 = .055

.171
1.705
.066
.594
.107
.981
F = 1.883
F-SIG = .137

,091(4)
.554
.329

N Pn = IFMO + MKTTURB + IFM OM KTTURB
IFMO
-.234
MKTTURB
-.357
IFMO-MKTTURB.
.672
R2 = .052
F = 1.803
F-SIG =

-.495
-.642
.857
.152

.622
.854
.394

N P 12 = IFMO + TECHTURB + IFMO-TECHTURB
IFMO
-.403
-.753
TECHTURB
-.555
-.8 8 6
IFMO-TECHTURB
.907
1.114
R2 = .063
F = 2.195
F-SIG = .093

.453
.378
.268

NP 36 = IFMO + MKTTURB + TECHTURB
IFMO
MKTTURB
TECHTURB
R2 = .070

.207
-.022
.180
F = 2.454
F-SIG =

2.076
-.197
1.669
.068

,041(3)
.844
.098

NP 36 = IFMO + MKTTURB + IFMOM KTTURB
IFMO
-.253
-.537
MKTTURB
-.471
-.846
IFMO-MKTTURB
.755
.963
R2 = .052
F = 1.807
F-SIG = .151

.592
.400
.338

NP 36 = IFMO + TECHTURB + IFMO-TECHTURB
IFMO
TECHTURB
IFMO-TECHTURB

-.705
-.896
1.404

-1.342
-1.458
1.758

.183
.148
.082
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Table 35
M odel I (continued)

Dependent Variable__________ Beta________ t___________Sig
N P 60 =

IF M
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O

M

+

M
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+

T E C H T U R B

K T T U R B
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. 0 5 6 (4 )
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IF M
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M
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+
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.0 4 0

IF M
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IF M
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+
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K T T U R B

- .1 4 4
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.7 6 3

- .6 1 3

.5 4 1
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.1 0 0
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T E C H T U R B
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.3 1 9
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1 .2 7 8
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.3 6 7

.0 5 2

Test of Model II
Fifteen regression equations were developed regressing dependent variables
RELCOMP, NSR, N P 12 , NP 36 AND NP 60 on interfunctional marketing while
incorporating the moderating variables (2 ) market turbulence and technology turbulence
and control variables (2 ) for marketing and technology management group proximity and
SBU annual sales.
The moderating affects o f market turbulence and technological turbulence on the
interfunctional market orientation - new product program success link in Model II are
also mixed. Tables 36-50 present the findings for the test o f Model II.
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The interfunctional market orientation and new product program success
relationship is significant when market turbulence and technology turbulence are
incorporated for dependent variables RELCOMP (R2 = .493, F = 4.695, F-SIG = .000),
NSR (R2 = .452, F = 3.977, F-SIG = .000), NP 36 (R2 = .521, F = 5.245, F-SIG = .000)
AND NP 60

(R2 = .413, F = 3.398, F-SIG = .000). Dependent variable N P 12 is not

significant.
There is evidence of multi-collinearity among the independent variables when
incorporating the interaction variable for interfunctional market orientation and market
turbulence (IFMO-MKTTURB) or technology turbulence (IFMO-TECHTURB) with
IFMO. Except for regression equations NSR = IFMO + MKTTURB + IFMOMKTTURB
(a similar observation was evident in Model I), there is evidence o f multi-collinearity
where an interaction variable is incorporated in the Model.
Hypothesis H 5 states that the larger the SBU unit, the more positive the impact of
interfunctional market orientation on new product program success. The annual sales
categories (ANSCAT) for the respondents measured < 10M$, >10M$ to 50M$, > 50M$
to 100M$ and > 100M$. The >10M$ to 50M$ was consistently significant in all
regression equations. No other control variable category o f annual sales was significant in
Model II. Thus, there is support for H5 although the findings suggest that annual sales
revenues greater than 50M$ do not significantly impact the interfunctional market
orientation - new product program success relationship.
Hypothesis H 6 states that the greater the proximity between marketing and
technology groups, the more positive the impact o f interfunctional market orientation on
new product program success. The control variable for proximity (PRXCAT) measured
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the relative locations for the marketing and technology management groups. The
categories include same location (PRXCATA), same state (PRXCATB), same region
(PRXCATC), distance parts o f the country (PRXCATD

and

another country

(PRXCATE). All measures for new product program success, except NP 6 0 , two N P 36
regression equations with interaction variables for market turbulence and technology
turbulence indicated a controlling affect for group proximity. Dependent variables
RELCOMP, NSR and N P 12 showed a distinct bi-modal affect for proximity. There was
significance for PRXCATA, PRXCATD and PRXCATE for RELCOMP, NSR and N P 12.
NP 36 showed significant at only PRXCATC. PRXCATB was not significant for any o f
the fifteen regression equations. The results for dependent variables RELCOMP and NSR
in Model II clearly indicate that the greater the proximity o f the marketing and
technology groups, the greater the impact o f interfunctional market orientation on new
product program success.
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Table 36
Model II

RELCOMP = IFMO + MKTTURB + TECHTURB + ANSCATA +
IFMOANSCATA + ANSCATB + IFMOANSCATB + ANSCATC +
IFMOANSCATC + PRXCATA + IFMOPRXCATA + PRXCATB +
IFMOPRXCATB + PRXCATC + IFMOPRXCATC + PRXCATD +
IFMOPRXCATD
Dependent Variable

Beta

t

IFMO

.694

3.723

.0 0 0 *

MKTTURB

.241

2.381

.0 2 0 '

TECHTURB

.073

.805

.423

ANSCATA

.507

.548

.585

IFMO-ANSCATA

-.417

-.501

.617

IFMO-ANSCATB

1.117

1.526

.131

ANSCATB

-.944

-1.306

.195

ANSCATC

-.308

-.378

.706

.646

.792

.431

1.746

1.528

.130

IFMO-PRXCATA -1.990

-1.761

.082'

-.470

-.707

.482

.322

.516

.607

IFMOANSCATC
PRXCATA

PRXCATB
IFMOPRXCATB
PRXCATC

1.215

Sig

2 .2 1 2

.030

-1.186

-2.146

.035'

PRXCATD

1 .1 1 2

2.014

.047

IFMOPRXCATD

-.992

-1.734

.087'

IFMOPRXCATC

R 2 = .493

F = 4 .695

F-SIG = .000
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Table 37
Model II (continued)

RELCOMP = IFMO + MKTTURB + IFMOMKTTURB + ANSCATA +
IFMOANSCATA + ANSCATB + IFMOANSCATB + ANSCATC +
IFMOANSCATC + PRXCATA + IFMOPRXCATA + PRXCATB +
IFMOPRXCATB + PRXCATC + IFMOPRXCATC + PRXCATD +
IFMOPRXCATD
Dependent Variable

Beta

t

Sig

IFMO

.442

.964

.338

-.052

-.096

.924

IFMOMKTTURB

.465

.616

.539

ANSCATA

.406

.433

.6 6 6

IFMO-ANSCATA

-.352

-.419

.676

ANSCATB

-.969

-.327

.188

IFMOANSCATB

1 .1 2 2

1.525

.131

ANSCATC

-.447

-.530

.597

.769

.917

.362

1.962

1.657

IFMOPRXCATA -2.207

-1.882

MKTTURB

IFMOANSCATC
PRXCATA

PRXCATB
IFMOPRXCATB
PRXCATC
IFMOPRXCATC
PRXCATD
IFMOPRXCATD
R2 = .492

.1 0 1

,063(4)

-.391

-.583

.562

.235

.372

.711

1.178

2.079

.041

-1.164

-2.060

1 .2 2 1

2.196

-1.108

F = 4.664

-1.922

,043(3)
.031
,058(4)

F-SIG = .000
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Table 38
Model II (continued)

RELCOMP = IFMO + TECHTURB + IFMO-TECHTURB + ANSCATA +
IFMOANSCATA + ANSCATB + IFMOANSCATB + ANSCATC +
IFMOANSCATC + PRXCATA + IFMOPRXCATA + PRXCATB +
IFMOPRXCATB + PRXCATC + IFMOPRXCATC + PRXCATD +
IFMOPRXCATD
Dependent Variable_______Beta________ t____________Sig
.444

.747

.457

-.051

-.080

.936

IFMO-TECHTURB

.282

.342

.733

ANSCATA

.606

.627

.533

-.424

-.457

.628

-1.299

-1.746

.085

IFM OANSCAT

1.944

2.016

.047

ANSCATC

-.399

-.474

.637

.793

.944

.348

1.431

1.219

.226

IFMOPRXCATA -1.697

-1.460

.148

PRXCATB

-.864

-1.299

.198

IFMOPRXCATB

.711

1.516

.257

PRXCATC

.874

1.522

.132

-.877

-1.508

.135

.992

1.709

.091

-.845

-1.418

.160

IFMO
TECHTURB

IFMO-ANSCATA
ANSCATB

IFMOANSCATC
PRXCATA

IFMOPRXCATC
PRXCATD
IFM OPRXCATD
R 2 = .459

F = 4.092

F-SIG = .000
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Table 39
Model II (continued)

NSR = IFMO + MKTTURB + TECHTURB + ANSCATA + IFMOANSCATA +
ANSCATB + IFMOANSCATB + ANSCATC + IFMOANSCATC + PRXCATA +
IFMOPRXCATA + PRXCATB + IFMOPRXCATB + PRXCATC +
IFMOPRXCATC + PRXCATD + IFMOPRXCATD
dent Variable

Beta

t

Sis

IFMO

.344

1.775

,080(4)

MKTTURB

.183

1.740

.086(4)

TECHTURB

.032

.342

.733

ANSCATA

-.617

-.641

.523

.925

1.070

.288

-1.908

-2.538

IFMOANSCATB

1.883

2.473

.015

ANSCATC

-.857

-1 .0 1 1

.315

IFMOANSCATC

1.082

1.275

.206

PRXCATA

2.709

2.280

.025

IFMOPRXCATA -2.991

-2.546

IFMO-ANSCATA
ANSCATB

PRXCATB

.013(3)

,013(3)

.041

.059

.953

-.325

-.501

.618

.895

1.566

.1 2 1

IFMOPRXCATC

-.929

-1.617

.1 1 0

PRXCATD

2.064

3.594

.0 0 1

IFMOPRXCATD -1.851

-3.112

IFMOPRXCATB
PRXCATC

R 2 = .452

F = 3.977

,003(2)

F-SIG = .000
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Table 40
Model II (continued)

NSR = IFMO + MKTTURB + IFMOMKTTURB + ANSCATA +
IFMOANSCATA + ANSCATB + IFMOANSCATB + ANSCATC +
IFMOANSCATC + PRXCATA + IFMOPRXCATA + PRXCATB +
IFMOPRXCATB + PRXCATC + IFMOPRXCATC + PRXCATD +
IFMOPRXCATD
Dependent Variable_______ Beta________ t___________ Sig
IFMO

.967

2.056

,043(3)

MKTTURB

.984

1.781

.079(4)

IFM OM KTTURB -1.118

-1.444

.153

-.415

-.431

.667

.766

.890

.376

-1.735

-2.317

.023

IFM OANSCATB

1.726

2.286

,025(3)

ANSCATC

-.542

-.626

.533

.803

.933

.354

2.265

1.864

.066

IFM OPRXCATA -2.546

-2.116

ANSCATA
IFMO-ANSCATA
ANSCATB

IFM OANSCATC
PRXCATA

PRXCATB

-.077

IFMOPRXCATB
PRXCATC

-.2 0 2

1.148

IFM OPRX CA TC-1.165
PRXCATD

-.1 1 2

.911

-.312

.755

1.974

.052

-2.009

1.957

3.431

IFM OPRXCATD -1.735

-2.935

R2 = .465

F = 4.188

.037(3)

,048(3)
.0 0 1

.004(3)

F-SIG = .000
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Table 41
Model II (continued)

NSR = IFMO + TECHTURB + IFMO-TECHTURB + ANSCATA +
IFMOANSCATA + ANSCATB + IFMOANSCATB + ANSCATC +
IFMOANSCATC + PRXCATA + IFMOPRXCATA + PRXCATB +
IFMOPRXCATB + PRXCATC + IFMOPRXCATC + PRXCATD +
IFMOPRXCATD
Dependent Variable_______Beta________ t___________ Sig
IFMO

.291

A ll

.634

TECHTURB

.091

.139

.890

IFMO-TECHTURB

.015

.017

.986

-.503

-.507

.614

.885

.991

.324

-1.149

-2.818

.006

IFMOANSCATB

2.154

2.811

ANSCATC

-.919

-1.066

.290

IFM OANSCATC

1.192

1.383

.170

PRXCATA

2.478

2.060

.043

IFMOPRXCATA -2.782

-2.335

ANSCATA
IFM OANSCATA
ANSCATB

.006(2)

,0 2 2 (3)

PRXCATB

-.258

-.378

.707

IFMOPRXCATB

-.031

-.049

.961

.673

1.143

.256

IFMOPRXCATC

-.732

-1.228

.223

PRXCATD

1.942

3.263

.0 0 2

IFMOPRXCATD -1.713

-2.803

PRXCATC

R 2 = .432

F = 3.664

,006(2)

F-SIG = .000
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Table 42
Model II (continued)

NPn = IFMO + MKTTURB + TECHTURB + ANSCATA + IFMOANSCATA +
ANSCATB + IFMOANSCATB + ANSCATC + IFMOANSCATC + PRXCATA +
IFMOPRXCATA + PRXCATB + IFMOPRXCATB + PRXCATC +
IFMOPRXCATC + PRXCATD + IFMOPRXCATD
Dependent Variable_______Beta________ t___________ Sig
IFMO

.255

1.393

.167

MKTTURB

.223

2.245

,027(3)

TECHTURB

.0 2 1

.236

.814

ANSCATA

.071

.078

.938

IFM OANSCATA

-.334

-.408

.684

ANSCATB

3.241

4.558

.0 0 0

-3.000

-4.167

.905

1.129

.262

-.812

-1 .0 1 2

.314

PRXCATA

.034

.030

.976

IFM OPRXCATA

.006

.005

.996

-.155

-.237

.813

IFMOPRXCATB

.124

-.2 0 2

.840

PRXCATC

.615

1.139

.258

IFMOPRXCATC

-.615

-1.131

.261

PRXCATD

-.878

-1.616

.1 1 0

IFMOPRXCATD

1.095

1.946

IFM OANSCATB
ANSCATC
IFM OANSCATC

PRXCATB

R 2 = .510

F = 5.013

,0 0 0 (1)

,055(4)

F-SIG = .000
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Table 43
Model II (continued)

NP12 = IFMO + MKTTURB + IFMOMKTTURB + ANSCATA +
IFMOANSCATA + ANSCATB + IFMOANSCATB + ANSCATC +
IFMOANSCATC + PRXCATA + IFMOPRXCATA + PRXCATB +
IFMOPRXCATB + PRXCATC + IFMOPRXCATC + PRXCATD +
IFMOPRXCATD
Dependent Variable_______Beta________ t____________Sjg
IFMO

.169

.376

.708

MKTTURB

.1 2 2

.231

.818

IFMOMKTTURB

.158

.213

.832

ANSCATA

.037

.041

.968

IFMOANSCATA

-.312

-.378

.706

ANSCATB

3.231

4.507

.0 0 0

IFMOANSCATB -2.996

-4.144

.0 0 0 ° )

.858

1.035

.304

-.771

-.936

.352

.106

.091

.928

IFMOPRXCATA

-.066

.058

.954

PRXCATB

-.129

-.196

.845

IFMOPRXCATB

.096

.155

.877

PRXCATC

.600

1.078

.284

IFMOPRXCATC

.604

-1.008

.280

PRXCATD

-.844

-1.545

.126

IFMOPRXCATD

1.058

1.869

ANSCATC
IFMOANSCATC
PRXCATA

R 2 = .510

F = 5.012

.065(4)

F-SIG - .000
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Table 44
Model II (continued)

NPn = IFMO + TECHTURB + IFMO-TECHTURB + ANSCATA +
IFMOANSCATA + ANSCATB + IFMOANSCATB + ANSCATC +
IFMOANSCATC + PRXCATA + IFMOPRXCATA + PRXCATB +
IFMOPRXCATB + PRXCATC + IFMOPRXCATC + PRXCATD +
IFMOPRXCATD
Dependent Variable_______ Beta________ t____________Sig
-.072

.943

TECHTURB

-.168

.270

.788

IFMO-TECHTURB

.358

.444

.658

ANSCATA

.144

.152

.880

IFMO-ANSCATA

-.324

-.379

.705

ANSCATB

2.898

3.975

.0 0 0

-2.627

-3.586

.817

.991

.325

IFMOANSCATC

-.674

-.819

.415

PRXCATA

-.263

-.228

.820

.284

.249

.804

-.521

-.800

.426

IFMOPRXCATB

.485

.796

.428

PRXCATC

.282

.500

.618

-.544

.588
.090

IFMO-ANSCATB
ANSCATC

IFMO-PRXCATA
PRXCATB

IFMOPRXCATC

-.301

PRXCATD

-.975

-1.714

IFMOPRXCATD

1.217

2.803

R 2 = .481

F = 4.465

FT

-.042

O
O

IFMO

,040(3)

F-SIG = .000
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Table 45
Model II (continued)

NP36 = IFMO + MKTTURB + TECHTURB + ANSCATA + IFMOANSCATA +
ANSCATB + IFMO-ANSCATB + ANSCATC + IFMOANSCATC + PRXCATA +
IFMOPRXCATA + PRXCATB + IFMOPRXCATB + PRXCATC +
IFMOPRXCATC + PRXCATD + IFMOPRXCATD
Dependent Variable

Beta

IFMO

.408

2.254

.027'

MKTTURB

.1 2 2

1.236

.2 2 0

TECHTURB

.078

.878

.382

ANSCATA

-.484

-.538

.592

.148

.183

.855

2.278

3.242

.0 0 2

IFMO-ANSCATB -2.138

-3.003

.004'

.663

.837

.405

IFMOANSCATC

-.490

-.618

.539

PRXCATA

1 .2 1 0

1.090

.279

IFM OPRXCATA -1.284

-1.169

.246

.291

.450

.654

-.290

-.478

.634

.857

1.606

.1 1 2

IFMOPRXCATC

-.933

-1.736

.086'

PRXCATD

- .494

-.920

.360

.725

1.303

.196

IFMO-ANSCATA
ANSCATB

ANSCATC

PRXCATB
IFMOPRXCATB
PRXCATC

IFMOPRXCATD
R 2 = .521

F = 5.245

t

Sis

F-SIG = .000
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Table 46
Model II (continued)

NP36 = IFMO + MKTTURB + IFMOMKTTURB + ANSCATA +
IFMOANSCATA + ANSCATB + IFMO-ANSCATB + ANSCATC +
IFMOANSCATC + PRXCATA + IFMOPRXCATA + PRXCATB +
IFMOPRXCATB + PRXCATC + IFMOPRXCATC + PRXCATD +
IFMOPRXCATD
Dependent Variable

Beta

t

Sis

IFMO

.079

.178

.859

-.267

-.511

.611

.605

.825

.412

-.612

-.672

.504

.233

.285

.776

2.236

3.154

.0 0 2

IFMO-ANSCATB -2.119

-2.964

.004*

.484

.590

.557

IFM OANSCATC

-.331

-.406

.6 8 6

PRXCATA

1.485

1 .291

.2 0 0

IFMOPRXCATA -1.599

-1.369

.175

.387

.595

.553

-.396

-.647

.520

.796

1.446

.152

IFMOPRXCATC

-.889

-1.620

.109

PRXCATD

-.365

-.676

.501

.588

1.050

.297

MKTTURB
IFMOMKTTURB
ANSCATA
IFM OANSCATA
ANSCATB

ANSCATC

PRXCATB
IFMOPRXCATB
PRXCATC

IFMOPRXCATD
R 2 = .520

F = 5.234

F-SIG = .000
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Table 47
Model II (continued)

NP36 = IFMO + TECHTURB + IFMOTECHTURB + ANSCATA +
IFMOANSCATA + ANSCATB + IFMO-ANSCATB + ANSCATC +
IFMOANSCATC + PRXCATA + IFMOPRXCATA + PRXCATB +
IFMOPRXCATB + PRXCATC + IFMOPRXCATC + PRXCATD +
IFMOPRXCATD
Dependent Variable_______Beta________ t___________ Sig
IFMO

-.178

-.317

.752

TECHTURB

-.500

-.834

.407

.815

1.050

.297

-.565

-.620

.537

.263

.320

.750

2.850

.006

IFMOTECHTURB
ANSCATA
IFM OANSCATA
ANSCATB

2 .0 0 1

IFMO-ANSCATB -1.857
ANSCATC

-2.633

.0 1 0 (3)

.594

.748

.456

IFMO-ANSCATC

-.407

-.513

.609

PRXCATA

1 .0 2 2

.923

.359

IFMOPRXCATA -1.093

-.997

.322

.087

.138

.890

-.089

-.151

.880

.560

1.034

.304

IFMOPRXCATC

-.649

-1.184

.240

PRXCATD

-.450

-.821

.414

IFMOPRXCATD

1.706

1.256

.213

PRXCATB
IFMOPRXCATB
PRXCATC

R 2 = .518

F = 5.193

F-SIG = .000
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Table 48
Model II (continued)

NP60 = IFMO + MKTTURB + TECHTURB + ANSCATA + IFMOANSCATA +
ANSCATB + IFMO-ANSCATB + ANSCATC + IFMOANSCATC + PRXCATA +
IFMOPRXCATA + PRXCATB + IFMOPRXCATB + PRXCATC +
IFMOPRXCATC + PRXCATD + IFMOPRXCATD
t

Dependent Variable

Beta

IFMO

.351

1.750

MKTTURB

.087

.801

.426

TECHTURB

.061

.619

.538

-1.193

-1.198

.234

.755

.845

.401

1.732

2.227

.029

IFMO-ANSCATB -1.664

-2.113

-.190

-.217

.829

.450

.513

.609

1.834

1.492

.140

IFMOPRXCATA -1.856

-1.526

.131

.641

.896

.373

-.633

-.943

.348

.579

.979

.330

IFMOPRXCATC

-.618

-1.039

.302

PRXCATD

-.138

-.232

.817

.234

1.380

.705

ANSCATA
IFMO-ANSCATA
ANSCATB

ANSCATC
IFMOANSCATC
PRXCATA

PRXCATB
IFMOPRXCATB
PRXCATC

IFMOPRXCATD
R 2 = .413

F = 3.398

Sia
,084(4)

,038(3)

F-SIG = .000
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Table 49
Model II (continued)

NP60 = IFMO + MKTTURB + IFMOMKTTURB + ANSCATA +
IFMOANSCATA + ANSCATB + IFMO-ANSCATB + ANSCATC +
IFMOANSCATC + PRXCATA + IFMOPRXCATA + PRXCATB +
IFMOPRXCATB + PRXCATC + IFMOPRXCATC + PRXCATD +
IFMOPRXCATD
Dependent Variable_______Beta________ t___________ Sig
IFMO

.086

.175

.861

-.226

-.391

.697

.487

.600

.550

-1.295

-1.286

.824

.913

.364

1.697

2.164

.033

IFMO-ANSCATB -1.648

-2.084

-.334

-.369

.713

.578

.642

.523

2.054

1 .614

.1 1 0

IFMO-PRXCATA -2.077

-1.648

.103

.718

.997

.322

-.717

-1.059

.293

.528

.867

.389

IFMOPRXCATC

-.581

-.957

.341

PRXCATD

-.036

-.060

.953

.125

.2 0 2

.840

MKTTURB
IFMOMKTTURB
ANSCATA
IFMO-ANSCATA
ANSCATB

ANSCATC
IFMO-ANSCATC
PRXCATA

PRXCATB
IFMOPRXCATB
PRXCATC

IFMOPRXCATD
R 2 = .413

F = 3.396

.2 0 2

.040(3)

F-SIG = .000
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Table 50
Model II (continued)

NP60 = IFMO + TECHTURB + IFMOTECHTURB + ANSCATA +
IFMOANSCATA + ANSCATB + IFMO-ANSCATB + ANSCATC +
IFMOANSCATC + PRXCATA + IFMOPRXCATA + PRXCATB +
IFMOPRXCATB + PRXCATC + IFMOPRXCATC + PRXCATD +
IFMOPRXCATD
Dependent Variable_______ Beta________ t___________ Sig
IFMO

-.085

-.138

.891

TECHTURB

-.371

-.561

.576

.608

.709

.480

-1.256

-1.246

.216

.842

.928

.356

1.529

1.972

.052

IFMO-ANSCATB -1.460

- 1.874

.065'

-.241

-.274

.785

.510

.582

.562

1.698

1.388

.169

IFMOPRXCATA -1.718

-1.418

.160

.494

.713

.478

-.489

-.753

.454

.361

.603

.548

-.410

-.677

.501

.218

-.350

.727

1.706

1.256

.213

IFMOTECHTURB
ANSCATA
IFMO-ANSCATA
ANSCATB

ANSCATC
IFMO-ANSCATC
PRXCATA

PRXCATB
IFMO-PRXCATB
PRXCATC
IFMOPRXCATC
PRXCATD
IFMO-PRXCATD
R2 = .412

F = 3.384

F-SIG = .000
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents the conclusions and implications o f this dissertation and is
summarized in three sections. The first section presents the conclusions and an
explanation o f the findings discussed in the previous chapter. The second section
discusses pertinent and actionable managerial implications o f the dissertations findings.
The last section discusses the limitations o f this dissertation and direction for future
research.
This dissertation adds to and broadens the cumulative empirical research
investigating the link between market orientation and business performance. More
specifically, this dissertation extends the marketing literature by adding to the scant
market orientation -new product success literature by empirically investigating the role
o f an interfunctional market orientation on new product program success.
The direction o f this research was guided by early scholarly research and events
that lead to the seminal work by Kohli and Jaworski (1990) and Narver and Slater (1990)
and the author’s experience in global new product program development in the animal
health industry. These early academic events, sponsored by the Marketing Science
Institute conferences in 1987, and again in 1990, challenged the academic community to
more fully understand and investigate the antecedents, causes, measures and strategic
implications o f a market orientation. Implicit in this call for action was the need to
develop a market orientation model that would lead to empirical investigation o f the
construct’s impact on business performance. Market orientation was initially defined in
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terms of corporate culture but was later operationalized as set o f business processes and
behaviors (Deshpande and Farley 1998). Now, at the start o f the 21st century, market
orientation is posited to operate on three distinct levels. First, market orientation operates
at a cultural level where shared values and beliefs recognize the importance of putting
customer’s needs first. Second, market orientation is viewed at the strategic level for
creating and maintaining superior customer value and a sustainable competitive
advantage. Third, market orientation can be thought o f as tactical, that is, it serves as a
prescription for cross-functional activities and behaviors responsible for creating and
satisfying customers (Deshpande 1999).
The streams of market orientation research since Kohli and Jaworski (1990) and
Narver and Slater (1990) were presented in Chapter 2. A distinctive feature o f this
dissertation is that it adds to our knowledge o f the impact o f a marketing orientation at
three organizational levels - cultural, strategic and tactical. Kohli and Jaworski (1990)
emphasized that market orientation was not the exclusive responsibility o f marketing
departments but rather an organizational-wide mode o f operation. Narver and Slater
(1990) clearly described market orientation as part o f an organization’s culture.
Strategically, a market orientation is believed to afford an organization a long term
competitive advantage. Examining market orientation below the strategic business unit
level effectively extends market orientation to the tactical level. This distinctive feature
will appeal to managers o f new product teams. First, because empirical research at the
cross-functional team level is likely to be perceived by research-orientated managers as
much more targeted and credible. Second, this research attempts to diminish respondent
bias by utilizing responses from both technology managers and business development
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managers that are actively involved in the firm ’s new product effort. Third, the use o f
more than one informant is deemed necessary to develop reliable measures o f
organizational constructs (Moriarty and Bateson 1982)

CONCLUSIONS
The findings from this dissertation provide for several conclusions regarding the
role and impact o f a market orientation on the firm’s new product efforts.

A major

conclusion from this dissertation is that past research designs for measuring the impact o f
market orientation on a firm’s new product efforts may be flawed. The results from past
market

orientation-business

performance

studies

when

contrasted

with

market

orientation-new product success studies suggest possible methodological issues. For
example, early market orientation studies have generally shown a positive link with
overall business performance by various measures, such as return on assets (Narver and
Slater 1990), return on investment (Gray et al. 1998), sales growth (Reukert 1992),
market share growth, and overall performance (Jaworski and Kohli 1993). Positive links
have also been found in different contexts, such as, hospitals (Naidu and Narayana 1991),
banking (Han et al. 1998), product manufacturing (Wren et al. 2000) and in small firms
(Pelham and Wilson 1996). The empirical evidence o f a market orientation on new
product success has generally been mixed and puzzling. For example, a positive link
between market orientation and new product success was shown by Slater and Narver
(1994), Subramanain and Gopalakrishna (2001), Wren at al. (2000), Pelham and Wilson
(1996) and Baker and Sinkula (1999). However, no effect, or negative results, for the
market orientation-new product success link have been reported by several empirical
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studies including Greenley (1995), Appiag-Adu and Ranchod (1988) and Kahn (2001).
Therefore, based upon evidence cited in the literature, this dissertation methodologically
approached the market orientation-new product success link differently. First, unlike
most market orientation-new product studies respondents for this investigation were
chosen for their intimate familiarity with cross-functional new product teams behavior.
Secondly, the survey instrument was administered to two respondents whose responses
were combined to reduce bias (Huber and Power 1985). Third, one respondent each from
business development and technology management with intimate knowledge o f the firm ’s
new product development strategy were surveyed. Fourth, this investigation responded to
calls in the literature to include the results o f more than one product in new product
success studies. Thus, a firm’s overall new product program success was evaluated. Fifth,
new product program success measures that were previously used in market orientation
and new product development studies were used. The validated market orientation scale
(Matsuno et al. 2000) was administered below the SBU level at the functional level and
to cross-functional teams. Conceptually, the market orientation measured is an
interfunctional measure within the organization and thus called interfunctional market
orientation to distinguish the measure from previous SBU-level market orientation
studies.
The results of this dissertation provide strong evidence o f a positive link between
interfunctional market orientation and overall new product program success. Hypothesis
1

posited that there is a positive relationship between an organization’s degree of

interfunctional market orientation and new product program success. This hypothesis was
fully supported when measured by RELCOMP, NP12, NP36, NP60 (Tables 18, 33-35 in
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Model I and Tables 36-50 in Model II) and NSR (Table 33 in Model I and Tables 39-40
in Model II). The conclusive evidence reflects expectations o f academics in the product
development literature. Several studies have indicated that market orientation is a driver
o f product development performance (e.g., Cooper 1979; Cooper and Kleinschmidt 1994;
Li and Calantone 1998; Montoya-Weiss and Calantone 1994). Intuitively, successful new
product development is about understanding the needs and wants o f the customer very
early in the product development process to assure a proper and attractive product/market
fit.
The product development literature is replete with theory, conceptual models and
empirical studies investigating the relationship between functional groups within product
development teams. Since R&D and marketing are most frequently involved in the new
product development process from idea to commercialization, much o f the literature
addresses the impact o f inter-group conflict and integrating activities on new product
development processes and success (e.g., Norton et al. 1994; Griffin and Hauser 1994).
The importance of integrating R&D and marketing activities in new product development
and the numerous studies indicating the positive role o f a market orientation in fostering
new product success (e.g., Cooper 1979; Li and Calantone 1998) provided the impetus to
investigate the linkage between IFMO-computed components of market orientation market intelligence, information dissemination and response implementation - on new
product program success. Hypothesis 2-1 posited that the smaller the difference in the
level o f IFMO-computed market intelligence gathering between the marketing and
technology management groups, the greater the firm’s new product program success.
Hypothesis 2-1 was not supported. Hypotheses 2-2 posited that the smaller the difference
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in the level o f IFMO-computed information sharing between marketing and technology
management groups, the greater the firm ’s new product program success. Flypothesis 2-2
was supported when measured by NSR, p<0.01, in Table 20. Hypothesis 2-3 posited that
the smaller the difference the level o f IFMO-computed responsiveness between
marketing and technology management groups, the greater the firm’s new product
program success. Hypothesis 2-3 was supported when measured by NSR, p<0.05, in
Table 21.
Marketing and technology managers gather different market intelligence.
Marketing managers generally gather information specifically related to the customer,
such as wants and needs and in particular marketing mix details such as pricing,
distribution, promotion. On the other hand, technology managers are more concerned
with, and therefore are more likely to be gathering data regarding technical issues, such
as performance, efficacy, safety, design and manufacturing processes. Also, market
intelligence might be interpreted by technology managers as customer information only
and as information best gathered and interpreted by marketing managers. No support for
hypothesis 1 seems counter-intuitive. However, it can be argued that the presence o f little
difference in the amount o f market intelligence gathering between marketing and
technology managers reflects the absence o f a leadership role o f the two. A technology
driven organization would presumably reflect a strong to dominant role played by the
technology management group in market intelligence gathering and the culture in the new
product development environment. A market-driven organization would presumably
reflect a contrasting role by the two management groups with marketing dominating the
market intelligence gathering tasks.
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Although marketing and technology managers do gather different information in
order to complete their product development tasks, consistent dissemination o f gathered
information between the two groups, proper and timely group responsiveness would most
logically contribute to new product program success. It is also logical to assume that
small perceived difference would contribute to less inter-departmental conflict, greater
cooperation and harmony between the two management groups. Therefore, it is conclude
that the smaller the difference in the level o f IFMO-computed information dissemination
and responsiveness between marketing and technology management groups, the greater
the firm’s new product program success.
Previous studies hypothesized a moderating effect o f marketing turbulence (the
rate o f change in the composition o f customers and their preferences) and technology
turbulence (the rate o f technological change in the environment) on the market
orientation-business performance relation. Jaworski and Kohli (1993) found no support
for a moderating effect by technological disturbance on the market orientation-business
performance relationship. Upon further reflection they speculated that technological
turbulence may lessen the importance o f market orientation because technology would
provide another avenue for firms to obtain superior business performance. In a more
recent study Subramanian and Gopalakrishma (2001) reported a positive relationship
between market orientation and new product success, but found no moderating effect for
market turbulence. In addition to these findings, Dobscha (1994) argues that external
factors may affect market orientation itself rather than acting on the market orientationbusiness performance relation. Overall, the effect o f moderators on the market
orientation-business performance is mixed (e.g., Langerak 2001).
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There are no studies that examine the moderating effect o f market and
technological turbulence on the interfunctional market orientation construct and new
product program success. This dissertation hypothesized that technological turbulence
and marketing turbulence were drivers (external factors) o f market orientation operating
at the

functional level, and would positively affect the relationship between

interfunctional market orientation and new product program success.
Four hypotheses each were examined in this study for market turbulence and
technological turbulence for the technology and marketing groups, respectively.
Hypothesis 3-1 (Table 22) posited that the greater the technological turbulence, the
greater the positive affect o f interfunctional market orientation on new product program
success. Hypothesis 3-2 (Table 23) posited that the greater the technological turbulence,
the stronger the relationship between IFMO-computed intelligence gathering o f the
technology management group and new product program success. Hypothesis 3-3 (Table
24) posited that the greater the technological turbulence, the stronger the relationship
between the IFMO-computed intelligence dissemination o f the technology management
group and new product program success. Hypothesis 3-4 (Table 25) posited that the
greater the technological turbulence, the stronger the relationship between the IFMOcomputed responsiveness of the technology management group and new product program
success. The data in Tables 22-25 do not support these hypotheses and indicate no
significant impact o f technology turbulence or on the interfunctional market orientationnew

product

program

relationship

or

the

intelligence

gathering,

information

dissemination or responsiveness components o f an interfunctional market orientation.
Most of the firms in the animal health industry are technology-driven and depend upon
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new technologies to develop new products and maintain their competitiveness, according
to Auddie Sharp, DVM, Senior Clinical Research for Intervet USA. Thus, it may be that
unique to this industry is that an increase, or decrease, in the level o f technological
turbulence has no appreciable impact on the relationship between interfunctional market
orientation and new product program success.
Jaworski and Kohli examined the moderating effect o f market turbulence on the
market-orientation performance link. They posited that increases in market turbulence
would strengthen the relationship between market orientation and business performance
measures. However, their results did not support a positive relationship between market
orientation and business performance. Slater and Narver (1994) also did not find any
moderating effects for market turbulence on the market orientation -

business

performance relationship. In addition, Subramanian and Gopalakrishna (2001) found that
market turbulence did not moderate the market orientation - business performance
relation. Therefore, it is concluded that technology turbulence has no moderating effects
on the interfunctional market orientation - new product program success relationship.
The effects o f market turbulence on the interfunctional market orientation- new
product program performance relationship was examined, including the three individual
components, intelligence gathering, information dissemination and response. The
individual components o f interfunctional market orientation (Tables 27-29) are not
supported. Hypothesis 4-1 (Table 26) posited that the greater the market turbulence, the
greater the positive affect o f interfunctional market orientation on new product program
success. Hypothesis 4-1 is partially supported when measured by NSR in Table 26 (d = 1.548, p>0.05) and Model I, Table 33 (d = -1.548, p>0.05). The NSR measure represents
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the firm’s overall new product success for the five years. It may be that the affect o f
market turbulence on the interfunctional market orientation - new product program
success is most likely to manifest itself in measures o f increasing time, such as the 5-year
window of NSR. If so, then 1-year and 3-year new product program success measures are
not good measures o f the moderating affects o f market turbulence. Therefore, it is
concluded that there may be instances that the greater the market turbulence, the greater
the affect of interfunctional market orientation on new product program success when
measured by NSR. The presence o f market turbulence is perceived to “set the stage” for a
positive affect of IFMO on new product program success. However, if market turbulence
is a gradual phenomenon and continuously monitored by the firm, or if the firm is market
driving would market turbulence even have a measurable impact on the interfunctional
market orientation-new product program

success relationship?

In new product

development environments where lengthy regulatory paths are the norm, a firm’s ability
to respond to market and technology turbulence may present additional considerations for
examining their moderating affects on the interfunctional market orientation - new
product program success relationship.
Previous empirical market orientation studies have controlled for several industry
variables. On the basis of earlier studies indicating a positive or suspected influence on
new product program success, two control variables were investigated in this dissertation,
relative firm size and the degree o f proximity between the technology and marketing
group.
Slater and Narver (1994) and Greenley (1995) found a positive effect for firm size
on new product success. Greenley (1995) further suggested using multiple product
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outcomes in future market orientation research. Hypothesis 5 posited that the larger the
SBU, the more positive the impact o f interfunctional market orientation on new product
program success. The four categories for revenue size were less than 10M$, 10M$-49M$,
50M$-99M$ and 100M$ and greater. Hypothesis 5 is supported by all measures (Tables
36-50 in Model II) and is significant for only the 10M$-49M$ category. The findings
suggest that there may be a unique and optimal revenue size for an SBU in this industry
at which interfunctional market orientation has a significant and positive affect on new
product program success. For example, the smaller firms may have fewer resources on
which to draw upon, less sophisticated management control measures, or too
autocratically managed to benefit from a market orientation. Conversely, the much larger
firms may be highly bureaucratic or inefficient and not be able to operationalize a market
orientation in their firms. Therefore, hypothesis 5 is conditionally supported.
The second control variable, proximity, was investigated by Kumar et al. (1998)
and showed no effect on the market orientation - business performance relationship,
although the suspicion of effect is well documented in the literature (e.g., Maltz and
Kohli 2000). Hypothesis

6

posited that the greater proximity (closeness) between

marketing and technology groups, the more positive the impact o f interfunctional market
orientation on new product program success. There are five categories o f proximity,
including

same

location

(PRXCATA),

same

state

(PRXCATB),

same

region

(PRXCATC), different part o f the country (PRXCATD), and different country
(PRXCATE). There results in Model II (Tables 36-50) show significance at both close
proximity (same location) and greater distances between the marketing and management
technology group. This would suggest that at both ends of the spectrum o f proximity
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there is a positive impact on the interfunctional market orientation-new product program
success relationship. In today’s modem corporation proximity takes on different
characteristics than it did prior to the development o f Internet and Intranet infrastructures
for communicating among cross-functional team members. Thus, the bimodal findings in
this research can be explained by realizing that far flung organizations with sophisticated
Intranet infrastructures are in close proximity, as are those firms where marketing and
technology management groups are in the same location. Tables 36-44 for measurements
RELCOMP, NSR and N P 12 show significance levels for categories PRXCATD (in the
same country) and PRXCATE (in another country). Five o f these tables (Tables 36-37
and 39-41) also reveal significance for those firms with their new product teams in the
same location. Category PRXCATB (same state) is not significant in any table of
regressions and therefore supports hypothesis 6 . Therefore, it is concluded that the greater
the proximity between marketing and technology management groups, the more positive
the impact of interfunctional market orientation on new product program success.
Model I regressed dependent variables RELCOMP, NSR, N P 12, NP 36 AND NP 60
on IFMO, market turbulence, technology turbulence and the interaction terms between
IFMO, market turbulence and technology turbulence. IFMO and the model is generally
statistically significant except in the presence o f the interaction terms. The exception is in
Table 33 where IFMO is significant at the p>.10 level when measured by NSR. Model I
(Tables 33-35). It is concluded that there is high collinearity among the variables.
Model II (Tables 36-50) regresses dependent variables RELCOMP, NSR, N P 12,
NP36 and NP 60 on IFMO, market turbulence, technology turbulence, firm size and
proximity. The largest percentage o f total of variation (R2 = .245, F = 10.573, p>.000)
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explained by the independent variables when IFMO is significant (beta = .319, p>.001) is
when measured by RELCOMP.
In summary, it can be concluded from the findings o f this dissertation that,
1) past research designs for measuring the impact o f market orientation or a firm’s
new product efforts are flawed.
2) interfunctional market orientation is an important and significant determinant o f
new product program success,
3) the smaller the difference in the level o f information sharing between the
marketing group and the technology group, the greater the firm’s new product
program success,
4) the smaller the difference in the level o f responsiveness between the marketing
group and the technology group, the greater the firm’s new product program
success
5) technology turbulence has no moderating effects on the interfunctional market
orientation - new product program success relationship.
6) the greater the market turbulence, the greater the affect o f interfunctional market
orientation on new product program success when measured by NSR.
7) there is a positive impact o f interfunctional market orientation on new product
program success when SBU revenues are from 10M$-49M$ .
8) the greater the proximity between marketing and technology management groups,
the more positive the impact o f interfunctional market orientation on new product
program success.
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MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
The findings from this dissertation provide additional new marketing knowledge
which can readily be used by managers. First, measuring the contribution o f the firm ’s
new product development activities should consider multiple products over time, instead
o f a single most recent new product launch. The NSR metric is a versatile measure
because it is easily calculated, auditable and understood by marketing, R&D and top
management. Furthermore, annual, industry wide NSR data is collected by the Industrial
Research Institute, thus providing valuable benchmarking for firms on a regular basis.
Top management should be able to use this information whose firms depend upon a
continuous flow o f new products for sustaining a competitive advantage. Together, NSR
and research intensity provide an excellent tool for analyzing the new product pipelines
o f target acquisitions and mergers.
Second, conceptualizing market orientation below the SBU level, and specifically
at interfunctional new product teams, should have considerable appeal to new product
managers. The findings o f this dissertation show that overall new product program
success is positively impacted by the level o f interfunctional market orientation and it sub
measures - information dissemination and response implementation.
Since IFMO is a collective measure o f the new product team ’s level o f market
orientation that also includes a penalty for the magnitude o f the market orientation
difference between the two groups, it is an invaluable diagnostic tool. Information
sharing is a sub measure o f interfunctional market orientation whose value has been
shown to positively impact new product program success. The perceived level of
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information sharing differs between the marketing and technology management groups.
While marketing may think it extensively shares market information with technology
managers, technology managers may in fact perceive that marketing is holding back
valuable information from them. On the other hand, technology managers may believe
they share information extensively with their marketing associates, marketing managers
may perceive the information exchange much differently. Thus, measuring IFMO and it
sub measures can be performed by management and uncover areas o f conflict or
misunderstanding between marketing and technology management and appropriate action
can then be taken to remedy the problem.
A third area that managers can act upon is the need for frequent and quality
communication between marketing and technology managers. This research showed that
proximity (relative closeness) o f the marketing and technology management groups may
have a positive impact on new product program success. Previous research has shown
than too close o f proximity can be detrimental to new product development performance
and that far flung operations may also be a cause o f poor performance too. This research
showed just the opposite o f what was expected and sheds new light on the possible
meaning o f proximity as it refers to modem cross-functional new product teams.
Many firms locate their R&D in locations most conducive to research, including
being near a large pool o f skilled scientists and technicians as well as an environment that
permits full scale or at least minimum pilot manufacturing. Strategic locations for R&D
may not be favorable for marketing and top management personnel. Thus marketing and
the

technology

management

groups

become

physically

separated

with

fewer

opportunities for mingling. However, the findings from this research suggest that both
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same location, different part of the country and different country settings for marketing
and technology managers positively impact the interfunctional market orientation
relationship. The important thing for managers to understand and act upon is that Internet
and sophisticated Intranet infrastructures may offset traditional proximity issues for large
and far flung firms. Therefore, top managers should invest in the appropriate
infrastructures (e.g., Intranets) to permit necessary levels of information sharing among
marketing and technology managers.
The findings in this research suggest an optimal SBU revenue size that provides a
positive impact o f interfunctional market orientation on new product program success.
The results o f this investigation generally indicate that relatively small or large
organizations may be disadvantaged. An autocratic environment in small firms, or highly
bureaucratic environments in larger firms would possible deter the development o f a
market orientation and therefore interfunctional market orientations as well. The findings
may well be reflective of the unique characteristics o f firms in the animal health industry.
If so, then managers should consider at what level o f revenues and other considerations
argue for organizational downsizing or growth.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
Limitations
There are several limitations to this study. First, the finding in this research must
be viewed as tentative since there is very little empirical research investigating the
relationship of market orientation and new product program success.
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Second, the context of this study effectively limits any broad generalization o f its
findings beyond the animal health and veterinary products industry. Furthermore, the
sampling frame was limited to the US market and only to firms and SBUs that had
research dedicated to the development o f products for the licensed, practicing
veterinarian.
Another limitation is the “snapshot” nature o f the information received from the
respondents. Most o f the firms in this study have numerous products in various phases o f
development. Replication o f this study several months before or after the initial data
collection could, most likely, reflect major new product offerings and could impact the
interfunctional market orientation-new product program success relationship. For
example, those firms dedicated to developing major products often have longer dry spells
in which no new products are launched. The number of products introduced in the last
year (NP 12) and three years (NP 36 ) could be negligible. Similarly, some firms may have
produced a plethora o f new products in the last year, but only after an extended new
product drought.
Fourth, the animal health industry has undergone an extensive contraction in the
number o f 100M$ revenue firms in the past five years. At the same time, numerous start
ups, often with only a few products have emerged. Therefore, the landscape is dotted
with new firms, some that are parts o f once larger firms, new-to-the-industry firms and
some firms with limited research capabilities but major revenue generating features in the
industry. The result is an unknown number of firms that have little new product program
history.
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The new product environment in which the respondent’s firm operates varies
considerably. Many o f the firms are primarily pharmaceutical manufacturing and are
often exposed to lengthy regulatory paths to commercialization. This has the effect o f
skewing the results for calculating the new sales ratio and diminishes the value of
comparing the number o f new products launched over time. Vaccine companies have a
similar fate as do medical device manufacturers. On the other hand, firms that implement
a new product strategies intended to provide small, but numerous, incremental revenues
will appear much more gravid in their ability to develop new products.
Many o f the firms responding to this research are SBUs o f global operations
whose new product activities and launches do not necessarily reflect upon its level o f
interfunctional market orientation. For example, some animal health SBUs may have
their new product development plans dictated by the parent the located in another
country. It is highly possible that new product introductions for market segments in the
US are not a development priority for the parent company. Therefore, the interfunctional
market orientation-new product program success measure for the US SBU would only
reflect an association and not causal effects.
There may be limitations in the Matsuno New MO scale used in this study. This
scale was used in the study because o f its ability to capture a broader range o f market
elements (e.g., regulatory bodies) that were not captured by other scales (e.g.,
MARKOR).
Finally, a limitation of this study is its lack o f service organizations which
actually account for many additional new products for the animal health industry and the
practicing veterinarian.
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Future Research Directions
The findings in this dissertation precipitate numerous research questions several
areas o f research that need to be explored. First, since interfunctional market orientation
is a new construct introduced in this dissertation, replication studies should be advanced
to gain a greater understanding o f the relationship between interfunctional market
orientation and new product program success. Also, additional replication should
consider longitudinal studies, since causal inferences cannot be made for within-firm
effects with the performance measures.
A major area of research should examine the impact o f interfunctional market
orientation on other aspects of new product development. This is an entirely new and rich
area o f research for the interfunctional market orientation construct. Numerous studies
continue to emphasize the sharing o f market information, connectivity and coordination
between marketing and R&D - the primary new product team members. Numerous
research questions arise. For example, what is the role o f interfunctional market
orientation on the quality o f new product planning and its role in idea generation? Also,
within the various new product stages o f development how does the level o f
interfunctional market orientation impact the success/failure rates o f product candidates
as they proceed towards commercialization?
Does the level of interfunctional market orientation reduce the level o f conflict
between marketing, R&D and other functional areas associated with the firm’s new
product effort? Do minimum differences in the sub measures o f interfunctional market
orientation levels between marketing and technology groups promote greater integration
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and foster superior new product development efficiencies, such as improved levels o f
research intensity? These questions are o f considerable interest to top management who
seek answers and remedies to poor performing research programs.
Time-to-market studies continue to be a major area o f product development
research. There have been no studies examining the relationship o f market orientation on
time-to-market issues. Interfunctional market orientation would be another stream o f
research directed at various aspects o f the extensive and complex area o f new product
development. For example, what is the role o f interfunctional sub measures - intelligence
gathering, information dissemination and response implementation - along the stages o f
new product development?
Replication o f the interfunctional market orientation-new product program
success should be extended to additional contexts and industries, such as, the human
health sectors, biotechnology and other high technology industries that depend upon a
continuous stream o f new products for growth and survival.
The service sector is a growing area o f research for market orientation which now
should consider the impact o f interfunctional marketing orientation on cross-functional
teams in the banking, insurance and other service sectors o f the economy.
The respondents to the dissertation survey represented the marketing and
technology management groups that form the basis of new product development. Despite
the merits of having two new product representatives over a single informant, future
research should gather responses from other members o f the new product team to reduce
bias. This study only recorded respondents from marketing and the research area o f the
firm and did not include manufacturing or engineering personnel.
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How does a firm develop an interfunctional market orientation? What is the
relationship between the firm’s level o f market orientation and independently measured
cross-functional market orientation? Are both market orientation and interfimctional
market orientation necessary for optimizing overall business performance and sustaining
competitive advantage?
The survey instrument used in this study may require further refinement. Several
academic researchers call for the use o f different scales in similar contexts towards
validation o f their ability to reflect the domain o f the market orientation construct.
Interfunctional marketing orientation should will require further explication.
Finally, this study was limited to the national boundaries o f the US market.
Therefore, no claim o f external validity can be made without caution.
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AN INDUSTRY SURVEY OF NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
INTRODUCTION: As part of its mission to pursue academic research on all aspects of the business
environment and the key players in major industries, Old Dominion University is conducting research on the
new product development process. In doing this research, it is vital that key people in these industries be
surveyed. Your input, as a person who is intimately involved in your company’s new product development
programs, is essential for the completion of this project and the subsequent findings that may prove
valuable to you and the industry as a whole. This survey, while not long, will require an investment of your
time. For that investment we are truly grateful. Your opinions are very important to the successful
completion of this research project and we hope you will take a few minutes to be part of this national
survey.
PURPOSE: The information that you provide in the attached survey is research about the ANIMAL

HEALTH INDUSTRY. This research provides partial fulfillment for Ph.D. requirements.
CONFIDENTIALITY: Your response to all questions will remain confidential. If you wish to receive a
summary report of the general findings of the study, please contact the project director at the address
provided below.
INSTRUCTIONS: This survey should be completed by a senior member of your marketing/business

development staff AND a senior member of your technology management group (e.g., Director, R&D) who
is closely associated with your company’s new product development and/or product licensing.
Thank you very much for your time participating in this research study!

Please complete all sections and return by fax (703-715-9080) or mail using the enclosed, postage-paid,
pre-addressed envelope to:

George Gresham
Animal Health Industry Study Project Director
Old Dominion University
New Products Research Study-378
P.O. Box 8481
Reston, VA 20195
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W e would first like to know about how your business unit manages its new product development efforts.
Then we will ask you about how the departments in your business unit work together in this effort. W e will
conclude with some questions about your new product success rate and finally, some classification
questions about the demographics of your business unit and company. Once again, all this information will
be confidential: nothing will be attributed to you or your company by name, title or position. All data will be
aggregated into a database with other respondents.
SECTION A: Please tell us about your new product development efforts.

1 How many new products (include products new to your business unit, new to the market, and
line-extensions) has your business unit launched in the
last 12 months? last 3 years? last 5 years?

2. Approximately what percent o f all new products launched by your business unit were
licensed from a third party?
last 12 months? last 3 years?

last 5 years?

%

%

%

3. How often does your business unit make use of cross-functional teams (i.e., teams
comprised of members from different functional areas within the company) to manage your
new product efforts?____________
never
(0% of the time)

very seldom
( < 3 0 % of the time)

seldom
(30-50% of the time)

usually
almost always
(50-75% of the time)
(75%+)

Comments:

4. Where is your technology management group (R&D, manufacturing, engineering) physically located,
relative to your marketing and management group?

same location same state same region distant region of the country different country
Comments:
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SECTION B: This section asks questions about your business unit.
For each of the statements below, please circle the number that best expresses the
extent to which you agree or disagree with the statement.
Do not circle more than one number for each question.
Strongly
Disagree

1.

Neutral/ No
opinion

Strongly
Agree

W e poll end users at least once a year to assess the
quality of our products and services.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

2. We periodically review the likely effect of changes in
our business environment (e.g., regulation) on

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

3. In this business unit, we frequently collect and
evaluate general macroeconomic information (e.g.,
interest rate, exchange rate, gross domestic product,
industry growth rate, inflation rate).

^

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

4. In this business unit, we maintain contacts with
officials of the government and regulatory bodies (e.g.,
Departments of Agriculture, Food and Drug
Administration, Federal Trade Commission, Congress)
in order to collect and evaluate pertinent information.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

5.

^

2

3

4

5

6

N/A

^

2

3

4

5

6

N/A

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

customers.

In our business unit, intelligence on our competitors
is generated independently by several departments.
6. In this business unit, we collect and evaluate
information concerning general social trends (e.g.,
environmental consciousness, emerging lifestyles)
that might affect our business.
7.

In this business unit, we spend time with our
suppliers to learn more about various aspects of
their business (e.g., manufacturing process industry

N/A

practices, clientele)
8.

In our business unit, only a few people are
collecting competitor information.

9.

Marketing personnel in our business unit spend time
discussing customers’ future needs with other

'

N/A

functional departments.

10. Our business unit periodically circulates documents
(e.g., reports, newsletters) that provide information on
our customers.
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Strongly
Disagree

11 . We have cross-functional meetings very often to
discuss market trends and developments (e.g.,
customers, competition, suppliers).

Neutral/ No
opinion

Strongly
Agree

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

13. Technical people in this business unit spend a lot of
time sharing information about technology for new
products with other departments.

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

14. Market information spreads quickly through all levels
in this business unit

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

16. The product lines we sell depend more on internal
politics that real market needs.

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

17. W e are slow to start business with new suppliers
even though we think they are better than existing
ones.

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

18. If a major competitor were to launch an intensive
campaign targeted at our customers, we would
implement a response immediately.

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

19. The activities of the different departments in this
business unit are well coordinated.

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

20. Even if we came up with a great marketing plan, we
probably would not be able to implement in a timely
fashion.

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

2

3

4

5

N/A

2

3

4

5

N/A

12. We regularly have interdepartmental meetings to

update our knowledge of regulatory requirements.

15. For one reason or another, we tend to ignore
changes in our customers’ product or service
needs.

21. If a special interest group (e.g., consumer group,
environmental group) were to publicly accuse us of
harmful business practices, we would respond to the
criticism immediately.

22. W e tend to take longer than our competitors to
respond to a change in regulatory policy.
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SECTION C: Now, here are some questions about your company’s top managers and their
management style.

Strongly
Disagree

23. Top Managers repeatedly tell employees that this
business unit’s survival depends on its adapting to
market trends.

Neutral/ No
opinion

Strongly
Agree

2

3

4

6

7

N/A

2

3

4

6

7

N/A

25. Top managers keep telling people around here that
they must gear up now to meet customers’ future
needs.

2

3

4

6

7

N/A

26. According to top managers here, serving customers
is the most important thing our business unit does.

2

3

4

6

7

N/A

27. Top managers in this business unit believe that
higher financial risks are worth taking for higher
rewards.

2

3

4

6

7

N/A

28. Top managers in this business unit like to take big
financial risks.

2

3

4

6

7

N/A

29. Top managers here encourage the development of
innovative marketing strategies, knowing well that
some will fail.

2

3

4

6

7

N/A

30. Top managers in this busy unit like to “play it safe”.

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

31. Top managers around here like to implement plans
only if they are very certain that they will work.

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

24. Top managers often tell us to be sensitive to the
activities of our competitors.

SECTION D: Now, here are a few questions about interdepartmental cooperation.
Strongly
Disagree

32. Most departments in this business unit get along well
with each other.
33. When members of several departments get together,
tensions frequently run high.

34. People in one department generally dislike
interacting with those from other departments.

Neutral/ No
opinion

Strongly
Agree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A
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Strongly
Disagree

35. Employees from different departments feel that the
goals of their respective departments are in harmony

Neutral/ No
opinion

Strongly
Agree

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

38. There is little or no interdepartmental conflict in this
business unit

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

39. In this business unit, it is easy to talk to with virtually
anyone you need to, regardless of rank or position.

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

40. There is ample opportunity for informal “hall talk”
among individuals from different departments in this
business unit

4

5

7

N/A

41. In this business unit, employees from different
departments feel comfortable calling each other
when the need arises.

4

5

7

N/A

with each other.

36. Protecting one’s department turf is considered to
be a way of life in this business unit

37. The objectives pursued by the marketing department
are incompatible with those of the manufacturing
department.

42. Managers here discourage employees from
discussing work-related matters with those who are
not their immediate superiors or subordinates.

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

43. People around here are quite accessible to those in
other departments.

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

44. Junior managers in my department can easily
schedule meetings with junior managers in other
departments.

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

SECTION E: Here are some questions about your job au onomy.
Strongly
“ 'sagree

Neutral/ No
opinion

Strongly
Agree

4 5 . 1feel I am my own boss in most matters.

6

7

N/A

46. A person can make his own decisions without
checking with anybody here.

6

7

N/A

6

7

N/A

47. How things are done around here is left up to the
person doing the work.
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Strongly
Disagree

Neutral/ No
opinion

Strongly
Agree

48. People here are allowed to do almost as they please.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

49. Most people make their own rules on the job.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

50. The employees are constantly being checked on
for rule violations.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

51. People here feel as though they are constantly being
watched to see that they obey all the rules.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

53. A person who wants to make his own decision would
be quickly discouraged here.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

54. Even small matters have to be referred to someone
higher up for a final answer.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

55. I have to ask my boss before I do almost anything.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

52. There can be little action taken here until a
supervisor approves a decision.

56. Any decision I make has to have my boss’s

SEC TIO N F; The next several questions deal with some of the aspects of your satisfaction with
your job in this business unit.
Strongly
Disagree

57. No matter which department they are in, people in this
business unit get recognized for being sensitive to

1

Neutral/ No
opinion

Strongly
Agree

2

3

4

6

N/A

2

3

4

6

N/A

2

3

4

6

N/A

2

3

4

6

N/A

competitive moves.

58. Customer satisfaction assessments influence senior
manager’s pay in this business unit.
59. Formal rewards (i.e., pay raise, promotion) are
forthcoming to anyone who consistently provides
good market intelligence.

60. Employees feel as though their future is intimately
linked to that of this organization.
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Strongly
Disagree

61. Employees would be happy to make personal
sacrifices if it were important for the business units
well being.

Neutral/ No
opinion

Strongly
Agree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

62. The bonds between this organization and its
employees are weak.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

63. In general, employees are proud to work for this
business unit.

^

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

64. Employees often go above and beyond the call of
duty to ensure this unit’s well being.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

65. Our people have little or no commitment to this
business unit.

^

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

66. It is clear that employees are fond of this business
unit

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

67. People in this business unit are genuinely concerned
about the needs and problems of each other.

,

2

3

4

5

6

7

68. A team spirit pervades all ranks in this business unit

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

70. People in this business unit feel like they are
emotionally attached to each other.

.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

71. People in this organization feel like they are “init

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

69. Working for this business unit is like being partof a
big family.

.

together”.

N/A

72. This business unit lacks an espirit de corps.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

73. People in this business unit view themselves as
independent individuals who have to tolerate others
around them.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

SECTION G: Now, here are some questions about your relationship(s) with customers.

74. In our business, customers’ product preferences
change quite a bit over time.
75. Our customers tend to look for new products all the
time.

.

2

3

4

5

5

7

2

3

4

5

6

7
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N/A
N/A

Strongly
Disagree

Neutral/ No
opinion

Strongly
Agree

76. We are witnessing demand for our products and
services from customers who never bought them
before.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

77. New customers tend to have product-related needs
that are different from customers who never bought
from us before.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

78. We cater too much to the same customers that we
used to in the past

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

SECTION H: Technology is a factor in everyone’s industry. Here are several questions about how
technology is affecting your business unit.
79. The technology in our industry is changing rapidly.
80. Technological changes provide big opportunities in

our industry.
81. It is very difficult to forecast where the technology in

our industry will be in the next 2 or 3 years.
82. A large number of new product ideas have been
made possible through technological breakthroughs

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

in our industry.
83. Technological developments in our industry are rather
minor.

Just a couple more brief sections to go!!! Thanks for staying with this thus far!
SECTION I:

Now we want to turn your attention to the success rates of new products in your
business unit.

1. Using the 7-point scale shown below (7= highest; 1=lowest), rate your business units new product
success rate, relative to all other competitors in your industry.

For example, if you believe your business units new product success rate is greater than that of
approximately 60% of all competitors in your industry, rate yourself a 5. (circle one)
1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2________ 3________ 4________ 5_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 6_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 7
<10%

11-25%

26-40%

41-55%

56-70%

71-85%
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86-100%

2. The New Sales Ratio (NSR) is a measure of new product program performance. It is easily
calculated and is vitally central to this research. We are going to ask you to make some
calculations. Please do so as accurately as possible and where you may not have exact data,
please make your closest, most informed estimate.
ONLY PROVIDE US WITH A PERCENTAGE, THERE IS NO NEED TO SHOW CALCULATIONS.
Example:
1) Total sales of new products on the market five years or less for last fiscal year = $5M
2) Total sales of all products for last fiscal year = $50M
3) NSR = $5M / $50M = 10%
______________ NSR%
(new product sales $$ I total sales $$) for your company 2003

This is the FINAL SECTION!!!!
SECTION J: Here is where we need to collect some demographic information for classification
purposes. Please tell us about yourself:

1. Please check which functional area below most reflects your work:
Research and Development/Technical Management
Manufacturing/ Production/ Engineering
Marketing/ Business Development/ Sales
President/ CEO
Other (explain)
2. How many years have you been with this company?
3. How many years in your present job?
4. What is your level of formal education? (e.g., BS, MS, Ph.D., DVM, MD).
5. What is your area of education? (management, DVM, etc.)
6. Have you worked in an area of the firm different than you do now?
(please check those that apply)
Research and Development/Technical Management
Manufacturing/ Production/ Engineering
Marketing/ Business Development/ Sales
Other (explain)
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Please tell us about your business unit:

1. Which industry group(s) below most reflects your business unit?
(Check all that apply)
Pharmaceuticals
Biologies (vaccines, bacterins, serums)
Diagnostics
Medical Device and/or equipment
Surgicals, surgical and/or hospital supplies
Other (please specify)
2.

If you are part of a division or strategic business unit, approximately how many fulltime employees are
there? (Check one)_______
25 or less

26-100

101-250

251-1000

>1000

3. Approximately how many fulltime employees are in your entire company? (Check one)
25 or less

26-100

101-250

251-1000

>1000

4. What are the approximate annual sales of your business unit? (Check one)

less than
$10M

$10-$100M

$50-$100

>$100M

Thank you very much for your time participating in this research study.
Please feel free to offer any additional comments.

Please complete all sections and return by fax (703-715-9080) or mail using the enclosed, postage-paid,
pre-addressed envelope to:
George Gresham
Animal Health Industry Study Project Director
Old Dominion University
New Products Research Study-372
P.O. Box 8481
Reston, VA 20195
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